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. PREFACE

At the SMSG 1963 Summer, Mriting Session, a'small group considerect the
question of a calculus text 'for high scli1301. use. The members of the, group

were:

A. A. Blank,, New -Yotk, Univei-sity
R. J. Clark, St . Paul's. School', Concord, New Hampshire
C. W. Leedi, .Berkshire School, Sheffield, Massachusetts
N. L. Massey), Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, 'Washington
W. Stenberg, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnespta
R. D. Wagner, Univerbity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

The SMSG Advisory Board had expressed a desire for a calculus text,
suitable foil' bih sdhool use,: which would presuppose the SMSGtprogram through

"Intermediate.Mathematics" at least, -and possibly. through "El-ementary Aulctions",
and which would meet at least the level of the Advanced Placement Program.

The calcUlus group surVeyed.all available Calculus text; to see if any of.
. them satisfied the Advisory BOard's requirements. Finding none, the group

drew.up an outline vf a course which would, and then poceeded to annotate the

outline.

. The annobtatiork consisted of discussions of the more lrapoitarit and more

difficdt topics. These discussions were interided_ for futu re writersx riot "for

high school students. airing the course of the session, howeier, some of the
a

groui5 felt that a more extended exposition of some ofthe topics should be

prepared in -a form suitable for students in order to indicate the intended .

btyle and pace of the student text.

ylta first draft of a student version of' the first four chapter se .
The subgroup doing this felt that in order to mai& the material
tsa high school stUdents, certain changes in the outline*were

Accordingl
was prepared.
under standable
necessary.

The group could not reach agreement in these changes, so two separate
repol-ts were prepared, the second one being the student version of the first
four chapters.
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Committee EXploritalculus

Report
*

This report is divided into four sections, entitled The Need, The Survey,

The Design, and The Samilaes. AlthoulA this makes for an orderly efficient

report, it does not reflget the chronological progress QC the committee.

Given a. broad mandate, the Gammittee'Pxploring Calculus (CEC) struggled with.

Anumber of ideas Simultaneously and tried to find common areas of agreemt!r.t..

Although there.Were seVeral points of view about the,order of topics in the

table of'contents and the style of the Samples', the conclusions in this

report are supported by all members of the committee.

The Need

It is.elear that each year more students will be capable of taking a

'full.year of calculus in the 12th grade and will choose t9 do so. GEO does

not.assert.any Judgment about'the wisdom and strength of this trend; sufficient

for it to idenXify the fact and offer -mnstructive measures. The committee

does feel, however, that no calculus course should be less than a full year.

There will be an increasing number of students studying calculus in ihe 12th

grade and they will need suitable teikts.

To fulfill this need, any text should be written in the style of SMSG

and continue to exhibit sound mathematics. These two characteristics which

reffect the underlying philosophy of the program have been an outstanding

asset of the pliblications. The style Can be summarized as self-teaching;

i.e. requiring lueid, rather 'lengthy exAanation specifying all details and
4

illustrated with numerous examples. The content consists of vital mathe-

matics that reveals''its inherent power and scope as well ari,its challenge.

The problems must be fresh and interesting.

The text Must cover in adequate depth tho".opics listed in f1isyllabus .

of the Advanced Macement Program. Since the APP and SMSG both seek to

promulgate the miLhematics that will best prepare a student for'futu;-e work

in the.discipline,,their syllabi wilPnecessarily tie very similex.

The text Inust present mathematics in such %way tlibt each stu ent will,
.

. . v
acquire an aecu4atel if.limited idea tf amaysis apd appreciate t e

. challenges of analytic methods. This is speUelly imporfant in a course
. .



that may be a terdinal course'in mathematics for some. Unfortunately there

are those few who teke calculus and do not go to college. Also many choose

other disciplines to the excluzion'of mathematics when they enter college.-

Much has.:been done to alert citizens to.the dichotoMy between 'the scientific

and liberal arts areas; the text shOul&help to 'repair the' breech. This is.

, a need very peculiar to secondary school teTts.

'The Survez'

CEC undertook a survey of existing,texts to determine if there were

.any that siafficiently satisfied'the need., The existence of such a text

would preclude writing another.

At best, the eve.luation of any textbook involves certain stibjective

difficulties, which the committee tried to minimize as each.book was

reviewed and discussed. No !attempt was made to establiph 'any check list

with A weighting or point,system.

'The books examined included many very excellent texts and ranged from

11e highly sophisticated', very rigorous to the completely-intuitive. The
4#books generally fell'into one or more of four categories.. 4

a

4

Many were foUnd to be too rigorous. Written at a high level of mathe-

matical sophistication, such texts are.not ideal for an introductory course. .

Other:: appeared, to be simply too long. They.include more tobics than could

be covered in a one year cour . Generally these are books that were designed

to be the text for programs,o several semesters'duration.

.A few booi64seemed to 'consist primarily of techniques with little

support1ng1theory or background. BY implicaticn they suggest that the

student needs only to categorize the problem and then repeat the exhibited

solution. Finally some books were thought to be tbo brief 04* 'compact. While

exccllent books in g mathematical sense, they present severe pedhgOgical

problems for any but the best teachers and certainly do not fulfull\he need'

to be self-teaching:,

Many of the books surveyed have been used as references in the'study

guide which CTC prepared io help teachers.

The imanimous opinion of the committee is

(See.APpendix A) satisfies the particular need

that SMSC consider produping a text that Abes.

undertook to design attext and to produr

a 1
that none of those surveyed

Therefdre *DEC recommends

Twthis tnd, the committee



'The Pesign,..

4V

a

, The c mmittee feels that a text aesigned"to full 11 the taped outlined

-'earlier will have a pumber of .special charatteristics which are as.follaws:

A brief r&vj.ev. A uniformsbackground is assumed. This means that
4

little time is,required to establish a framevork for the course. Yet expli-.

cit statements of assumed foundations will er*le-classes orsomewhat

different backgroUnd tol?egin with uniform' symbolism and detinitions. Also

, pedagogically, a review'will be usefu:11 perhabs necessary, 'to most secondary'

school. teachers.

An assumption about analytic geometry. A 'student who has successf.lally

.completed SMSG I./ark through the llth grade has sufficient preparationCtd-

'handle the concepts and probleA, Certainly:a full course in analytic
#4

geometry will strengthen a student's foundation.: A review settion on the
'

general second-degree eplation is cOntemplated and this can be expanded'if an b- *

instructor desies.
0

Problem orientation. Insofar as possible, each major topic will be

mqtivated.by anhactual problem for which there exists a matitematical model.

Eventually, atter?"a he istic discussion, the empirical solution4mill be
4

supboeted byttheo6 anL formalized since,this approacIt.must not be at the'

sacriflce ofkrigor.

EMphasis upon approximation. In elementary mathematics4 methods appear

to produce exact.answers but the mature mathemhtician uses estimation a great

deal. ,To instill-an aPpreciation of aplDrcVmations, especially withregard

to the limit conépt, is a major aim.
. .

,A folmal treatment of limits ibllowingp.. rather lehl)tby discussion of
s

the derivative on an iptuitive basis, the forma E , 6 definition of a
. ..

limit will be given. The ground 1111 have beenrepared however, by intro-,

ducing rather early the role that differe s play by repeateti use of such.
'

.

. .

clauses as "x approaches a,' 'which means that tbe difference lx - ai can

lie made arbit4arily small:" Faloising the formaf definition of. limit., some
.

.
. . .

work will be 'given
.
in El ti techniques. Then.theorPms on limits (of sums,

-will be displayed,and thereafter ustd. -Proofs of these theorems,vill

either be ip the text or.in'an appendix. ,



,

a .

110/ Separate development of the definite in/egral iSince a thorough under- ,
i..-

,

A

standing of tills important topit is most itiOrtant in subsequent 'mathematics,
s , .

a slow careful development of the definite'integrAl will be given. A
i, .

.
completeness and a separation axiom about -61e real numbersiorili be given. The

follOwing separation axiom seems suitable. "If A and ,B are sets of numbers

having the'property that every member'of A is less than or equal to every
. .,

meMber of B thn there is a nuMber s which separates A and B.

(x c A and y E B .-->x < s <y) Although the antiderivative will be used.P. ....%
b ,

:sparingly earlierl.the indefinite integr]:e. wil nOt be introduced until after'
. . , .

-the FundaMerital Theorem.

. a

, 'A teacher's commentary. As is customary with SMk, the commentary *ill
,

..

contain a rationale'of what is done, suggpstions to enhance the teaching, and

' 'answers together with explanations of all'exercises.'

0

The Samples

' Sample.sections of the proposed text (Appendix C) have.been prepared so

that'the style, pace, and rigor can'be_judged. Although'the 'samples have been

rewritien to some,extent, they are not to be considered final, copy but rather

a trial'mpl6entation of the objectives.

. 1

S
.

; Since theie was insufficient time for the small committee to write samples'
t

.
.

'

of arl chapters, a table of contents (Appendix B) hat been prepared to suggest
. .

the.scope of the course. Believing that a Teacher's Commentary is an integral
..

,

part of the program CE6 offers a smee,sample of this (Appendix D).
. . l ..

4

+14.
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PilEFACE TO,THE TEACHER

Witn the great nuMber c;f calculus books now in Print, what poSsible

justification can there be for another? The justifIcation is simple and

direct; until-now there has been no book written specifically for the student

in the twelfth grade. This book is.
. fis

-Many of -61e features special to this text arise directly from this writi:ng

grovp. The Most notab/e featureis the care used in presenting a aew topic.

Pakticalarly in a'first.course in analysis, time and patience mupt be given to

the gerLinaAon of the proper point of view. Me seek to have aefevtopics
0

understood in suckdepth that the p9wer and subIlety can be appreciated and
. *

masteredsufficiently to that the college can build upon firm foundations'
1 4

rather than hasten along in order tordisplay atnuMber of empirical techniques.

A second feature of the text'is motivation through prciblems. A desiccated
1'..

theoretical discourse doesn't induce inquiring students to continue.their

-Study; they want tcodo things. Many major topics will be dntroduced by a
.*

problem. _A pattern from problem to technique to extensions is used throughout

'the book. -
,

*/

A third feature is the treatment of the limit concept. From the
v

beginning,the word difference is frequently used instead of the more usual

rds of "approach" or '!gets-close to." By 'using the form-

f(x) f(a)

x - a
,

the simultaneous consigeration of the two diffePences If(x) 1101 And
P

Ix al ariseS' in an :easy and, natural way. The4ilses of numbers E and 5

are intro.duced separately at different places'in the titxt so that confusion is

minimized'. Ultimately, after the deriArative has been introduced on an intui-.

tive-levell a formal definition of limit is.presented, and each ins-bance of

the derivative introduced 4ar1ier is proven formally. Having met and used

both 5 and: E In earlier situations, the student accepts and understands

the more rigorous definition, incldentallyltwo practices which experience

has shown.,to promote confusion in an elementary colirse can be lareely

' eliminated by'this technique: (1). Ito( does not "approach zero," a siatement

which combined with tile idea of derivative at a leads to a false rxmIcept;



Is

.(2) x.-doet not agp. to infinity," a dtatement which promulgates a fantasy of:'

motion that hiriders a true understuding of limit. -

N.

'A fourth feature is the emphasis upon the proper deyelopment of tAe

definite,inte,gral. A completeneSs axiom fOr real numbers,is given; the concept

-ofupp4r and lower sums is develobed and ultimately it is shown that

si < e Wheriever 0 < 11,6x1I < t);.. finally the definitelntegral is

sdefined-its a n4er. Hopefully the "discovery"-in Chaptc 7 of the relaitionship

II;etween the'integial and the 6rivative when the Fu damentel Thearem it ,.,,
.

preeented yin be exciting, % ,

4 s

The last 'features to. 'be 'mentioned are the brevity ,of review and 4the st 5r-
,k A

city-of topics that vmightv be included in'a one-year course. It is assulted'

-that anyone iaho starts a calculus course has studied and completed successfully

. the usual courses4considere prerequititps. .It is better to,make this clear

than ip procluce a leugthy review or introduce a compact presentation tme
4

chapter in length that wills entice th'e improperly prep ared. Also the presence ,

of d number of extra toplcs, such as partial .differentials and multiple

integrals, Inilitabes ,against,the original objective of a'well-defined.first'

ourse.

.

Hopefully this text.will help you present cLculus in suCh a way as to

instill avreciation and prbmote understanding of some Goncepts and notions

that have and do challenge some of the best mindS of men.

4

12



Chapter le

11.0DUCTION

Calculus has:been, and is, a prObIem-oriented subject._ The subject yas
4 4

developed as ,men sought mtthods for s lying specif4c prObiems. As withall

1Ttbranches of mathematics, li ffis diic if hot impossible, to'fix,Avon. a

particular period in history.as tjle moment of.discovery or inventionvet ft
.

expecially hard in the casit of.calcui,us since the Ilroblems that stimulated the

creation of the tubject Dad existed for thousands, bf years. Ahelikedhhiques

s

were vAyed pragmaticallyif their produced answers, they wire cOnsidered-
s

sound.. SUbsequently otheripp analyzed the procedures in detail in order to ow
4

exactly whalttheir*predgcdssors were doing. It was through such.analysis that

the full'power of thp:pioneer methodS *tab.,realized.

In this first short,chapter, ye -hall 'meet several clankcalproblems.
A

whose solution ied tO,the.deitelopment-of alculus. 'Our.approdch will be quite-.

intuitive, but it will preserit the see of the method which has become bne
.4 4

of the M4s.t.powerful branches of mathematics.

4+0

1-1. A Problem Involvinr. Area

you are aWa;-e, the area of a cirele is found by mping the formula

,
. .. :.

. . ,

We use decimal approximations for It in practical calculattons. ,One Commonly

used ir 3.14. )5ueh an approxtmation was originalIi determined dur a
2 3 .

period of great mathematical aimity in Greece (4011- 200 BC). ,Antiphon
. . .

(420 BC) introduced a "method of eXhaUstion" that was developed by Eudoxus,
,

. .

'Archimedes, and others. This process, "ii;hich contains the seed of-our modern
-

calculus couise, involves the use of a unit circle and regular polygons.

Let us start -with one square inscribed.and asecond square circumscribed
., . .

r.
.

,.. about a unit circle. gee Figure541-1i. -* .

k
'ts
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p.

Fiqure 1-la.

44, #
If we accept the;notions that 'arise, intuitively from our diagrams, we n9te that.

the axea of the inscribed square is less

of.the circumscribed square is moFe than

the circle must lie between the areas of

we have

*or.

Since'

than ttie area of the circle, the area .

that of .the cArcle, and the area of

the,two squares. If we use squares,

2 < area of circle < 4.

vr
2

and since we have assumed r = 1
V-

< 4 t

we immediately- conclude
-

We.haven't accomplished much ao farl.but we dO have a logical argument for

using a value, w Pr31 in making a rough estima"tes (The Book,of Kings in the

"

-!.C4,41v
411,

Edble contains just such an estimate.)

ty increasing the number of sides of the regular polygons, we can nake

the interval containing A much smaller. For eXample, if we use hexagons

(see Figure 1-1b) the shaded area in the last figure which represents the

interval into whichi it is sandwiched is much smaller than the corresponding

sha4ded arca in the la t diagram of Figure 1-1a.



By actually coMputing the areas of the inscribed and circumscribed hexa ens,.

we find

. .

. . 2.59 <'31 <,.3.47
.. .

11:Can squeeze" .n between two,nuObers.whode difference becomes smaller

'Eind smal1 4P we intrease the'nUaer af sides in the regular bolygons. .For.

e/ample,.usingpolxgohs of 24 sides '.(see Figure 1-1c) we find th0

.3.105 <.a.i< 3.1/2 t

!

Figure 1-1c.

We can.compute* the real number to which4e astign the syMbol A -6 any

arbitrary accuracy by making the,number of sides of the insCribe6, and circum-

scribe& regUlar polygons sufficiently large.

hi this illustration we have referred to the "method of exhauftion" which'

indicates how an area bounded by a curve can be approximated by areas whate

boundaries are various ,polygons. Our study, will reveal how this prAmess, .

called the integral calculus, was refined and given sufficient power to make

it one of the mbst impokant in the'entire field of mathematics.

*The value of A) using less laborious met'hods, has recently been computed

,+3 100,265 placesl,by Shanks and Wrench, July 291\1961, on an IBM 7090. Th13,

'however, in *still an approximatian.
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Ekercises 1-1 .

Us Inr SMith' s '4Iistory kof Mathematice or Boyer's "The History of %the

C'Il ^ulus" as a spurcellWritea brief 'history of ,the ,"method of exhauption"

and, the ,':.quadrature of' a circle." .. 0
.

/ Ye.

.

.

,..
.

-.. *

2 . Compute the lover and upper bounds for ii found by using an inscribed
* d .. *)

. - 4 and a 'cirCumscribed. ootagon.' ..,

/

1-2. Slope of a Curve

*7

IA second problem that served to nourish the invention of calculus was the

bf defining what ve mean by "slope of a curve's and 'thenLobtalning likys of

Jmputing the value for a wide assOrtment of 4aniples. We knOw what ,the slope
-

a straight line is. Simply stated) it ,is the ratio

rise, '

111.4.7.

the same 'Value q*or different segments of the same line . fiore exactly'

lit line" passing through tha two points'that the
aslope

of a'rptra

,) and (x y ) 'is ..60

ww.....
x0 xl

now turn to a curve, the situation chavges *dramatipally. See-

irure 1-2as ) If we think vaguely in' terms of'

rise

Fivurc 1-2a.

It,

4

4.



(and. choose three points On the olive, say 'Po, lc"1, and P then a.
4

prodedure siMilar to the streight line methodjfelds the ratios -

S.

e
Y2 Y1 Y1 YO

and .

. 1 - 1 0
*

They are not necessarily equal, yetthey might% be. See Figure-l-b.

Figure 1-2b.

is

In this.instancel- however). Vie slope of the raight'line is not vtai'anyone..'

wOuld, call the sl'ope of the curve. The ratios

5.

Y2 Y
1 find Y Y°-x

2
= xl .x

1 0

-

represent the slopes of ebcant J4nes. What;we seek is a measure of vhat we can
,

vaguely call the "direction" or the curve.

If a big is whirling a,stone on the end of a string in, a circular path

and then releases the string, the* stone flies off on a path whin depends on

.the point g release._ Sce Figiare

Figure 1-2c.

17
As,
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'Somewhat the same problemdis involved in safely.latnching a Aanned Mercury

Theirocket bearing the capsule is moving 4ward in a curved path% .

At the proper moment, the capsule is released and t, continues along a path

in the "direction" in which the-pomered rocket was moving. How we define and
. .. ' .

measure this "diection" of a curve is mott pertinent.
r

-What we want for our C'urvts islsomething similar 'to what lie had when We
. 1 . . A
spoke ot a tangent to a circle in our studrof ge'ometry. To draw such a line

. .....
.

througt a particular point of the circlelye constructed a line perpendicular
J

to the radius thro
.

,ugh this point. See Figure 1-2d. .1,

'.

Figure 1-2d.

a

tit

It helps to think of a tangent as being a 'straight line 4pr9 of
the circle in the neighborhood of pointi'A, Since we are unable t draw radii

and perpendieulait when:we are dealing wiph other curves, we must ev1op a
*

new approach to obtain a Ifnear approkimation. For example ig we wish to

draw a tangent, or linear approximationIsto a curve through a point '(x1,,y1)

then we conscder a secant through this point and a second point close by on

the same curve.

See Figure 1-2e.

t,

This second poi* cari be on either side of ( ,y1) aliong,tht curve.

18
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jigure 1-2e.

0

If we all these near-by points 21y2) 'and (x0,y0), and if we draw two

secant-lines; each through the given point and through,one of the near-by

points, then the slopes of these two,lines are

Y- Y.
2 1 * 1 0------anu -
x
2

x
1

'x
1 0

1-

Decreasing the distance between the two laoints, (x,c ,,,y,), and 7(x01i0) while

keeping x0 < xi <,x2). we can, in,general, make the difference between the

two slopes arbitrarily small. It we, define our best linear approximation, or t

tangent, to the curve at point (xilyi)' as a line whose slope lies between

-4e two Slopes of-sUch sec4nt Itnes, we can find the slope of -4.1is tangent to

A

4

any arbitrary-exactness by taking points sufficiently close-to (x11y1).

The refinement and' study of this second problem constituteS much.of what

is known as differential calculus or the calculus of derivatives. The

discoverY about 1670 by Leibnitz and Newton (at the same'time and quite

independent7+y) of the relationship between thb area Probfém and the tangent

problem is generally callea the starting mOment of calculus.

9 -.-
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Exercisos 1-2'

2*
Consider the Tirlre y x Find the slope of the secar4 line through'

4
each of the following paix, of points

(a) '(111) and (1.1,1.21)

(b) (1,1) 'And (.93,781)

(c) (1,1) and (i.olliA6c1p)

ja) (1,1). anS (.9791.9801)

2. Conside3ptib'curve y = x
2

. *What is the slope of a secarii line'through

the two points (a).) end (x,f(xil.

1-3. Instantaneous Velocity,
s 41,

1"

...This third problem was the object of concern at the same-period as the

two we have considered previously, but we shall discusd it in a more modern

setting. Consider a jet-liner that takes five houft to fly the 30P0 ntiles
from New York to Pan Francisco with Professor Begle aboard. The average

w
4

velocity of'the airplone is, therefore, 600 miles per hour, velocity being

defined in the comMon manner,

distance: .
velocity -

time interval

Tb Professor Begle, however, as the jet:liner rushes down the runway, Vie

1/6

, velocity of the jet-liner at the moment of take-off is more imbortanI. This .

critical velocity, 160 mileS per hour, is not found bAdividing the total

distance by the total time. T9 deterTine if the jetl-liner has reached the

critIcal velocity., if it,as going to fly,'we must use a Aetry small time

interval near to the 1?Isint of take-off. The aiiplane takes off 4bout ho . .%

seconds after starting its'run, but the'distance oa the runway divided by 40 '

doesn't yield 3607IN_es per.hour, or its equiva1ent,235 feet per secondb. We-
-

,
find the t,tike-off velocity almost exactly by considering the distance coiered

in a very small time interval, one:half second for exampl--, just before take-

off. By choosing &time interval sufficiently small, we can obtain a velocity
4

.that we might arbitrarily label "instantan'eous velocity,"



, tt

6-

Since ii is exceedingly difficult to mark"the exact*manent that the
. ,

_.: P

jet-liner is beginning to fly, (de) the wheels have to be completply witllat14V
.

-.

cOntact with the ground to ,have all.the wel,,IK of the.a.rplahe bqrne by the

wings?) yt is uleful to mark a position 'P when.the jet is_tleLiati..te on,. 7

. 1 ) _

6

-the ground at time t and thvn again Mark the, pvsition P yhen the jet is
.

t

.off the ground, dt-time t
2
. An approximirtion instantaneous veloclAy

. . . .. .
.

"can be made by finding the distLithce beiwen*the.twq.13ositions .P -'- P and-
./ - 2 , 1/

'

.

. dividing this value Ay the time interval elapsed between., ti .and t2 ,.

.. . 4

* A..t ... r By makini3 -*le' time difference' siifftdientfy small, . we make the
..

. -

,. _
.

. .
I .

clifferetpee qiiotient

r

41.

1 0-

approach, dr be arbitrarily close' to, the nuMber which we choose to call
6

instantaneous velocity.

This third PrOblem is closely related to the ,bne mentioned in,Section

AsCwerefine and deVlop.the methods sUgge'sted:trl thedescriptiOn of yie

problems4 the differential calculus emerges and provides solutions nOt Only to

,these, but also.to a host'of other problems.,,

Exercises ial

The following table contains the distances in feet a jet-liner covered from
A

the starting point nnj the time in seconds required.
.

, .

300

- 5
,

.

4

.100
.

10

..

2,500

.,.!0

-,,_
4000_5200
...

25 .', 30

-

5800

,

6000
-

40
. ..

.

6300

45
-

_

6500

'50

..

(a) Find the averaee vellcity durineithe firs% 10 seconds.

(b) Give a reasonaole approximation to the instantaneous velocity at lp

ccconds.P.What is the possible error 9f your approximation?

(c) 'af the jet-liner takes off, after!.40 Seporlds, what is its average

.velocity on the runway?

(d) Prom this table approximate tlie take-off velocity.

6.

ihr

V'



. t 4

f.he olugtion

.wpere .

covered by a freely-fallinG bod i determined

1;A=

,
. ,A

.

,.'

stands for time in seconds and a for distance in feet.
6 .

......... .
. .

. .. a: a '''
4, ki \

d'a) Finthe distance covered in 2 seconds. ..

.
.

_

(t) Find the"distance covered in 2.1 seconds.

.(c), Approx4'ate the velocity of the freely falling body at the end of
'

seconds rg free fall.

1-4. The Limit Concept'

:

As Vie pioneers in the study oT calculut obtained soIlitionsto problems,.

they stimulated many others Who, following in the steps of itthe pioneers, solved

(circa 1700-1800Y a wealth of assortea problems.

0'.
Su bsequently, folldwing the flood-tide of ditcovery,'.another generation

became concerned (circa 1800-1900) about the theoretical atpects and devoted

its efforts to putting the subject on a firm or rigorous foundaiion. Foremost

aailong. those Whomade contributions mere'Gauss (1771-1855), Weierstrast

4( 815-1897), Cauchy (1789-1857); anig4Piemann (1826-1866). One oft the difficult
,

ncepts to 1,1ace' upon a firm basis was'the notion oT a limit, and yet no

aspe.ct of the subject is more germane to a real comprehension of.what is

taking place. of .

-

In the discussion of the three probleis presented earlier, we have been

actually meeting the.concept. The very word "vhaustion" implies a.limit

even when used in tther non-mathematical, senses. The idea of "best"

4

IN

straight-line approximation to a.curve suggests.a limit; the term

"instantaneou vekocity" again brings'up the concept. We Aouid not conclude,

owever, that there ar4 three fundamentally different limits involVed: The

groblems are essentially applications of cne central idea--a reef number-can

be approximated within a controlled margin of error. This is the limit concept.

'Actually the.conc4t a'nev one to anyone who has 'completed intermediate

algebra'since it.was net when the SU= of a ueometrie sequence are studied.

Pecall that a geometric'sequence is defined'as a sequence a, ar, ar
2

ar3 for, example . Now if.we consider the series

,e1



'
1 +Tg -1-'g.s+ .1 'we Tgak of the sum as "approaching!' By rhantrolling

1

the numker of terms n involved In forming a sum, theidifference between the

specific sum- S
n

nd the "limitr can'be made as small as'I.We please.

If we let the Greek letter c.(epsi7o0.'represent a small positive number

then we can summarize this discussion in mathematical notation, by writinK

.

IS
n 7

21 <

EMploying the notion of dIfferences to reach a useful defln:ition of the word

"limit" proves to be verlrfruitful asye shall see.

The oiiginwof the,derivative and'the integral have been suggested in-the

-.discussion oisthe Slope of acurve and the Area of a circi:e respectivel. The

derivative ia associated with'vatiation; in gerieral,i 4 measures rate of

change'. -Among -ale many inteilpretations of derivative we have velocity,'

acceleration, electrical current; heat`flow, strain,. density. The integral'
.

is associated with totality; it generally measures the end result or net

'effect ir4, variation. It has initerpretations such as, the momentum acquired by

Na body affected by 6.force, eleetrical'charge, energy, work, volume, mass.

Later we shall.see that derivative and integral are complimentary 1:deaa and.

. that the inverse relatioh between.them can be exploited to great advantage.
Oa

The point'is not the universality of the two concepts above, but that"there is

a trac'ulUs., a s;i6tem of reckoning, which enables uS io solve'important
,

problems inviolkIng these ideas and to'solve them simpl y. and quickly.. Just as

science enriches mathematics by providing concrete models mathepatics enriches

_science by-provlding system and organization.

To develop this calculus we have made an intuitive brinning. The

*intuitive'approach is useful and suggestive, but eventualk we need to know

jtist how far our methods Work arid when they are likely t Sail. For this

purpose we must frame our id4as precisely and reason abo t them logically,

yet we.shall not attempt to reduce the calculus to a complete deductive

system. :ye shall try,to laber our omissions, however, so that you will be

aware of the gaps to be filled if nu undertake further study. ,

'

23
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1. 'Given the setluence
1 '1 1

V"
where Silt =1 +

g n-1.1
2

determine the nuMber of t'erms that must be taken to make the difference

'betw4n :t apd 2" less than

.01

(D) .0001

(c)

Let y 2x + x +.

,
(a) If x = 2%1 find the difference y - 1.

. % 4

(1)L If. x =.1.91 find.' the-difference 11 - y.

(0 If i . 2.01, -findtthe diffgr'ence y 7 11.

\\...(d) le x . 1.99, findAhe difference il - y.

e) '' the difference 111Nr yl is to be made less, than , .01 what get

\ of Values can be ac..signed to, x? .1

I
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Introduction

Chapter 2

NUMBERS, FUNCTIONS, and GRAPES

Before there can be communication between two people, there.mUst be a

language that is understpod'by'both. Mathematici-is a language which means
4 A .1

that it has a vocabulary; gramMlar and the other usual attributes. :Compare&
4

with other langufges however; it.is at once more precise and succinct. This

precision; if fully adhieved assures us that no ambiguity can arise in-the
*

use of a word. that is defined, nor in the application of a Criterion ixt making

decisions. UndoubtedXy everyone who is 'ernbarking.on thisintrodirtory course

in caleulus.has studied'algebra, Plane geometry, trigonometry; and analytic.

geometry. These various'branches, however, are not'taught in a uniform way,-

nor should they be,necesearily.. In order tb establish .a common vocabulary,

which is our immediate problem, ;e shall quickly review some *familiar toPics.

The first of tliese,will be real numbers, which are the basic objects to which

9ur statements apply. On occasion; we shall use diagramiand).graphs to

provide an interpretation or an intuitive argument) yetthe definitions and

'Oleorems must have meanIng when attached only to teal numbers and dit;orced

/rrom these pictures.

2-2. The Real Nurnberg. .

41

S.

We are all familiar with many different

experience in mathebstics. This numbers with

in elementary calculus are the real numbers.

sets of numbers from oui. past

which we shall be mainly concerned

'Subsets of the real nuMbers are:

the set of natural,nuibers (10213,...), the set'of integers

1 ? 3 jp ajp
2-- 3

5' V' 132

0
the set of rational numbers including as elements - and

and t4e set of irrational numbers including as elements 1/f4 47,7-711i, and g.
---.-,- ,

.

.

.. %
Unless specifically mentioned, we shall assume that the word "number" means

"rAal number." The real numbers ate characterized by three sett of properties: \
operation properties, order'properties, and completeness properiies.

253



141e shall-review the fl rsttwo.of these properties leaving the c'ompleteness-

dhapter. 8 where it mill be important in the study of,the defihite integral.

4- The Operation PrOPertieS

FOr all realiiumbers a, b, c:

dlosiire

Commutativity

'Associativity

Identities

Invers*es

DIstributivity

a' + b- is a real number

ab is a real number

a + b b +
411.

b

a + 0 = a, ala

+ (-a ) =,

a(b + c) =ab + ac

ab
.

. (a + b) + el a(be )'= (ab)c-

1a (T,.) . 1 where a / 0

These properties are only listeirsincestheYhaveAbeen studied in previoys

courses.'

Properties of Order

We recall that if a and b are real numbers, thenexactly one of the

following is trIle:

Wa-dafina a >-b, or

definition it follows

positive number. 'the

given belpw.-

a a . b < a

b.< a, mean a '- b is a positive nuMber. From this

that a > 6 is tantamount to saying that' a' Is a'.

laws'governing'the usage of these inequality symbols are

For all real numbel: a, b, c:

1. ff a < b and b.< c then a c'

2. If a < b, then a 4 c<b+ c

26



If* a, <:b, then .ac-<'be_ wten c' > 0

If a < t, then-ac >.'bc when: c< 0
410.

Theexpression a < b'< c -meaps that a < b 'and b < c and' we say tAt

is between a and, e.

One:of the ta...,c astumptiona in mathematics is that the real nuMbers can

be placed in a one-to-one carpespondenee with the points on a line. Such a

correspondeLe gives us a geometrical representation which serves to illustrate-
.

the order properties of the real nt*Ibers very.clearly. If the numbers are

assigned-to the line in t*usual way, positive to the right and the line

. horizontal, then a >b ,i4.,equivalent to,stating that .is to the right oft

b on thenUMber line. :Ihus not only is'-14 > 3 but we ao.say 4 is to the

su right of 3 on the number line. See Figure 2-2a.' A

b 3,

> b, 4 > 3

14,

Figure 2-2a

S.

It

If a / b., then between points a and, b on'the number 1iiie there is

an interval. We need
I
to develop'some language and symbolism 'for ialking about

intervalc. It is customary to uSe (a,b), vhere a < LI 'to mean "the set of

-all numbers between. -a and b." It will always be clear from the context
.

whether the notation (alb) represents'L open interval or an Ordered pair.

Another way of denoting the.same interval,is the expression

(xia,< x < b)-,
;

a b

Figure 2..2b,

44

_This last expressionlA a < x < bl s1ntjly StateS.the conditions neceissary for-

x to'be in the interval (a,b).,. Intervals of this form are called open

intervals since the end points are not kncluded'. If we include the, end point,.



then we write

,
4

[a,bk pr a < x < b

and call this a closed interval. Set Figure 2-2c. 6

a

Figure 2-2c

If we include one end point of an interval and mit the other, we write

ci
p

(a.,b) or a < x < b

[a,b) or a < x.< b . -

'These are calleq. half-ppen intervals. See Figure 2,2d.

.1

4

Figure 2-2d
1

: Associated with'any interval ,is the concept of length or distance between

the points a- and b.. We shall let the distance, I), .between a\ and

be defined as

We know

. and

since for all, nUmbers a

la'

I a I

= a if a > 0_
-

='-a if a < 0,..

The non-negative riUmber thuSdefined is the lengthof th'e line segment from_
a to b.

le

3.5

'

.4 .5 5

Figure 2-2f

33



A closed intervq.1 suth es (l,l3) In Figure- 2-2g

e $

Can be APretOed as'either
,

- I-Igure 2-2g

7 < 6)

or (xli <-x < 13)

From the above examples we see.that an inequality such'eS

13

ls equivalent to

S3 < x s5

or < x < 8 .

In general, the set determined by the inequality
.

(xlix - al < g),

where 5 is ihy positive numberldetermines an open interval of leng01

.- 51 < 3

5.

and with midpoinir as follbws:
'

al <

<=>

This Interval is shown geometrically in Figure 2-2h..

a 5 a a + 5

Figure 2-2h,

Thus the number x is in the interval lx - a < 6 if and only if

a - 6 < x < a + 6 .This .is the open interval (a - 6, a + 6)

SP
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EXerbises

Use the definition of sito,prove ths.t if > b a.nd b >

then a c.

Use the definition of a > b to prove that if

ac be..

If a .< b) 'which of the following statements are true? false?,
,

and. c < 01 then

indeterminate?

) 7a < 7b

(b)

c&I a + <: b 3

.

(a) b

(e) -143. < -?4b

Xf), <

rind the values of X for'which the following inequalities axe true,ana

show these value's on the number liue.

(a) lx - 31 < 12

(1),) lx + 31 < 12

(c) a- 61 <1

(d) 0 <IX :21 <5,

(0' lxi <
(f) Ixl 4

CO + 31 <

Shaw that la +b < + ibi, for any a, b.

Show that la - 131 > 18.1 - lbl for any

2-3., Puncticms

'The effort

the engineer to

b.

a

of the scientist to underttand our environment and that of .

contrdl'it lead repeatedly to the attempt to det4rmine'

some quantity unambiguously in terns of others. Pbr exaTple, an astronautical

eniineer who calculates the position bf an orbiting satellite may fix its,

location if he knome'the time elapsed since the launching rockets cut off& the

point where cut-off occurred.and the speed and direction of motion at the

instant of cut-orf. To the engineer it is imperative to know that this

information is sufficient to determine`the position of the satellite; in

other words, that there is a fluadtional dependence of position on the other

data. EXamples of this.kind could be multiplied epdiessly but it is clear

30
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enough filom thin typilal instanca that the'eledientary cOncept,Orfuncti9nal

dependdhce permeates the boply of scientific thought.'
. .

kview of the idea-of fUnCtiOnal rAppendence may be useful to jog'our
.

moriest We suy, adatum y is functienal4 dependent.upon data' xr, x2,
.

.
. ,

Che y,

,

defineTas a'Uniquely. The correspondence between y and Lh e x

function4ahd we write

Y

equivalealy,

'
$ n'

to'indicute the functional dependence. Both expressions may be read "f. ir

the function which maps (xl,...,xn) ,ont6 y:" Qften y in referred to w:
-

the i'maga of (x x ). For example, the:area A. of a! triangle is
n

.ftnetidnally'dependent upon the ultiVide h .and the' base

A -

An instruetive eA.mple is the record of atmospheric pre'ssure an a-function of

tide plotted by a baAgraph at a'fixed weather station. The precnure is .

.functionally dependent upon the time since al,.any speciric time in the

historical record the prensure uniquely, determined. 'Clearly, functional

dependence does nofnecesnarily imply causal relation as in,the satelfite

pro&m; the pressure/Can hArdly k naid to be caused by the tim.' nrthermore,

functional dependence does not imply any law or Tufa like that determining the

'area of the triapOk. There in ricknown rule for specifyinP the pressure at

a given time apart from the historical reccill.d; we neither know Aat the

atmospheric pressure was five hunered:years ago nor precisely what it will ba

next

,In this courc.e, we shall treat only function's of the form x where

x and y are real numibers. It is not necessary that a functional dependence

be defined tor all real values of :K. For example, the function

f:

Iss defined only for x satisfying -1 < x < 1. The set of values of x for
4 A

a
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whiph-the 11/nation- iydefined is called the .domain of thefunction. The'image

.of x is ,denoted by ,f(x) so that We write in this.particular in.stance

kit

and similarly, for spedific values of x we may write'

f(1) = 0

f.(-;)

f(1 + = 7/3 4h'-4h2-'

f(0) I etc.

The set of Jtmages f(x) for x in the domain.of definition of f is called

the' i'ange of the functice Pbr the functidn f: > 2
the range ir

consists of all 'values y. satisfying 0 <Hy'Hl.

It is'usually convenient to think 0T a fUnction in terms orits)graph4'.

that is, the set ofpoints (x,y) such that y See Figure 2-3a.

*." 'A*

Figure 2-3a

-The property of a function that each value of x in the domain determines

just'one value of y is'reflected geometricallyin the fact that a vertical

line, x = a, intersects'the graph in no more than one point: In other words,

the graph of a function is a set of points such that no'two points can have

the same x-coordinate. .This consideration leads to a definition of a real

function as a set of or.dered pairs.of 'real nuMbers pudh that no two pairs have

the same.first member. Me shaIl,not coAcern'ourselveswith this definition



except to pote that,the dhoice of a first member or,element of the.domain of

the function 'uniquely fixes'tile second meMber, or element fT the'range and

therefore a fundtional'dependence is obtained under the conditions of the

Me first definition of a functione namely theorie that defines a

function as a correspondencep'lends itself to interpretations in the abstzactj

We can draw diagrams and refer to elements in set A. associated with, or

, mappdd onto elemens in set B. See Figure 2-3b.

Figure ,2-3b

Alsoe can speak of two.nuMber lines, one containing theadbmain-ofthe
,s

lunction and the other containing the range. See Figure 2-3C.

)

3

x
1 3C2

Figure 2-3c

x3

?
Wtbers of the domain x x2, x3 are associat,ed with their images

f (x1); f f (x3) .1.
I

,an equation. Each of

the range.

We muSt ,bear in mind thaili an elliptical statement such avs "the function

f(x)" is an abbreviation for a statement such as "the function f such

, according to some

the elements

11,

r

rule, wilich is usually expressed as

x2) f(x ) is a member. of
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that each element, x, in the domain is associated. with its image, y, in

the rdnge by the equation y f(x).

(Oie of the %more interesting Properties of functions allows .us to apply
the four fundamenta± algebraic operations 'and create new functioias. Stkppose

f and g are. fUnctions. Then we may have

an

cf
f g

f g

fie

where y ( x )

where ly = f(x):+ g(x),
where y = f(x) - ex),
where y = f(x)/g(x)

Be careful, however, not to assume that the domain and rege may be blithely
coMbined im the same fashioni; Obviously the dpmain of Vg contains only

..those numbers for which g(x) j O.

spe

f(x

and-

We also speak about an inverse function in a manner similar to the way we
about arl inverse, with nUmbers. Suppose we 'have a function_ f such that

= 21,t 1. Thus we have, for example,

-1 >
.0 I

The 'inverse function will map eat+ element in the range of f, that is
-1 , . . . , back ontb the associate& qements in the domain. Thus the

inverse function, which we call g, gives usN\
5 > ?,0,and 9 -7> 4- .

In- each case, g(x) = , Every function does nOt ha e an inverse. For

example., if f(x) = x2 + 1, then

and 2 '

ly definition, we cannot have a. function that -uiaps :2 onto both -1 end 1.
Any time we have a function which sets up a one-to-one correspondence between

Sae
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the-elements of the domain and the elements of the range, ,this !Unction has an:

.inverse.

Ari operation on functions that hazno counterpart ih the algebra of

u

nuibers is composition. If a function f associatet a\numbee xi with

anothervubber ,x2, (i-c2 f(x1) and tken a second:fufiction g -asaociates

with ,x3 = ex2)

Cc3 414)*with m

not necessarily equal fg.

'be applied before g and

then the composite function gf associates xi

It is important-to bear in mind that gf.4A(x?S-

Note that when we write "gf" ,we mean '1r is to

g. applied to. f(x). SPecifitally, let us qonsider

f:, x .-..--> 3x -'1, g: X --> 24 and the numbei. 4. Under gf, 'we have-

first f(4) . il ,and,then g(l1) . 404.)) .242. Under 'fg, we have first
4

g(4) ,.. .32 and then f(32) . f(g(42) . 95. Since it is an apt expression,

frequfntly a com'posite function id called "a Tunction 'of a fudction."

If'we thi of a functiOn as a machine with-nutliers of-the domain as the

input and 'numbers of the range as the output, we see that'we can arrange two.
,

matchines in tandem. See.Figure 2-3d. The total

gI
Flgure 2-3d.

machine will perform the work of function Igf. 1* may also represent a

composite function by a mapping az follows:
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rigure 2-3e.
10

-The most illuminating way -of representing-. a specific function is _through

, a graph.- A graph of. a function f pet of points such -that for.each
."

,

point (x,y) me have* y = f(x). Usually our coordinate -system wal.be the

familiar rectangulai or Cartesian cOordinates in %.9ch4the horizontal axis is
,

a Apumber %line containing the domain and the vertical line the rage. We .note

41011; although their use mill be postpOilid, that polar .coordinates 'are a*

peconcl system that ,me. can And will use.

2-4. Special FUnctions

r
In this section Nye shall considet an assortment .of unctions that_ occur

-often im afirst-course im They merit some,attentiotie

The simplest of functions is the.constant fUnction

is f:
S.

The doms4 consists of the entire- set 'of Teal numbers; the range, of the single

elenent,= f(x) = c. Since all elements of the domain are Associated with the

one element of the range, therecan be no inverse. The' graph is a straight

line parallel. to the x axis .

14.

f(x)

glie 2-4a

4
36



Alunction f .is a linear function if, Tor ra,.b real numbers,

> mx + b .

Par any two pairs,-

the ratio
fuj (24.

4
.(x) f(xi

x2

2) that- belong to the funttln,

is a constalyt.. The constapt is called-the slope of the straight line we obtain

Whenever wp.',graph a linear kunotion.

f(x)

JI

Pigure 2.4b.

:From similar, triangles, (see Figure 2-4b) we have

Y Y2
r. x1 '= x3 2

which sUpports aur paevious declaration.

xv and

"0

ce wp shall be concemedwith the change in value of'a function so

equently, we define the symbol ne to indicate change. Thuh tou

siMply,h4elta x7trepresents a change in the value of x.

Oorresponding to &change in the value of x will be a-change in the value of

4
the fUnction determined by.the difference

'

if y =

f(x +'6)1- f(x).

Y = f(lic Ax) '

Ay f(x + Ax) f(x)

37 Al4
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Using this, notation ve can 'write

iew f(x .6,x) -f(x) / 0

If ve are concéried vith a linear function 'see Figure 2-3E4 we have

=.foc bc) t'oc constant (m). Lx A 0
.6.1c

Fiere 2.4u-

-
Note that, we are not restricting x ..to positive, vajlues;- wet can have a

.
.

positive or negative, change.

EXample. Find the point 'common to tbe graphs of the two functions,

f: > 3x + 1
2

g:

the angle of intersection of the graphs; and the area enclosed -by the graphs
4

and ihe x axis

Solution. Eige Figute 2J.d. First/ye graph the twosfunctions. The

points 'IV) and (-21-5 ) determine Ione line; (006)' and (602) the ,

other.

figure 2-4d..



Sca;ing simultianeOusly we have

2y

9Y .= -6x +

ny = -56

56

15 56N
Zhe point of inte beetion is (3:prr). The angle of intersection; '0; is

-

-deiermined by formula

whervm2. an

m2
an e- I + Lç

are the slopes of the lines.

3 n
tan 9

,1

e 610 23' .

The area is found through the formula bh.

b = 19 + ,=,

lbhr 1 56 7%,
r(9,3)(1-T) = 8

0

a

T4More functions that have special intereptfor calpulus students are

the absolute value function and the step.function. .The absolute value function

f x > 1 for a11 x R

has as. its domain all real numbers x, but the range is all positive numbers
A

6 < f(x)-. Its graph ib shown in Figure 2-4e.

4-

Figure 2-4e

39
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;4.

*
4

The greatest integer fUnetion is deTined by 1(x) . tx) where [x)

a

denotes the greatest integer n such that 114:11:. This is'a*unction quite

Aifferent from those with which we are more familiar. As,examples-of jx) :me

see that f(1) = ELI 1, f(;) . 1, f() = [) . 1) r(g) = DC) In

i(3) . [3) . 3 ana f(34) [3.1) . 3. See Flgure 2-4f:,

In this case the*domain is the set of all real numbers x, and the range'

is on0Lthe inteii;;1.

iiigure 2-4

This function'is an example of a step functione The bame ib clear when

we examine the graPh.. A common example of such,a function is the cost"bf.

mailing a letter. The stage-stamp function, is also an example of a

tp lift the peneil from the paper when we draw its

graPh. Such a,funct on is usually'defined by a spt'of directions. if we use

Jehe formula by which postage on first-class mail is computed, we obtalp th,

graph in FTgur

function that reqUi

*Figure 2-4g
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In this instance the domain' is the set

4.
(x10 < x < 320).. and the range

,

'consiits of all pcsitive multiples of 5. Less than.320.5

2-5. Second-Degree Relations

Not every equation defines a Tunction. For example 'when we. graph the

equation

2 2x + y

we obtain a circle containing the two points (304) and (30-4). To.be a

funct;ph each first.element mUst be associated with a unique second element.

We can obtain two equations expressing y in terns of X that define

functions

2
y i25 x

Y -= 125-

and give a corresponding ,graphi 'See Pigure 2.5a.

Filidre 2-5a

An equation of thesecond degree in x :dna y of the form

Ax
2
+-Exy + cy2 4- DT + Ey + F . 0

CA,B' .Fe R; AIB and C cot all three,zero) defines'a relation, that is,'a set-of

ordered pairs (xly).. Such an equation ves a graph; if.one eXists, that

maybe an ellipse, a parabola or a hyR rbola according to the following rules:

3

IL
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1. If' . 1AC < 0, the curve is an ellipse.

2. If B2 - 1A0= 0, the 'curve is a parabola.'

3. If B2 - 411C 0, 'the curve is a hyperbola.

Remark: The rules as ;stated Ware not strictly true. There are a few exceptional ,

eases that prodUce an'isolated point, twO intersecting lines, two parallel'

linealor a single line. In order to fit even ese t9 the above riles; theyJ
are sometimes referred to as degenerate capes, the Point being a degenerate

ellipse, the tmo intersecting lines a,degenerate hyperbola, and the other two

'being degenerate...parabolas.
r-

EXample. Describe, the curve determined by the evation
,

Draw the graph.

Solution.

x2 + y2 -
-6x

+ thy 4. 18 ar

4AC - 4(1)(1) = -4

The graph is a.n,eUipse or a circle. Since A, = C me know it is the latter.

+ y
2

- 6x + lOy + 18 = 0

6x ) 4. (y2 + lOy ) 18

(x2 - 6x + 9) 4 (y2 + lOy +.25) = -18 + 9.+

Thecenter of the circle

See Figure 2-5be

(x 3)2 (y + 5)2 1L
the point (3,-5);' the radius is 4.



,Exatple. tescribe the curye determixed:py the equationwirawrimift

Tirsx the grAph.

the graph is a Parabola

3x
2

8x 4y 2 -20 .

S.

(1x2 8x =

(x2 ;.3.

(x

-
3

3.6
7

e tex of the parabola is at the point, 'ithe focus s the point

1
the.directrix,.the line y $ee Figure. 2-5c.

Figure 2-5c.

y



A PrOblem

Chaptei. 3

THE 'DERIVATIVE

Imo 1041simi

It is in thenature or the-human enterprise to try to get tile bedt'of,

everYthing: a Manufacturer seek6 the smallest unit cost, for his probuct,a

student tries to 'complete his ,homey'rk assignment in the shortest poes/ble%

time, a.demagogue expounds-the political philosophy,which he believes will

garner the greatest,number of votes. It,Is seldas clear-what must be done to

get 'Ale beit.value. Rere we shall develop a systematic'attack on t.class of

these prOlems.

'Milne the class of 'beit value problems treated by the methods of
.t

'

elementary calauIut isquite broad, we are only making a beginpinkinsan area

'which is still a lively field of investiga ion. . 4. .

Consider the'following problem, which a writer faced recently in'moving-

,his household.goods. *Me cost-of shipping-books bY par;el post happeRed to

'.'be much lower than Ae,cost of shipment by interstate vat. WHpost Office
.0

places restrictions on the size of packages: the Ierigth plus the girth must ,

mot exceed 72 inches. *Since there were a great many books, to keep the effort
h

of packing to a-'minimum the writer sought the largest possible boxes complying
1

.

. with the,post office requirement. Assuming the endv of the box to be squarel

'-what-are the dimensions Of the box of largest'size?

12o solve this'problem we must know that the post office defines thegirth

of the:b64 as the perimeter of ar; end face.' Me let x ,denote the number of
s..p..

inres on the side of.the square end and y the number of inches on the long

diMpnsi4 cif'the bca; we require that

72 .

,.....

.

,

Uhd r this condition we attempt t maxtmize the nuMber of cubic inches of

voltim V, of. the box, where

\

lIt is not-hard to prove that the test ,X1ox has square ends, but ye shall

postpone the Argument fir the sake of brevity here.
*



V = x2y. .

Setting y = 72 -,,4x in the expression for V we obtain
2 . .

V = x (72 - 11.x.).
.\:

v Getting awtv from the specific details, we see that what we have
----1 --a.cdonplished is to...reduce 't..he problem to the study of tile properties of a .

.1

I.

-.function f: x > V. Our problem is not so much to determine the largest

7a.11.1e Vmax in the range of the,function, although that information may also

be useful, but to find a value of a in the domain for which f(a) Vmax' .

(The domain here consists of those -values of *x for which the problem is .

meaningful; tha is, -the 'values between 0 and 72/4.) In order ,to get some
feeling fins the problem we' mvoketch the grapii of f ,by plotting a few easily

4Calculated points and drawing al smooth curve through -them. See Figure 3- 1.a.

-V A

4000

V
max

3000.

V = f(x)

2000

1000.

wl

6 8 16" 12 , 14 16 .18

Figure 3-1a. Graph of the

46
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in this way, we might locate a peak,of the graph:approximately and we do get

..some precise information Such as V 2 1(10)3200. NO matter how much

information,we'gpt this way we shall always be. somewhat dissatisfied; .,In the,

first place.,,We have-exact informatibn about the function at only a iumber of

calculated points so that even if we happened upon the maxiiumwe might not

be_axarp_ofit.; .In the second place, the idea of draming a smooth curve
S."

throUgh the calculated points has limTtatiOnsor example, in'Figure

without fuither calculation we could not be sure that,the continuously drawn

curve mor reasonably represents the function than the broken curve. Further-

more, we Iannot 'eliminate this kind of aMbiguity completely by calculating

more point One of our,cbjectives is to devise'systematic methods for

resolving these difficulties.

Thinking.of the problem in visual geometriOal terms, we see that the

condition.for a maximum., f(a) . V means that-the graph of f cannot
.max

. .

cross over the horizontal line through ca, f(a). The direction of the

graph at (3., f(a)) must therefore also be horizontal, for if the graph met

the line at an angle, the two would have to cross. Intuitively, then, the -

meetiLg of tb e line,and the graph of the function is a grazing cofitact; the.'

line is tange to the graph. To locate.e peak of the graph we seek it among

the, pbiots where the graph has a horizontal tangent% TO make some gerise;a1,
A

use of this geometripal idea we express it numerically,so that it may serve at)

a basis for computation.. Observing that the direction of the tangent Can be

represented numerally by its slope, me reformulate our idea!: .at a peak of

*the graph the. slope of the tangent is-zero. We introduce a new.function

f'(x) ftere fi(x) is the slope of:the graph'of f at ihe point

(i, f(xj). 'If*,there Is'a peak of the graPh Of f at f(a) then

f'(a) . 0. .To locate a peekl-then, ve'look among the,zeros of f'.(x).' The

function f' is called the derivative of f and the slope of thqvtangent

f'(x), at (X, f(x) is.called the derivative of f at x.

By now it may seem that we are very far from our second problem and even

farther from our initial problem. Let us summarize that which has been ."

accomplished. We gave replaced the secondIproblem, about whith we knew very

little, with aTroblem alibut Which we know a great deal: to locate a peak

of'one flinction we'look among ;the zeros of another fuhOtion (called the

derivatiVe function). The line of approadh may Seem devious and'unproductive.

We shall see that it will be kruitfUl. The discovery of such an avenue tf
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Turning badk to our ihitial pralem we find that we have so far only

9el4aced it ,by riew problems.. In particular, we have not dlearly defined the

direction of the' graph at a given point and, hence, trie:plope of the'tangent.
. 0
FUrthermore, even if the Slope of the tangent or derivative is defined at a

.

point there remains the problem of describing the function ft in terms
*

suitable for calculating the solution o he'problem':'

investigation is not beyond the powers of ordinary mortals. Whenever we becomV

unduly ipressedby the ingenuity and power of*mathematical methods, we should

reflect that'al investigator will-try not one but many approaChes. To his

admiring audience he will ,present.the one Mea that worked and never mention.

,:the failuresthat filled:his waste basket with reams:WrIgtper, In fact,in this_

problemve have already briefly'considereci and rejected one-idea, that,of

finding the Maximum value of f(x) by examining a number of its,values.
.

We shall solve our best value problem in Chapter 6 after we develop

necessarwleqUipment. It shopld be stated,that the method of saution,we

rejected Was a. perfectly: practical one'. lire might have prodeeded by caldulating

values and come0very Close to theoptimum solution.
1

Since, however, prOblems

of thiskind arise often it pays to deiote sate attention to refined methods
A

,of solution.. Similaxli, if we wished to make just one pin we would be content

to do it by hand, but if we wished to prodace pins by the, million we shOuld. put

a great deal of effort into destghing sUitable madhinery for the purpose. We

shall reach the point *of vievfrom which the soluticlkof our present prOblem

will appear no more consequential in the light of tile methods we shall develop

than the production-of a single pin in the,operation of: a pin factory.

iThe art of the mathematician Is to extract patterns; A theorewthat has

a variety of applications is mpre,powerful than one that is useful only in

one'particular instance. In Chapter 1 a single pattern occurred in the *

problem involving the direction of a curve and the one concerning instantaneous
*-

velocity. In the first we consider the ratio

Yi Yo
x x o A xi

1Since the graph is nearly horizontal inkthe neighborhood of a peak the
4/penalty for missing the exact location of the peak can te expected to be quite

small. We shall return to this point laiet in the text(



in the second,. we 'worked. with the-ratio

P P
1 0
t t
1 0

t
p

t

Since y is a function, of. x in the case.of the curve and-since the position

p of the jet-liner-is a function of .timel'we have one patternfor both

quotients. -the numerator consists of a difference*between the:value of al

fUncti;n, at two'elements of its domain, the denomAtor, a-difference'between

the pame two elements of the domain. toth have the same pattern'
U.

f(xl) f(x0)

x
1 0

Occurring in a:wide vaxiety of applications,froikjet-liners to post office

problems, the 'difference quotient of this type always defines'the average rat'e7

'of-change of,a function. For the remailder of this chapter our task will be

to refine.and-extend the difference quotient conCept.

EXercises 3-1

1. &plain why in the ,"post4office" proliem the domain of the model function

x x2(72 - 4x) IA 0 : x < 18 .

2. Sketch a graph of the function f: x
2
(72

. suggest that the authors' observation-that
-

V > f(l0) = 3200
max

Does y;ur sketdh

is-true? Vhich of the curves in Figure 3-i does your sketCh most near*

reseMbie? /

,

Summarize the sequence of problemoposed in the tadk we have taken to

solve the initial "post office" problem.
#

3-2. nUmerical Computation of Slope

Ond cif the simplest functions that does-not have a straight line graph

is the function f > x2. As was._ tyitly 'taken for granted .in the post

office problem we shall assume that -IC directipn of the duxve at any point
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tan be described .by,i straight line. See Figure 3-2. Such a straight line
through a P.eint lof the curve we shell call a "linear approximation" tofthe
curve ai the ppint in question.

Pigure

Lei us Oart by finding, at the 1:soint (1,1)4 a 'linear approxiration to
the curve. vie do this.,by taking a second point cloie by such.as (14, 1)41
or (0.94 0.81). The line throngh the two points (12-1) and: (1.3, V.21)
has slope\ 41"

w hile the

S.

2.1,

line through the two points (111) and (0.9, . 'has slope

1 - .81 .19- 1.9 ..9
7

It is reasonable to condlude that any line through the point' 1 with
. %

.1

slope m, such that

4.

will be a good),linear :approximation to the curve; We can sque ze m into a,
smeller interval by taking points closer to (1iI). -If we use (1.01-1 1.401)
and, (.991 .9801)1 ve have :741 ine With slope 2.01 and, a second with
slope 1.99. The linear approx mation has know become a line tffitough point
(1,1) and s ope m such that

in < 2.1;s:

1.99 <in <.2.01

t



Oar'0,

04 0. . 4
=

..a:.,4,. ft* ****.**.%

By using points -sufilcientlY alose.,, we ,.canc'malie 'Vie71*.i.ival
artitrarily small; -Ire claim th'.ati T6r eiii-,two 'pa/it's sufficiently c1oe to
'*(1$1,), the slope m. of:the corresponding satiafy

te.

',21'
.. , 0 o . .

*here."' e 4 14presentd 'any amall positite.npmber arbitiliiiSq
. ,.

. i we shall call the line, .given by the equation ',
.

a ,
./eri th s 1 op e . 2 through tt4 point (1,1) the best linear approximation to

a-

. -the. curve' y = x2 at that pOint. Thi; best inear`approimation we shall
alsoliereafter can the tangent to the .curve at at toint. The statement
,that the slope of, the 'curve at the point (11.i) is. 2,shall*Ve interpreted

, to man that the tangent to pe curve at that point i 2.
,,,

A similar process' can be used to find,the s1:4e of the curve y.= x2 at
any other point"'an the.curve. Table 3-2 siunmarizes.th'a computations'
approximating-to the Value of the slope at the Dpit.iiit (2044Tt also charts, .

4

the path for squeezing'iri on the value of the, slope at the potnt',(-1.5,

04)tela. Alenoptorth
.

...
. yx0, 0 xl/Y1

-
1112

.

.

(214)

,
(204)

(-1.5, 2.25)

25)

(-1.5, 2.25.)
,

(-1.5, 2.25)',

(2.1, 4.41)

(1.9, 3.61)0.

(2.01,, 4 o4oi)

(1.99, 3.9§01)

. (-1.41,1,96)v
(-4.60 2.56).

,
(-1.49, ?)

( ?, ?).

.

4.1
4

4.of

,

7

.

39

3.99
tw-

3.9 <m..< 4.1

,

4.O1 < m < 3.99

.7 < m < '...)
.

7 < m <

1

Table 3-2

Fr.om t1e information-lk,Table 3-2 we suspect that for an points,
sutficientlr close if (2,4) the' difttrence between 4 and tha slope of the



aorrespontirhg line is, arbitrarily pmall':

Itt < E.

Hence Vile bAt linear aiiproximation'to the curve y L.: x2 at the 'point

2110 seems .po be the line given by the.equatton.
. -0. 4",

4(*

This line we call the tangerit, and we say the -slOrie .of the curve is

4

Exercises 3-2

1. Complete the computations for Table 3-2 to find. et set of approximations
-

41 2
which suggeat the slwe of- the curve y x at the point (71.5 25).

What 4s..hba equation of the tangent tc the curve at this point?
7

2. By asseavtlini,a 'table S'imilar to Table 3-2, determine th slope of the
4S

curve y.= x2 at the poihts

(a) f3,9)

(b) (-1.25 1.5'425)

(c% (010)

By a similar procaaurel, letermine the slope of the cugve y = at the

points

(a) (.1,1)

(b) (2j3) s

(c) A.330).

470

Utiing a. similar procedure to that vhich jou. employed in exercises 1
g,

through 3 can you find the slope of the tangent through the graph.of
--,4----1---

x --> x at the origin? ..

..) .

,
1

(

tn the text It is as`serted, for the curve y, = x2' at the point (1,1),, ... g

that for points suffio,tently close -Co .(1,1) the slope m of the corre-
.

sponding line Will satiafy
dr

for all po'sitive values of c Fihd two points close t'o (1,1) so that
4

(a) 1m - ,21 <
(b)., - 21 <..001
(c) 21 <.0004



3.3 The Slope PUnction for y

Ne haveseen how-we cian, through numeri al .computation, find. :the Slope of

. a ourve Buell a method is tedious, as mou may k...22_owl Let us generalize our

procedure and iearch for a pattern that Oan be broaffiir sapplieed.

2
Ile shall. use the. curve y1/4-= x again, 1314 let us consider a fixed point

(a,a2) and two points close ,by (x0,x02) and (x1,x..12) where

*4.
x
0
< a <

I 01 la'. x11

Also we,must assume that the segment of the curve that coniains these three

points is 4 continuous smooth curve, that is a segment that has no breaks or
. ..

,

sharp turns.

The slope of theaine through (a,a2

2 2a
x0
xo

*The line through, (a,a2) and (x10x12). has slope

,
2 2
a - xl

x
I

0, 02')

. Now m, the slope of the linear' approximation or tangent is

2 2
a
2 2

- zco . a x
1

x < m <
0

a - xl

or, by factoring,.

Since

a + < < a77-3c xl

X

/ 0 , we have

a+x
0
<m<a+x

I
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arid x
I

become closer .to the sums at'+ x'
0

and a bo h

-approximate 2a. 'By choosing values_sufficientli close, we have

2a1 < E..

-0 We conclUde that the slope of the,curve y,..x at any point (ale.2 ) on the

curve is -2a.,.2n-this case, the slope,of the curve is a function of the first,

coordinate of the point! At (1 1),* the slope is :2; at (10,1001 the

slope is 20; 'at (-4, 16), 28.,

Generally we denOte an axtitrary point the cUrve y,='x2 witifthe

ordered pair (c,f(x)).O Uhere-we use this customary notation, then the sloPe',

of the curve at that point will be 2x. lie thall"call the function that

asaociates the..coordinate, x 'with:the slope 2x the'slppe'function and denote

It by the syMbol f4. Thus wehave

.f': x

One generalization bas reve4ed a great deal; let'us explore some more.

Next'lefus Consider-the function defined by the equation y = xn where
n is a positive dnteger. As befoise, we Seek to determine the value of the

slope m within an interval that can'be made arbitrarily small. If the two

boundaryvalues converge on one'value, we shall call the latter the slope.

We.start with a point *114 and two other points close by (c f(x
0' 0,

.and
i/

f(x
1
). Again we assume that there are no jumps or breaks in our

Smooth dUrve and that

lit

Proceeding as beforel m will now'bedefihed by the inequality

f(x0) f(a)

x --a
0

or Using thesfact that f(x)

f(xj.)::11

n n
- an- axo

< <x a a
0

4.



-,atoall:that any'binomie4. of the foen x!1 oart.alirays be factored into,two,

.factorsl.one.ofmtich'is z - a. ibr.example

xi--
al

= -Or -

2
x
2
. a ( ).(x. 4k.a):

x3 - (x - a)(x
2
+ xa + a

2
)

a!4. (x a)(x + x a + xa2, 44 a )
3 2 k.

1.

')J1 = (k - a) (x
n-2 -.. -I'.n-1 + 3c a

1
+ x
n32 + .. + a

n

,
StibstitUting adcordingly in each numeratorl and then simplifying, ImItqami-

n-1 1.1- ,1 - n-1
.x + x a

I
0

+ x.
n3-a

+...+ a
n

in<< x + xi
p.2

1
I

xi
3
a
2
+..,+ a

. 1
n1

0 0 ,

ay choosing:values of .,x, and. 'xi sufficiently closeto a, we san mike the .

differences
I

n-3a2 an-1 nah-I
+ 11-2a + x

0 0

n-I
dan

,x
+ x

1
x ln-3a2 + + an-1 na

arbitrarily mnall. ,Ilikewise.we can iiikke

n-I
- na < e

411

.by dhoosing values Of x and xi sufficiently close to a. We conclude that
0

'-Ithe slope tilTwthe curve y = x
n

at any point (a,a
n

) is n
ah

We ha'Are not only obtained a rule for finding the slope of a.cuxve y =

at soth point Eclf(xi) on tEe cl4rve but also we have derived a hew function.

If a fUnction 'f is. defined as f: x 'where Al is a positive

-1
integer, then ttlere is another function f' .,euch that x nxl

when h is a positive integer, and f'(x) is the slope of the curve\

'y = f(x)* at'the point (X,f(x)).

Ekample. Find the slope function of. the function f: x x3. Then

'find the slope of the curve y . x3 at the point whose 'abscissa is 3.



Solution. If x ---> x3 tpen

.and f'(3) = 27.

; 3 -4.The Velocity Puliction

*iben x
2

UreuaIlv one first Meets the'notions of'speed and velocity through:

familiarity 'with an automobile sp,edometer which reports the speed of, the

'vehicle at eadvqnstant of motion. The automobile, intended to go forward in

a single direction, kas a hagnetic device,that reports speed, 'which is one

component,of.velocity. Velocity has riaanitud.e and direction and is denoted by,

a Signed nuber Usually. Speed can bo considered as theabsolute value of

velocity.

Since the distance t e normal automaile traverses is raeher difficult at

best tp describe with a rather simple.aquation, let us consider a situation

that can.be so described. Sgppose a boy,:lying on his,baOk, shoots aU,arrow

straight up from'the grpund with aUT Initial velocity of 64 -Net per second.

Assumingthe arrow is only influenced by gravity, Ye know from actual experi-
,

mpnts that the,height h of the arrow is a fundtion, g, of time

fh g(t)] defined by

11-= 64t 16t2 .

,

TO determine the velocit*y of the arrow at any particular moment, we start

with the notion of average elocity during a period of time. This we define

as.the.qgotient

changeain distance - f'(t1) f(t0
time i4erval

0
#

If we let t
1

= 2 and t sand then use this pattern, we have

f(2)
-
f(1) - [64(2) - 16(4)] [64(1)'- 16(1)] =,16.

t. 2

-Hence we can say that the ave'rage, velocity of,the arrow during the second *of

.tAvel is 16 feet per second. .The average velocity during a second can be

tquite different from the velocity at a particular moment. Even the concept'

of a moment suggests a period of tihe, bUt a very; very short period. For

the velocity during ailment, sometimes cal]red instantaneous veIpcity, ve

56
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mu,pt use a shorter period of time. Table 374 Ontains the results that come

frombonsidering small periods'of ttme near_t = 1.

1 1:1

1 .9

1 1.01 .

1 .99

t ) )
f(t2) f(ti)

t t
2

3.04 30.4
-3.36 33.6

- .3216 32.16

Table 3-4

YromIple,34, we see that.the.amerage yl?city during the: 0.1 ''Second bTfore

1 'is 3o1i f:pet per second and thdt it is 33.6 feet Per second during

the Oel Second after t = 1. It is reasonable to conclude-that the velocity

v when t . 1

30.4 <*v < 33:6

If we make ta period of time .0l second, we have

31.84 < V < 3246 .

35/busing even shorter periods of tinle we can make the erval containing v

artibrarily small. Mb matier what small Positive nUm er e is 'chosen, there

i(a..'perlodof timel6 brief that

321 < 6 4

'

We call 32 feet per second the veloqity at t

k
AB with the slope function, we can generaliz

,a velocity fUnction for the arrow. tet vs consider ixed time t
1

and a

time t very close to t (t 'may be either greater or lessrthan t ). Our
0

di=erence quotient expressing average 'velocity is ,

,,,

ur procedure and Obtain

,(64t, 16t2) (64t0 16t02) 64(t*- t
o
) + 16(t

o
2

t t t o
64 + 16(to

#

[mote: If we considered' ti and t", t' t
o
< t", ye would 11+.7w have

+ )4(to + t1) < v < 64 + 1.6(to +' t").]



1.

&

.h000 t ini t cluffic i erittly close to

zttnal 1 a povi tive number E., may be,

I (t t ) 2t I <
0 .0..

we hape no Matter how .

Cowo'qUmtly..A.re Cad:say that the veiocity,. ATI 'at any-time,
v

t,, in the
4

&Ionian .of the NnCtion g is defined by the equation

v ..64 16(2t0) 32to

16.-me V is a function of- t, also. 'Eance h ; g(t) we write v = gt(t).

A
EXercises 3-4

,
, 1. If the distal s, of an objectis gi by the equatipn s.=.1ot

2

find the aNerage velocity duripg the period-of time from t = 2 to, t 3.
,

2. Using the situation in exercise 1, find through a numeriCal computation

the velocAy when t = 2.

(Additional exerciees of this type are found in a supplemen y section

submitted in the bommentary for Teachers.)

3-5. The Deriv

By the name, the slope function it attached to a curye and the velocity

function is attached to motion. ,tuPpose we broaden our interpretation by

considering the continuous function f defined by an equation .y = f(x)

Ilet a be any,element in the domain of the function and x be a .second

element (a Alt). We call

f(x) f(a)
- a

the 'difference quotient and it is the average rate of change of the function

Nov -we proceed to make the difference x - a mnaller and
4

difference quotient thereby.becomes arbitrarily close to some

is

from 'a to x.

smaller. If the

number LI that

If(x)
-
f(a) LI <

' x a
"Mk

4101,

then the number L is called a limit, and is the derivative of fat a.



intuitively we speak 'of :Ur difference quotient -approaching some definite valu6-

as a limit as x. 'approaches a, symbolized,by x -r-> e.

DEFINITION'.3.5. The 'derivative of f at a, Arritten f'(a),

-given by

1"(a) lim TOO'
x a

a

'This maY also be written as lim
a

Therelre several remarks to be made about, this definition. litrst and

foremost,' the definition is without meaning-when ,ac . a. (Why?) 'Second:

the definition does not specify or indicate what.the number' f'(a) actually
!'t *

A.s., Third, assumiilg that the value of the limit is unique, we have ,each

number:a. in the domain of the'fUnction f associated with a-nuMber ft(a).
. , .

Thus we.have a function- f': x--7>P(x) which we call the derived_ftnction.

Fourthl.inherent in the definition is the idea of tyo limits: one

Aconsidering IL.< a (occasionally referred to as the left-Vend

TEheil the 'result of considering x (the right-hand limit).

he result

imit);.the

The subject of differential talculus is devoted to the,consequences

applications Of this definition.

the velOcity function, We have m

and

appiications, the slape function and/

and we' can now make a definition,accordingly.

DEFINITION 34.5a. The tart to the graph of the function

defined by thi equation y = f(x), at the point (aofia))

line

DEFINITION 3-5b. The velocity,' v

displacement s .is a function of

is the

at time t
o

of, an object whose

t, (a = fct)), is vt ft(t0).
0

The notation that-weahave used for the derivative.of f at a, f'(a),

is an adaptation of Newton's. Another notation-is Dry, read "the dentvtive

whi q. is uieful when e have a function defined

by an equation such as y
2

x . We write pxy = 2x, meaning the derived

of y with reapect to x,"

function defined 'by the equation y 2x.

59



-Iliere ye also el'ernate forms Npf the definition. formthe difference

quotient, we used. tvo elements in'.the domain ot--the'function. a and 'X

(a x). If we lagose to designate'two elements *in the domainas x sal

x +.120, where h la a non-zero nuMber, tben the difference quotient 'is

z

, and we have

/(x + h) f(x)
h

f(x 4+ h) f(x)
(x) 3.J.Ta

04. occasion, It is useful to designate the two elements in the domain

and x2-1- Ax, :.vhere Az is a. non-zero number called. the increment of x.

Aesuming that ve have 'a function defined by an equation . y..= f(x), welt

f(x .Ax) f(x)\-- 64y.' 'Dien the *difference quotient le and the
,Az

derivative is'

lim

4

Exercises 3.5

1.- If we have a function g defined by an equation a =

alternate forms of the derivative using this notation.

60
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Chapter 4k

Lim=

One -of the smost fundamental) ideas underlYing every aspect sof- calcults is

the limit concept'. It -is easy to accett without qUestioning the st4,atement

"The value of x + 2 approaches 5 as x approaches,. 3; " %he meaning is'it
not obscure; ,the, statement is paraphrased. by students in about the same way.

When we modify the statement, however;:and assert "The limit pi°, x + 2 is

as x approaches 3",' the -mewing is-no longer unifOrmly clear. Students

interpret the latter statement in an assortment of vays; .some of Al; Ze
in'torrect. the difficulty arises from the word lihzit. Po 'example, if the

stateiaent is converted to the question "What is a reasonable value to.assign

to the expression x + 2, as. x .approaches 3?" less difficUlty-ensues.

Our problem at the moment 'is te; define limit' in suchsia reasonable way that it

will provide a uniform interpretation to;'the simple statement given 'above and
I -

-also give ultimatOy the ability to answer Stich questions as

(a) What is the limit of the expression
1/21 + as h approaches

zero?

4

(b) What is the limit of the expression
sib. x- as x sapproaches zero?.

N. x2 T

(c) What id the limit of the expression x approaches
. 2x + xg as.

infinity?, .--

Intui ion, which ve.hwe relied Uponshappily up to now, does not give ready'

'orsuni rm answert to these'questions. -Nor does intuition:provide the tools

to prove. igorously some of the earlier assertions, particularly if ve divorce

_geometric. terpretations from our discussion. In Chapters, 1 and 3 the word .'

limit was in rpreted by differences. This will prove to be'a fruitful course'

as we new le

s



4

4-2. tindt of a Sequence

-Since the notion of a limit of a sequence is one we met when we studied

geometric series, we start with thi,s notion. It serves as.a.good tntxoduction

to the idia of limit of a, function, wiiidh ia the rodk on whieh calculus is

SeqUences are 'functions, but Pince they:axe functions that associatelidAth:

-each PoPitive'integer, 'n, a timber 1a wbere al . f(1), 6.; = f(2) etc., .
4 n

thefare called-diScrite functions rather than 'continuous functions. The

nuMbers ay.-ay are called the terms' of the sequence,' (a )1
n

,

Sequences 'maybe of various tYpes. There are finite sequences; for example,
';

1
(a) 71, :'

,

7. 0 (an =12.71--t ior n.. 1, ?, 3, 4).
e

'6(b) 6 -12,- 8, -VI., 30,.r36 (at

4110

Abere are infinite:sequences such as

(c) I) 3.) 5) 7)

g) 14)

= (-1)11+1(6n) _or n = 1).6..16).

Also there are sequermes consisting of successive.partial, slims Pf a series.

(FreqUently such.sequeimes are denoted (811) although this distinction is not

necessary,. when the content of the problem is sufficient to make it clear.)

1 _1,1_11
.1br example, from the series

I 1-r+v+u+is+ ve have a secluence

of partial sump

3

where-

7 15
4") 13-1

S
=

53 =

1

,6

31
1TP

+
1,

+
1

11

+
1

62
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Frequently we write

(r) sn Fti-1
kx1

- to mean the sewence of partial svms

1 1-11
evolves from the series + 7 + A-

n 3
-2 -3

A

II that

The most interesting 'Characteristic-of sequenceser us now- is that some
A

sequences, saidto be,convergent approadh some finite valUe LI \Failed the

limit, as the-m.14er of terms increases. Some sequences do slot app adh a
u

finite value L as n becomes progressively larger; such sequences dp not

have a limit and are called divergent.
,

: e
4

:7 Xt is difficult, by intuition alone, to distinguish between conve ent

and tivergent-sequences. Ibrexample it maY'be. hard to'classify exampl

.e and f above. NbreoVer, it is important to,haye a,precise definition,

:will lend itself to a proof. Let us consider ekamples c' d given

earlier. 'The sequence:10, 5, 7; clearly does not approach one fini e

value. Whatever number-snight be named, for example, '10,437;321: ;embers of

the sequence can be demonstrated that are very much larger. (SOmetimestit is,
4

said that th.limit is infinity which impl4es that, there 1.s'no finite limit,

the only kind me aTe considering. The conceptof limit has enough ambiguity

thati

=without coMpoanding this

19'3 -17

eness with infinity!) The sequence

td) y ILI on

tcloser to l'' as n gets

the other hand, seems to-be approaghing closer encl.
. 4

larger and'larger. Mb gueas that this sequence has

a limit, namely 1, and we write limaL =. 1. Tb interpret this statement,,
n

we turn naturally to differences which are suggested by the use of the cm-
,

Paratives, cloSer and larger. When we assert that the limit is 1 mean

that the difference a
n

-,1 can be made as small as we deSire by ch

sufficie/Aly large. (The syMbol co means'only that regardless of w ber

n we'might specify, however large, there are larger-numbers.) We stil '
a rather vague ahd subjective statement. What is arbitrarily-small to one

person or at ozie time may not be so small to another person or upon another

occasion. to we mean that

. 63



1% -% 1-1 < . 41,:-.or I at 4. 1

4

If indeed the latter is '.;90.1) enough to satisfy even the mbst small-minded4
person, then when .n =.24 . ,the difference will be that small. Since

,,.

1....":.
t. ...

.1P '

21 + 1
/ I% I 4 and 4,t .0000001 It is important to note' .

... . 2- 2
stitch as n --- 3*? or ,n = 108, the condition

g.

an - 11 < .0000001 -is also satisfied. But we shouldn't be involved in a
-

Idiscussion of smalI-minded people. Let's broaden the discussion., We. , -

or . 11 < .0000j03.11.?____
ea,

that for all n > 21),

reaognize that smallness is relative and that individual- intitances of smell
numbers do not suffice. To havei a proof we must argue from a general. case.
'Let us consider 1 an. - l < c where:. we allow e to., be anScarbitrarily sma/1

N

positivt number.; Since we-,know that Ian
.

ve recognize that we

1.can generate a disFference less than alai E. by-raisi)413 2 to a suitable power,
the:t is, 'by. us4)13 a vall:te of n suitably lerage. The Rarticular,number .n.

.

that is suitably large we- designate by N. We write n >'N where the selectiont
*of N is dipendent upon the choice of c . If I% 7 It it to be less the.

1 . .'it' also mewls is to be less ihan c . To* determine a valtie of n
211

a i
+3. 4that mates this statement true, we solve the inequality < e for n. Thus

1 . il
. stl, n I1 < <> - < 2 <--> log - < log 2n < >-l K n .2n

to zl-og l-410'

a ei

-log eWhenever n is greater then log 2, which is a pos.itive number whenever

ct.< I (Recall log 3. = 0), the inequality, 1 a4n 1 1 < E is true. Thlts
log cwe let 'N -.110g 211 we can assert that 1 - 11 c *for all ,n

34

Iti.our proof, we are not compelled_ to demonstrate the smallest! N
Consequently, since ,log 2 > .2, we know that

*A particle .03. inches in -diameter irritates your eye.
*A particle .,00001 inches in diameter can not be sihen by the human eye.
A particle .0000001 inches in diameter is the 1;1W/est mass' *discernible

by an'election microscope.
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og,e -log e
-16g '2 < .2- -5 4* E

Hence we can also assert that E for all n > N where N 5 log e

The fOregoing arguments constitute prOore because we have a generid

method for determining N for:all possible choices of E.

Our statementss about and. 14 have a geometric interpretation. Let -us

r
1

plot the members of (a
n

Fi) where an = - on a number line. -See gure
211'+

n

. ,

.- .
... 2 .

11-2a1 To avoid confusion we label the points associated with the elements of
4 1 .

. n ..

1 e
tilte %Sequenc a 2 +

,.. -, by the symbols that represent them in the sequence.

,

a"
1.fi Il
a7 a5

Figure

.1

.We see 100.ifor larger valuest:of nP :the points 'cluster about 1. When we. .. ..

,

'choose e we e'stablish an interval
. . 1-e -

% 1

Ws

(n our example we actually are concerned with' the right-hahd half 'of the

interval- only even though the use of the absolute value"n9tation 1a - 11 <
allows,both.) 'and then through our choice of. IT, we indicate the means of

placing all terms an fOr n > N ;rithin the inter,val. The ohoice of zpecific

E may vary 'and; accoranglir, the choice of Ti must vary. By solving-,forikN
.
in terms t. hOweve; we have the -appropriate value for ..N 'swhatever 'may

n+1.,

Let us look at another sequence,
n
) = I"

-
+ - We have
(1)

.

....,

n 'N. ..

3 15 I 37, 3r, .... In this case; we can guess that the limit of the

sts
'sequence is 4. To prove this ve must demonstrate N suell that

n
-

.

41 < k,

A vhe4ey n > N. Si4ce 1 an -- 4 i = ., we have IT < e *which is equivalent to
n

"r a. I..
1

i 5 n . if we let N = '.., we have completed our proof that the limit is 'lift.

1.

'Let us 4ive.a geometric interpretation to these Aeas.
. ..



1

7'

we Iplg-t the numbers an),; we have Niguie !.1.7!2ba
41

5

-FigtYe 4-2b.
4a

10

Vhen .Cuse the cooi4dina14e plane, the stOemerit :!"-*tal511.shes an
, ,

interval:On the vertical axls amd a c*ridor -on the.plane-

'Figure

'which is -2E, .In width. .8ee Figure 4-2c. .Now we must indicate a number 41I. -,- ,. . ,,. I .i
s'udh that whenever n > II, a will be within the corxidor. And we must_ n -

be, abIe t6 produce this N for any value 'bf .e whatsoever. The choice of N
, .... ,..,

establish?s 'the left hand boUndary of the corridor. .See Figure *4-2dal'w.-The

Values of' e and N establish a closed corrid'or which contains all ait. .
11:. 14

... fbr n > N. Note-that an,y value N
11 such that N1 1 ' also establishes a., ,

closed corridor that contains All members of the sequenpe an fOr n > N .

40

k.

111.1



Figure 4-2d.

As mentioned 'arlier, some sequences do not converge. For example, the
,

,sequenee 1, -1, .1, -1, 1, ....,
n+1

an = ( does.not. There is no

number L* suCh that'the difference. la
n

LI is always less than some small

positive nuiaber.

1 1
-It is not quite so easy to see that t1 a4 sequence 1 + is

e.
-

.divergent: 11-* partial sums are

1

?

= 2r)

2
=' 34

+ + 4.) > 44)1 1 1

11 1
S8 = + + + k5. .8) 5(r)

.. - )14 13 4-(7. + . . . 16)1,,

. , .
.

, 1
Starting at eadh member -1.1 where n is a power .of that is n

1/4
n , \

each member in the next block of 2m terms, 4.

410 '
1 1 1

...

t 2 2m + 2m

' 1
will be greater than.or equal to Hence this tloft of terms is

. . 2m 4-

greater than or equalto

so
67.
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a

Since3/4 there are an infinite number of such blocks, the sequence has nOlimit

and is therefore divergent.

We are ready io make an important definition.

DEFINITION 4-1._ Thesequencs, (Sn) is saRd'to have the.number L'

as A limit when n tends to.infinity provided that for each picei-

tive number E there correspondq an integer N Such that

* , LI <:c .whenever n).1f.*

We write

In our discussion of limits in this section, we have referred to "the

limit" as t4Ough it were Unique. Let us prove this now.

THEOREM 4-2. If a seqUence n) has a limit, it is unique.-

Proof. Suppose a sequence.has twc distinct limits L1 Ana 1.2. Since

L2) 1.1 Lg is an interval. By choosing appropriate values for

and e2 we can'create intervals Centered on Li and L2 that do not

overlap. See Figure 4-ee.

L2.4- c2

Figure 4-2e,"
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Since It s a limit, there is some number N1 such that members

an, n > N,, will be in Ale closed corridor created by the interval end NI.

Also there vill be another number N2 such that all meibers a ., n > N
21

will be in this second closeecorridor. What about the members an when

n > N
1

and n > N
2
? It is impossible for them to be-ie tWo disjoiet corridors.;

Igus we have a contradiction of the hypothesis. Two distinct limits are

impossible.

Ekercises 4-2

1. .Decide .which of the \following, sequences converges. State the 'limit if

the sequence conyerges and, prove the statement.

(a) 01 1, 0, 2, 0,
,

(b) 11 - - .3E-31

(c), -11 2, -5,
(a) o.6, o.661 ot666, o.6666,

411

(e) -11-,

Decide what the limit is for each sequence given'below. For the given
find'an integer N.

(a) 2 1
E = .01

(0)
/ E = 0.5

n n

3. Find the sum of the series
CO

2 2

k2 + 2k + 1 -7k

4-3. Limit of a Function of a'Continuous Variable

0

Generally in the study of introductOry Calculus, we are not concerned
..

wit4i discrete fuictions such as sequeices although they have tremendous,
) . t

significance inimored--cose:g....
.0 We travei&Wussed the limits of...,___....0-- i t

69
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sequences, however, aince they serve,to introduct rather nicely the conCept

of,a limit..of a function whose domain consists of all real numbers throughout

an interial. Although we have from the previous chApter one of the most'

significant-limits in the entire realm of mathematics

lim tflx) f(a)
a - 1a

it is better to start with a simpler illustration, one that we quiCkly grasp

intuitively.

Suppose we have a function, f, defined by the equation y = 3x - 2.

It is reasonable to assert, that y'approadhes 4 as x approaChes, 2.

In other words, that y can:be made to,approximatle 4 within any margin of

error by'taking x sufficiently close to 2. Me canparaphrase these state-

menip by asserting that the limit of i(x),, -as x tends to '2, is 4, ,and

succinctly 'writing'

lim f(x) . 4 .
,x 2

We must not4 and be carefUl to remember t4at this assertion is not the same.as

saying 'f(2) = 4. Later on we shall discuss the implipations arising from

the assertion urn f(x) . 4. For the moment note that the expression
x> 2

mentioned above,

f(x) f(a)

does nOt have ,meaning when x = a.

So,far our statements do not provide the meenq of proving the aNs61.tions;

to do this we must interpret the words "approximate" and "close to" in terms

- of differen,-s, or intervals on the number line. Ilve say that the values

of, f(x) approac 4 are lose to 4, or the limit f(x) = 4, we'mean

that the difference I 41 can be made less than e .for eadh arbitrary

small positive numbe E. Mre asaprtIthat this difference can be made less do'

than E by using val es of x sufflciently close to 2. The .phrase

suff ciently close 2" Is also interpreted as a difference. -Ne assert

ther is an interval, 2 - b < x < 2 + bl or equivalently Ix - 21 < b, such .

that any value of x within the interval, except for x will give a

value for f(x) that lies within the interval 4 - < Vac, < 4 c. Note

70



ihat we now have two diqkances c aumi 6, to consider. The nuMber s a
41.

measure of the range interval; it re-Presents the margin of error. The number

6 is a measure of the domain interval; it represents the control of the.error.

Eailier mentIoned the tequality 4 - < f(x) < 4 + t can be,

interpreted as an int'erval on the numk;er 1 ne or as a Corridor on the plane..'

Again this is tjite. See Figure 4-3a.

f(x) A
4

Figure 4-3a.

0
\

Now the role of the,imteAral, 2 - 6 < x < 2 + 614 is to close off part of the

g. corridor. The interval, Ix'- 21'<ek, must be'.so C'hosen that it walls off

all of the domain for which f(x) *lies outside the corridor.

-4

Think of x - ?I < 6 as an interval on the x-axis producing a vertical

corridor on the plane. See Figure 4-3b. Thig second corridor, where it
1

U,

Figure 4-3b -

overlaps and closes 07 a part of the first corridor, If(x) - 41 .See

71 ."
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Figure 4.3e. The gm% of f for points when. 2 . 6 x + must lie

in the shaded rectangle. If we draw the graph of f: x . 2 and

establish an arbitrary corridor in width by choosing an interval,

+ e

lir

2+ 5

Figure 4-3e.

o the vertical aids, we Observe th!Ohe corridor intersects the graph at

points Pi and P2. See Figure 4-3d. The vertical corridor must be- so

Caen by the PriveX. ,dAignatiOn of 1iat this second corridor intersects

--tha graph between points Pi and pir See Figure 4.3e. Note well that the

Figure. 4-3d.

on. Ism. . toms bows

mob

I. inow .ftwir lofts ..... vow. awl. .....
2

2- -b

Figure 14e

Sr,



value ofi 6 is dependent upon the value chosen for E. The essence of any

discussiim'about limits 'is the demonstration of the proper 6 to satis the

conditions imposed by a given E. Such a demonstration is the proof, of t

4issert1op ltm(3x - 2) = 4.

I ,---

Recall:that in the study Of geometry proofs were writt down in s.' rather

-rigid style. It would:be helpful to develop.a framework or attern for a

limit proof. Let us try. a
ri

te stepspf the proof are given thout opO1osing

'them the explanation of the procedure is enclosed in parentilesia.

Step 1

1

Tb prove:

Proof:

If 0 <

'Lim
7> 2

Let e > 0

Choose 6 =

21 < 61 then I3x - 2 - 41

(We haveyritten down the assertion in'most succinctform and start4d our

proof by making a statement about E2 noting that we must make a choicelof

6, andputting down part of the first implication. This procedure, whith we

label Step 1, is quite mechanical. In Step 3, we shall find a value for 6
.

to be placed in the box thus completing the hypothesis.)

Step 2

v.

(We have changed the form,of the expression I3x - 2 - to.an equivalent

form containing Ix - 21. Sipce our hypothesis, asserts "If 11E - 21 <611,

Ne can substitute, thus &longing our equality to an, inequality. Nre call

this Step 2.)

Stlp 3 : iChoose
7

(The most important moment in o# proof comes when we recognize that me have

progressed sufficiently in Step '2fto mAke a choice'of 6. This choice we call
A ,

Step 3. We s.an now return tO SteA1, fill in t4e box,,an4 thereby complete

the hypothesis.)

Step 4 1= E

73
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.(Ve have made a choice of 6. This choice ,we substitute:for e) in the:last

line,of Step 2 and simplify.. TEIF!hereby-E6Opletes the implicatiog started

in Step 1 and we now have a series of steps that show."If 0 < lx -,21 <6.1

then 13x . 2 - 41 < e". Since this ig-what we are seeking to demonstrate,
.

our proof is completed. 'This final'substitution and simplification we,paA

Step 4.)
,

' Our conclusion that 6 = i means that the vertical corridor is one-thtrd'

as wide as.the horizontal corridor inTigure 4-3e. Mre can also see-that any
E-other value for-6 less#than i would define an appropriate closed corridor.

Generally'we know that if a certain'value of 6 Will work for a given value'

Of el then any smaller positive2valk of 6 'will also wtik for thia. e,

and in like manner if a_certain value'_ 6 will work for a given value of

el then this value of 6 will work for any larger value Of E.

Th the following examples where we use the pattern-given 'above, the-steps

are labeledo'but the explanation is omitted.' Eadh exercise also displays an

additional Useful maneuver.

1
Ttcampte 1. If ,then prove that f(x) approathea .1

1 + x
sas x tendsrtO 0:

Solution.

4
Step 1

.Step 2

1
To prove:. 'lim

x > 2 j + x

Proof Let E > 0

Choose 6 =

If 0 < 01 < 6, then

74
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a

iyfrmey--aeeeaxt.-- x since the denoMinatbr 1 + x2,

)

ttep 3 Moose er''=

'oft.

is always greater

.(We.have not returned to-Step 1, -filled in the box, and complettid our

hypothesis., #ormally this .should be ,done. )

Step 4

-If:Ve. graph the equation. y =
1

we obtain Figure 4-3f.
1 + x

\

Q.E.D.

Figure 4--3f.

If we now construct appropriate, corridors so that 1 > e >,0, we have Figure

4-3g which supports the implications about the size of b and c larising

from the proof.

Figure 4-3g.



Remark: The measure of the region under the'curve and between the

wrtical lines x = 1 and. x = -1 is r. We shall lome back t?!...his curve

when we discuss.areas ak4 aga.in when we evaluate rt.

Example 2. Let us consider a somewhat more complex problem. Consider
the function f: > x2.

(1) For vitlues ot . :close to 3, f(x) is mlose to 9

(2) ,As x approaehes 3, f(x) approaches 9.

(3) The difference

is made smaller.

91: beComes,smaller as: the difference lx

(4) As x approaches 3, the limit f(x) equals

(5). 'litre f(x) = 9
3

All of these statements paraphrase ihe same fact; all of them are'proven in

the same manne.r.

Step 1

tTo prove: liMi (x2
x -....-4

Proof: Let c',"0

Choose '5 = smaller [3 $ 0A

If' 0 < Ix 7.31 < 51 then Ix2 - 91

Step 2

<.1(x + 3)61-

(It is not clear as yet what value we should choose. for 5. If we add the

hypothesis that 0 < Ix - 31 < 1, which is reasonable since we normally are

considering x close to 3, then it follows that x <4 and that
Ix + 31 < 7. ye add this to the original hypothesis and create an option for

the choice of 'd . Now if Ix + 31 < 7, then I (x

Step 3
c

Choose 6= 7

IChoose 5 = 1

Step 4

76
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+ 3)61 < 75.)

whichever is smaller

Q.E.D.



ngure 4-3h illustivates thevaitiption when 8 is4imaller than

Example 4. For

derivative mentioned

f: > x
2

then

Solution.

Step

Step 2'

Figure4-3h.

our final example, let-us'return to the toroblem ofthe .

at the beginning of this section. Prove that When

f,(X) =

To prove: 1-in f(x) f(a) kx, when
x >a xa

1

Proof: Let e > 0

If 0 <

1(x a)(x - a
x - a

4.

f(x)
x2



Step 3 Choose
to.

4
We conclude this section with a formal definition ofliflimit of a

function.

DEFINITION 4-2. The limit, as x approaches a/ of f(x) is L if
c

to each E. > 0 thsre corresponds a 6 > 0 such ;that If(x).- Li < s

whenever. 0 < ix ai < 6.

Exercises 4-3

Paraphrase eaph of 4the following, statements in two alternate manners.

(a) If f(x) = 2x + 5, then f(x) approaches 15, as * x approachep

5.

o f x at x = 1

(c)4 As h gets closer to zero, ihen h
11,

(d) As the difference lx- al approaches zero, :then the Votient

gets closer to
211ff

POO f(a)'
approaches ft (X).

x - a
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Vs

Introdaátton
"

Ai

.

Iri r 3, sgme...orules for finding tierivatives were developed:that aie

. .. . , , .. .. .

extremsly They are not csomplete, however, ,,,,god they do.not show us how
, ..

tosdiffez\eAtkate,.the. composite' ftinctions *itch errse frequentp \in applied

milthematis. ,Ibr example; copsider the'foll'owing,.probl.em: 4wo buildingas stand'.,

oOpposite .sidesor a street 48 fee't wide. , ,A ball, droived 'out of ,a.viridost

4 one.. builci.infgo falls a disiance ok . 1.6t. ''' feet in 11.i secovids: In, the s'..

sesond -building san observer is watching:11=m another window at, the .same,height.
.. , .

At vhat rate is the' ddstance of the 1)8.1.3. from' tir-obseTver increasirig twii
..4

seconds after the ball. is dropped?,

The distance,
1.

a

s, found by using a right triangle. 8e 'Figure 5-la.

.

1

llgur!j5.4a.., .

V 4) ?
....

Prom ttke.Tythagorean 'Theorem Fe .have' s ... 1.(1:6-b?).+18 and. accordingly,
-

, .

. . .
. .

4;ze write .8'-= f(t). *iis the rate, of c,hange irkthe distance'wten t '.-, 2 yill

'.

.,.. .

:Vali.-, be ft (2) Compating -ft (2) from the expression , .

..ipp. t . . \
,

* .

. . ./. ';:iiln 4'.C2 --i 14- f(2)*
' h

4. 'h .=--> 0
-

. ., . .. .

-'*would. be..quite diffi'oult'to.say the least. li f(t) ban ie 4,xpressed in th.

,, -..1.-.

form -a

t.

' '1 1$6'
.. . a

- r
X

#. #
'.

. .. 1. 8

=
X 1

S 01(0] %.....? ,. co

trt

. 4

4

*71
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A

4where u :4= Mt)* = .25ot + 48
2

and g(ii) = . The derivatives h'(t) and.'

'13'(u). are epsily deVermined by rules elieadir learned. Thus' we .have.a.

question: Can we.somehow-1 through our Jtnowledge of- the derivatives de- h and.. .

gl eOmpilte the 4erivative of the coMposite of thee Um functions. yortunately

1.76 have Oust:sueNa ruie calledthein Bul .for reasons that will be

'and it Will ?prove to be extraordinkrily helpful.

.414.
4.

-
5-b. The Chain jtulp.*: ,rt will.tielp in understandinf3 the proof of*the foj.l;Wing theorem if'we .

.reee.11, that, g'-ciefinition,..th'e 'derivative is equal, to the 'limit of thP --

dVference quotijnt, or before the limit process is applied, approximately

*qua to the difference cluotient. Iff the, derivative 614 a 14inction. f exiats

at point b 'then
p

S(y). t(b)
= fl(b) for r close o .

. .

we let

n(7). -`. b -, fi OD) fgr: Y

'-'7.> 'b.!' If 'me ars° define n(y) = 0 when
.

, . .
.

.

continuous at .b. Thus ' 4

b, n(y) r-o-> '0 as.
.

it follows that n is'
f(y) 01)) b)(y b) n

sst
. I

'holds for.both 4y / and-4 y = b. We make use of

:&f,the falowing theorein4

#

*

YgY:-'1))

this equation In the proof.

i'MOREM 5-2a. alppose Al (a) -,.and .f" [g(a)) exist.

Then Ft(a)' esists and s Pt(a t'[g(s..)). &(a).

Proof. Let' y = g(x) b ea.). Thus
.4

POO.- 17.(ia.).,. flex)) - flea)) t(b).

Then IsSee paragraph above, ofor deiinition of n(y)) *.
F(x)-:11 (b)(y ri(y)(y b). for .y b

n(y) = 0 for y = b. Df4ding by - a, we have

) = f [g(x)J.

41



Now, ancording to Theorem 4-27,

!.".(b)- .5r
x x

. x > a.

prOvded nt :hr..:

.Rowe-ler.

SIn0 Lim

, giXi
X

s X

:Am .n( y
%

-

x - a
.,x > a

)'. ft

u10.1

n(y) lim

a

1 ,(

lim n(y). nib) 0.

>

ira

) +

).

V

.g'(a) v[g(a)) g'(a)

4

I

Remark: Although the notIttion'ieecareletin that the hypothesis is not

sufficiently eiplicit, the ChaidiRule.caa be-eicpressed.in altrnate noteitions

.1.thich are.useful When doing probl.ems For dempie, if y g(u) and u h(x),

then y= f(c) wheie, f

f'(x) = gt(u) W(x)

Pr,

s a'composite functton., 'Ancordingly we write 1,

y 1)u
it

,The choice of notation can vary, or couvde. For example, if s g(v) ands

= k(t), then s f(t) apd

We write
..

;.

qt)
k(a)j-k!(

.k'(t)

D
ts

v .

.3! t

EXample 1. Pifid,tie deriva14ive y given that

2
7 = (3x- + x- )5

S.

Rae.tba.e this probkenb can he handled without using the Chain Ride by,

expanding the trinomfal to'the fifth, power and diferentiating term 11 term.

a



0.

-
,a

TO clothidwill unecuiocaUy demonstrate the powr tlie Chain Rule.

where

Solufion. We observe that we have in equation Of the form

a.

3x2 x I- 1 .

Adcptingthe notation *Used Ia the note above, we have,

etaCt.,04=-u5

an4

1

a

x2 --*x + 1*

h'(x) 6x 4. 1 .

g'(u)

ex) = 5u .(6x P

rtitute. 3x:2 '4- + 'for

41
,4

4 X t 1)
. . .

.

. v

Fazun.p.Le Fin the 1.!rilrakive .

f: 4747.

; SA,7

a

,
. .

'ablution. b t f(x) Axc -1- .i . ft -./..:. ..bonz: ith:r ;,- - .,x, I-, 1; .then
.aee eae.11=4.4 a a

S

14
,

II . in -c.errri or ouit!izrlier 1 ion, thic trt'nne.' ,:lftt. h x 3x'.
--4* _

(7(A. ul/2 lIoneo lic hn...fe
. . ,

4

a

a

WOO,- nr;r



Then

fqx)

seoriv:::, when we substitute for u,

f''(x)

marrammr nnd

3 X

13 +

FxampLc 3. Find f'(x), given that

nolution. Let g(u) and h(x)

t
apply our quotient rule. -MI= we,have

h'(x)

Also we have

`,To find hi (x we must

(X -I- 1) 2x) - X (1)

(X 4. 1)2

Applying the Chain Rule, we obtain,

f (x) 60(x
l)(2x) (x)

(x + 1)2

Subs tuting .h(X) for .0 and,simplifying, we have

fvfx)__,6(x12 2;4)

) ,
Now,ve aie ready to complete he problem .that was used to introduce Section

Extmle 4. 'telt f-(t)'*----1/46t . f' (2).

Solution. Conacier u 256x11 +.2304 ane: y*.-= . Then 'D u 1024x3

9.rj3, 1 -1/r,
and 1.) 11.1 Y =

-1 Hence D y u A1024 3)
.1

x 4
125' 6x14 + 2304
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."Sabstituti x 21 we have ft (2) = 51.2 feet second.°

tore of the'pover of. the Main Rule (and the appropriateness of the name)*
will be 'revealed' in th'e following extensito. Consider Dxf[g(ui(x))). If we.

Itt (x) = g[h(x)), then, according to 'Theorem 5-11 we have

D\f(g(h(x))) = D f[sQ01 = Vis(x))* ab(x)x,

s(e 1k as.compos4te. filnetion. Accordingly

,
s '(x)

.By substitution\we hy.ve

..
D ffg(h()))-= flig(h))) -gl(h(x)).hl(x) .x .. -,

*

.

If we .have three defiqng equatiobs Qf-',t.he form y.= f(v), v = h(u),
u = ex), then we writqd ..

4b

Dx .tpxy Do ,Dxu .

/ 2
Example 5. Find ,Dxsr, y

1

4 Net

. 41)
Solaion.: Let y = lir vu =

.
and v

,, 1

'1. 1

(x' 1)
Dvu 31,?1, and. Dxv

t2
x 4- 1

x Then

'I

1-1/2=

, . By the extended chain Rule,

2
1-N2 - 1.' x J

delb
itilw

2 * 2
+ N24X 1)

I
X 4

x.

we have .

,84
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MACKE' S COMENTARY"

Chapter 3 .

Tht DERIVATI(IE
a.

a.

A Problem (Ihtrodliction)

One of the twobasic ideas of the elemenipary calculus is "derivative."

It is easy tc appreciate this'Idea.intuitiv4y_and know hy it is useful'

before formillating it precisely'. Allwre we consider this iAea as it 'arises in
\.

the solution of a apecgic problem..

The purpose of this chapter la to polish and extend the concept of the

differeAce'quotient. ite finally arrivediat a meaningful definition and useful

formulas for the derivative. Tyie difference quotient is a ratio whose

denominator ia the dgferente to"tween two eleients !of a domain and whose

numerator is the.difference betwee the corresponding, values Of the range. Use

of the word ratio is well advised since one titerliretation of a difference

quotieot will, be as a ratom.dt chaage.

IFAB indicated in the preface! the text insofar as'possible is problem

,I9itiNmted4 Nere, as begin the,study oc.the derivative, a famyar problem-

1.s.explored at length By doing this we seek to give the student6.an overall'

point-of view and io netill an-appreciation 6f the approach amathematician

takes When a'.'ttacking a problem.

This ihtrodlibtionllx itad and discussed briefly. 'The more the

'appetite is whetted.the better, but do not bog downYn exilaristAn. The
-s.

next several chapters are-devoted to this task.

Numerical Comput4tion of 5lop4

q
t is intendee

.,

that the following three important ideas be emphasized

thr6ugh&at this computatIonal exercitationz CO approximation of slope,

.( 2) line.r approximation; and (3) method of approxiMation

(I) Unless'the student has studied,the sectioh.On tangents to graphs

'.of polynomials in SMSG Elementary Functions or tte equivalent,

ft-*
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bis experience dtctates that slope is a number describing

the constant rise over run of a straAght line. Bere he"

must feel comforteble with the assumption that the direction

a curve at a point can be described by a straight line ,

%approximation.

(2),Tencef9rward "best linear approximation" and "tangent-line"'

may be useeinterahangeably.

,(3) We t!ke-points.successively Oloser to and on either, side of,

the, point under consideration.. A lengthy escussibn of a

poisible inflection pcdnt where the tangent line "pasies
.

through" the'curve is intentionally postponed. This tobic

Will be handled *thoroughly in a treatment of concavity with,
,

-regard to curve tracing (Bectibn 6-2) after a stiudy,of higher

order derivativesjSectAn 5=0. In the'exeqpie:

section we can safelY use-the "squeese"Ingthod-of Successive

approxiMations since-it tang4blY suggests the limit:of the
,

difference quotient. In "squeezin4 the slope of the tangent
7.

4

between two numbers very cloie together,' we allude to the

intuitively appealing "flyswatter" (or "sandWidh") theorem;

The "flyiwaiter" ptocesa'(used in this t'ext aS_early-as Section 1-1) has

beep employed significantly by mathematicians.Over Ve years. Because,aUit*s.

importin the development of this text, we submit hereTheorem 4-4g (the

"flyswatter" theorem), the probf,of which appears in Chapter 4,of the student

text.

THEOREM 4-4g1 SuPpose that for eothe s > 0, g(u),< k(u) <h(u).

fOr 0 < u - al < s. Ftirther suppose that lim ANY= L
. %

and lim h(ui = L. Then 1;6 cen,cOnclude lim f(u) = L.
u -7-> a u

Before leaving thii computational.section (he students concurring

wholeheartedly with the authors' second-sentence-ln Section 3:2),:a small

positive statement about "E" 'is advisable. Although the clause "Where C.

represents any siall,pos ilia' number arbitrarily chosen" appeers.only once:in

Section 34, the 61ause is $mplied each'time that is used. Whereas no
t
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.editor woad stand for mpnotonous.repetition of this clause in a text, the

teaCher.might find that any calories expended inthis pursuit will be
-

',B. T. U.'s..well spent upon arrival,at-the marriage of .6 and 6 In Chapter

4: ite propose to haie the student "keep his eye on the epsilon," that isl, be

.concerned with A che ,in 1(x)'.Without worrying initially'about a change it-

rfr

3.3. The Slope FUnction for
2

The followlIng.three ideas should be emphasized in this section: 11) a

'rule can be formulated for giving the qope ct the function x
2

and of the

.general type x1-1;., .(2) -the rule for slope itself consitUtes,a new function;
*,

and (3) the functions with-which Nre axe .currently'dealing have,sm9oth graphs
-

:with no. breaks.

(1)'\The so CalINI "'Sower le which is derived here ia treated.

more cdtnpletely with 'broader basit for application in
.

Becti.on.5-2.'

(0' It is important for the work.,thatfollows (immediately and

later'in antidAfferentiati8n) ti-iat'the stUdent think or'the

slope of.a'given function as,a fUnction itself. It would be

time well spent,If the student were:required to ,graph the

N: slope fUpetions of many early-functions he examines. The .

graph' of the slope funotiRn,of a given functiOn can be used,
,4

as,a,sumMary interpretaticm of,the rate of change of the

given function.'

t

.0. In the ,v,ork of'thls nection the student is reminded that

the curves under coasideration have no'"jumps or breaks.".
4

TO sUggeat reasons for these stipulations the teacher may

wish to submiit wind-counter examnIee where the slope cannot

be.found at aeertain point.. For example. the functions

x3 .

--" and'. p: ac are' di4iontinuous a

2
1x =0 and H: x > -

has "hole" at x = 1.

ConseNently no slope exists at a point which doesn't
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exist. Illustrative oP curves that have sharp "corners"

ai graphs of.the functions f: x ---> g: x s
arid h: x 14 . x2I. .Theslope is not defined at (M,0)

for f a:nd g nor at. A-210) 'and (210) for h*.

N

Befdre going on we propose an exercise which the student can handle at

this point. -Iaving beeirled through this Problem he will have "discovered"

the slope function of f:\;.lx kb. and may feel content that he has done

some amateur an'aiysig.. After fir-st,requiring hiM to sketch separate graphs

for f: 174 and 4): x V., pose the following\questions.

*
(a) What 1s4the slope of the graph of' f:

for x < 0?
1

(b) What is the range of' 4): x >.12.1. for x ,-0? for x < 0?
x

(c) EMploying your'conclusions from (a), graph the slope fUnction

f', Where f: x ixi for x > 0 and x < O.

(d) Compare thegraph of the slope fUnction f' with the graph of
3

the function.. 4): x*,--> J1.. What%does geometric evidence

suggest regarding the identity of the slope fUnction oi lxj?s

> lxl or x > 0?

The Velood.ty.Iknyztion

In this section'we propose to build upon the student's previously

acquired notions regarding velocity and speed. Bis experience, however,

probably does not dictate a distinction between velocitY And Speed. Speed is

the absolute' value of velocity.

Our primary aim begin to relirte velocity and.the slope function, we;

submit hee a supplementary section TC 3-4. This addehdum may-be used to lead

the student through some restriCted'ahalysis-of the'velpcitY funntion within

the framework of an elementary problem. Besides the basic problem, there are'
* .

tw6,sets of related exeicises. EXercises TC 3..4(a) ,may.be employed to.

motivate some of the ideas in Section 3-4, while exercises TC,3-4(b) may-well

be postponed until'Section 3.5 has been studied.
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4(a)4. An Elementary Projecti e Problem

Let US assume that a pellet-is pnojected,straight.up and after awhile

hues straight down via the same .yeriti al path to the place,on the ground

from iihich- it was launched. Aftei- t econds'the Pellet is s feet above

the ground. Some ordered'pairs of the form (t,$) are given in the following
,

table.

Table'TC 3-4

, -..

0. 1 2 3 i'. , 5 , 6 8 9 io .

*4> . o 144. 256 336 384 400 3814 336 o
_

We shall.intentionally avoid,certain physical considerations such ap air

resit-tante. Mbrepver; We shall deal-with "nice, round" nuMbers rather than /

quantities measured to some prescribea'degree of atcuraty which might arise.
.

from:the data of an actual iro1661ile problem in engineering. in the exercites

that follow oui" attention will be directed to certain mathematital principles,

PartidialarIy'bLic tOnbepts of differentiation

TC 3-4(a) EXercises

1. Interpolate from the pAtá given to determine.the height of the projectile

after eight and nine seconds respectively. (Guess, using symmetry at

your guide.) Does.extl.apolation to fltud values of p .for t or

t = 11: make sense onsohysicia grounds? After hoW many setOnds does

the projectile appear to,haive'reactied its maximum height? What Seems

to be the wimum height?

2. Does s appe a'r to be a function of t? What is probably the domain

of t? What seems to be the-iZike-of

If we were to plot a graph of s

(a) is it !plausible on physical grounds to restrict our graph to the

first quadrani?

(b) does thedata suggest that the scale on the s-axis (vertical) should

be the same as the scale on the t_axir (hokzOntaI)?
V



4, 4

4. Keeping it mind ur responses-to exercise 31 plot the ordered hairs

(t,$)-:fromethe' table.: Cohneet,the points with a smooth'curve. What

is the name of the ftnption suggested by the graph? 'Ca physical grounds

ia it feasible that therevauld be a real value of s "for every real,

number assigned tot* ovr tii int6rvai 0 e t < 10? Were we probably

justified in connecting the points?

5. Assuming that the equatir s = f(t) . at
2
+ bt + c was used to.fdevelop

.

Table 3-3,- find valUesfarlonstants al' b, and e.

6. Sketch the graph of' ((tls)e s 16t2r((tIs): 0 <,t < 10).

Using a more carefully plotted graph of the above set/ connect the point

where 1 with the point where t ; 2 with a secant, line. What is

the slope:of this secant? Draw tangentit.to the Curve at t = 1 and

t 2, and eatimate.their slopes from your graph: 0

If the.unita.of s are feet and the units of t are secondal 'What are 1.

the units,of slospe? What word is commonly lassociated-with this ratio oik

ymits? What would yok guess are'the physical interpretations of posi44ye4

zero, and negative values of this ratio?

Draw the graph of v = 160 - 32t over the interval 0 < t < 10. Compare
. ,1 rib,

the-values.of ly for t . 1 and t . 2 respectively with your
.

, e 4-6a

estimate for he slopes of tangents-to the graph of 's . loot --lait
2 k

.-
.

in exercise .

Average t values of v far t = 1 and, t 2 and compare this

average with the slope of the setant cOnnecting the pointa where t 1 -

.

and t = 2 in exercj.se 6.

10. It the units' of.v are ft(sec and.the units of. t are. 'Seconds) whet,

are the units qi* the.slope of* the line .,1/ =Q6O - 32t? -:"Villat word

physics is cammonly.associated with' this ratio of units? .Does the linus

sigm:'along with the particular numerical value of this Slope have%arl

%11(:eitil connotation from your experience?

AIL

TC 3-4(h). More About the Elementary Projectile Problem

The peeceding exercises were intended to'motivote a consideratica of

....:ertain relationships between a function, its graph, its xste of changel,and

the grapA of'its rate of chIpeiwithin the Irestricted'framework of an



tar

'elementary physical problem. Let us now consider e same problem in more

depth.

%Tie projectile is fired vertically from the ground. so that after t

Seconds,' its distance a from the ground is givep by 4.he eqUation

= Vt.)) = 160t - $16t2
.......,

.

- Sinee the h7eight of the projectile slepends upon the nwaber of .seconds;we
..

-,- -
shall regard distaace as a function of time,1** .Since the range of this function

is restricted...to s 0 because of physical condition,. the domain is

Q < t < 10.

..The'physical basis of the problem should coavince" us' that we 'a.n graph

the par'aboq.a s 160t 16t2 in the first quadrant as continuous "furictiop,

sindp for each "split-sedond" of time theke.is, a corresponding height. However;

O
.

we should keep in mind that while the graph of s f' f(t) ist parabolic,,,the 'N.-
.

projectile' itself ascnds., and d aends in a straight vertical path. 'We should, ,
,

Rot onfuse4the bath ot theLikro ctile with the graph 6r-its distancect fpnction.
. ,1 . :

A vapitaical representation o verage velocity from
i

-ti. to .t2 seconds
. .

i -... a

is the, slop; et tl 13cal-it line connec ng the point (t1183.). with the. point
,

-
..... .

t
24

s
2

) .. on. the graph of
.

S--1(t). Instantaneous svelobitypi or the ;Pelocitr

. .,t 4 '.

at a particular time t$ is equal to the sloPe 13f a:tangent to thp!,,graph of .

s = ff.t) p'..t the point --(111,s3.). Thile velocity is interpreted a 4e/run,

. "ei. ,
of aiktraigilt lihe with units f

For this example it is true that the numerical average'of the iastantaneous

a

veloaties at ta. and.2
is the same as the average. velo'city from 't to

t" However, ve *should not be too' quielt to generalize, to other,vélocitY
2.

problems/1

From an.

a f(t) ve
1.

r's

examination of the tangent- a to the parabolic graph of
t., _ ..

obserie that a; different points' the tangents have different

1 .
. )

-
1$ 1

. .
. 'Many a beautiful theory ha1 tbeen 'shot dovn by an ugly fact."

Fo,r example, a motorist* traveling from Candlestick Park to'Dodger Stadiuxii-

at arl averitge rate of 6o miles per hour and- returning over -the Same

route 'acari,av4rage rate of 30 Miles .per hour does nol: average 45 miles'

.. per ho for the entire journey. , .' .."

.
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slopes. The fact that the slope of f(t) is. dependent upon the value of t

is concrete .eviderice that the slope is itself a function of t. The physica

a

1 -

'counterpart of this inference for out pioblem is that ,velo6ity, as' well as

'distance, is a fpnction of time. On the basis of this intuitive argument we

shall define irkstantaneous -velocity as ttle slope fUnctipn or derivative, .

f'P(t), 'of, the disiance fUnction s

e

a

I = S

eet us now find.sthe sle;ivative of the function f(t) = 160t-,16J,

.consulting the graph of s f(t) for a geometric interpretation .pf our'

procedure. See Figure TC 3-3(b). We shall consider the limit as h Appwoaches

zero here as an alternate to the aifference quotient limit technique. t

g in feet

s = l6&t 16t2

:

Figure TC. 3-

94
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f(t) 160t 16t2

f (t +*h) 160(t + h) -.16"(t + h)a

;,6ot 16oh 16t2 32ht -,16h2

f(t h) f(t) = 160h.. 32ht

f(t +.11) f(t)
160 t..32t - 16h

For h

Finally) .

17 small, 160 - 32t 16h m.160 32t

lim .160 - 32t 411 160 - 32t

h 0

f
t h) f(t)

160 - 32t-
h

0 ,

By definition
h

lim
f (t + h) - f(t)

h ,/
.---> 0

Therefore, fl(t)-. 160 - 32t
,

Consequently; y . 160 - 32t

'Ek4rcises TC 3-4(b)

t

1. Gricph.the function v= 160 - 32t over-the interval 0 < t <10.
k

(a) What is the v-interbept of the futtion V = 160 - 32t?

(b) What is the slope of the tangent.to the grziph of s 160 1 t
2

at the point where i.t, = 0?

CO WI* is the initial velocity, v
P

of our projectile
OS.

What is the average velocity of the projpctile between:

(.a.) The first and second seconds of flight?

(b) The eighth and Aintli seconds of :flight?

le, (a) What is v when t . 101

tY Whai is-the'iMpact'velocity of the projecti10.

After six seconds of flight:

(a) What is the height of the projectile'above the ground?

(b)- What-is the total' distqnCi traveled ..1),the projectile?'

(c) ,What is the velocity c;fthe,projectile?

,(d) Is the projectile ascending or descending?"



+

\

&Plain the differ-vice in sign between your twO answers f..(r exercise
*6.

and between the initial velocity and'impact velocity.

(a) Mhat is the t-intercept'of the function: v = 160 1132t?

(tp) For what value of* t iethe tangent line to the graph of
,

s 160t lot
2
hoilzonta?-

(c). After how many seconds of-flight does the projectile appear to

"stop for
-an instant" before descending?

(d) How many seconds have expired When the projectile reachesits

maximum height?.
. %.

(e) What is the maXimum height'attained'hy the,projectile?

(a) If v s". f'(i) = 160 - 32t and ct'= vi f".(t), find C.

(b) Mhat is the "rate of change 'of the rate Of change" (aCceleration

or deceleration) of the...distance funetion s = f(t)?

(c) Mhat kind'ar. a function is a? Sketdh it.

(d). Taking into account the sign and numerical value of a .togethei

with the physical properties of thit problem, what is your inter-

pretation of a?
;

(R.) ,Shade the area given by [(t4a): .=32 < a< Wi(1110): 0 <-t <5).,
(b) Hou'maity square units of area have been shaded?

(c) Is this number.of square unite AUmerically the same as

answel.s for exercise 2?

10. (a) Shade the area even by f(t,v ). 0 < v < 160 - 32to (t, ): .t- ). 0).

(b) gow many square units of area have been shaded?

(c) .Is.this number Of square units numerically the same as your last

toeanswer for exercige seven?

. ,

. c,. After the student has studie0he Chapter on the definite integral, he

might 11:e asked to return to this set of exercises and explain his answers
.

. , (

ar,part c .5 exercises, 9 'and 10.

,

3-5. The Derivatikre
. P

'lire have
tip
discussed two interpretations of the derivative, slope'and

vefocity. We-saw that in every cage atslape fUnction or a velocity-function

Ar
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--was derived from some initially considered function:: Sooh we shall wish t '
A

.poiht out that the, process 'of finaing the derivative is called differediation.,.

since it involves taking the aifferences VI) - f(a) and x - a. In

Chag'ier 1 we made '>tehe following Staikent.. "Employing the noti6n of

r
differences to,reslchli. uSefUl definition of the word 4.1iinit' proves to be very

fruitfUll as 1,k shail*- nee." Inde'ed I.J;e shall see this very shortly as me

define limit,formelly in Chapte$' 4. But' at t'his*point ve are in *a. positiOn

* to make the extensiow from ;the difference quotient vith its geometric -counter?.

part ;.o the definition of derivative. Because this transition is so important

we outline here,(TC 3-5, .The Derivative) a supplement to the content of

Section 3-5 whiCh incorporates the principal ideas of the entire.char.

TC 5 The berivative

a. Geometric Interpretation

Let P a, f(

.iraph of y f(x).

and (1 (x,f(x) be te 'points

The slope of PQ is given by

t(sx) f(a)
F(x)

xj.a

on the'

If F(x) approaches .a.limit "as x --> a, e shall call this limit

the derivative of f at a and denote 'it by the syrilbol f' (a).

Geometrically, f" (a) jrepresents the Aope of the tangent to the

graph drawn at the Point P.
A

b. A Working .Definition

The unction f Is said to have the derivative, f' (a), at

if

f(x) f(a) apProaches f' (a). as . x approaches
x

c. A Useful Form IA

We have wiftten 4(x)
-
f(a) 1 F(x)

x a

By definition f' (a) lim F(x)

If we, supplement (1) by the agreement that ) .-f'(a)
,

i8 defined for all values o x *ila the domain of f and tis

where- x / a.

A



continuous at 'x 1.* may wrlte

f(x) 110.) (X 7% a)F(x);

-.%Since equation (2) holds :or x = a as-well as x'

'employ it in mqre; situations than equatlon (1)4

..' Error of Linear Approximation,
\

Let us compare equation

the linear equation .

.%!
1 1 can

rs

ighieh represents the curve,' with.
4

g(x) f(a) + f"(a)(x--- a)
I/

which represents,the tangent

.eql.zations.differ in only one

coetficient of (x - a) Is

is fl(a). Subtracting 3)

to the ,curve at x a. The,two

:espect.- In equation -(2)* the

wVereas in aqipatiT (3) it
.N.

frcim, (2) we obtain

f(x) - g(x) (F(x)'--.V(a)1(x - a).

.Let us call this difference 71(x), where r(x) represente th

error.committed in using liaear g to apprqximate the f curve.

That is ,

(P(x) - f'til(x - a).

Dividing both sides of (4) by .(x.- a) we have,

6 =. F(x)' f'(a) x / a.x - a

(x)Since F(x) - f'(a) >O x ----> a, we may choose x

sufficiently close to a so that the error of linear approximation

is an arbitrarily small fraction of x .= a.

.Notation for the Derivative

Wth an.obvious preferenct for 9e definitiOn of 11* deriVative'
,

of. f -at a as the limit of a difference uo1cnt, namely

x a
-

f(x) - f(a)lim
x a

the authors feel that it is impoittant for the student to recognize

and become facile with other forms. For example, if we use variable

'notahon where y = f(x), the following should have

the same meaning.
.

1 n
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lim
---> 0

f(x)

) + Ax) f(±)

lim °Y
x,-->

zr

.:Ttle derivative funciion key be ncted as f or D

dy
N9tice that we'have omitted the quotient from a

Thi's *mission is'intentional. Me feel that A is advisab* to

avoid this quotient form here because me want the students'.
,

,

for now.

attentiOn to be focused upon the fact that th word "derivative"

is used at Once ab a function and a limit. To appreciate the
A

significance ofithe ,".n.notation the student must be able to

understand differentials. Differentials are postponed until

Section 676, where the increments bly and bt, are discussed in a

sophisticated context of approximations.
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The BaSis for the Decision to ilecomthend ar

SMSG Calculus Text

1W

The ftrst task of our writing team was to examine'existing calculus books

to determine whether . there already existed an adequate huMber of calculug texts

meeting the.desired Objective. This objective-id to provi4e for high school

stlent.s with ninth- and eleventh-grade SMSG background a one-year calclulus

coVrse vhich would' enable thei to receive credit for one year,of Calculus,upon

entering college. 'Although there are many excellent calculus books currently in

pYint, it -Was our feeli tha't none of'the books is entirely satisfactory for
0

the expressed purpose. JEt has therefore been decided to recommend that an SMSG

calculus text be written.

The principAl ways in which the consi9ered texts failed iso be suitable are

listed below:

(A) failed to build on ,SMSdbackground;'

(B) over-concentration on theory;

.(C)* too weak on theory;

(D) too formal a style of presentation;

(E) too sophisticated-in language;

(F) too unconventional approach to the,sisjectj.

(G) too concise;

(H) ,insufficient motivation of ideas;

(.I) unconventional notation;

(J) too 4auch material for a one-year course. 4

Though no book was rejected 2n the basis of (3) alone, this reason is more P

important than it maY at first apPear. A book designed for a two-year course

often reqA,i.es a good dealof "skipping around" when being ada/Aed for aope-
, t

year couse. Also, it is sometimes the case that theorems are stated and proved

.in the early part of the...1Dook that have their only application in the latter part.

I would like to add lin impression my own to the above list. Although it

is no.doubt the case'that studen eking a calculus course in high school are

very highly selected, they are still high school students in a hish school envi-
.

ronment, and I do not feel that we can always obtain from them the same down-to-

business attitude that we can demand of university students. For this reason,

feel that some otherwise satisfactory texts will fail to qualify on the grounds

of being too colorless. I feel that we have to continually recapture the stu-

dent's interest by notive,ting our ideas with geometrical, physical', or ralist,ic

problems.
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Prefatory Remarks

It hAving been decided that'an,SMSGtalculus text should be writ:ten,-rthe

next problem was to decide what shcmld go in it and how it'should be organized.

The group armived at the'*boundarioconditions" enumerated' below. Some of;these

conditians will,be explained and eln:borated upon in thefollowing-pages of these

remarks. /

( 1) The text should be designed tsicover thtlt material northally encountered

iri a first-yea r. college'calculus course.

'(2) .It--::should' prepare the Audent =to take and pass an advanced-pIacenient-
04

exam in calcultis.

-(34 ,It should be confined tollthe calCilllis:of functions of one variab el

not including infinite series. 4

(4) It should include MSG mathematics through Intermediate Mathematics

(!Elementitry IN;nctions not to be a prerequisite).

' (5) AnalYtic geometry is not to be inclUded except for a brie(review of

those topics necessary to calculus.

(6) Th'e qourse is to be oriented toward a*lIcation and problem solving .

, e-
rather than toward theory. '

-

(7) .It should include all introduction which will epIain.What calculus
V 4

is abou.0 '

. _

(8) The aincept orthe derrvatille is to precede and tb be used to motivate
) 4

the concept 'of limit. .
i

0) A fairly thorough t+atment of Els and b's is to be giiren.. -

(10) All concepts and tpeorernsa are', whenever posIible, to be motivated by x%
4 .

nattral geometrical or physical problems.

(11) The logarithm is to be defined as fc2: dt and-the exponential as the
.

tt
inverse function of the logarithm.

(12) The exponenti6.1 'and logarithm funotions are to be obtained as soon as,
. . .

-..

. ,possible for use in applicatiov.
. .-.

(13) The integral is to be moti/ated by arealand to be arrived at through

\' 'upper and lower estimates.
.

41. A

(14) 014y those appliCations of tice derivative whickare necessary to bring
. .

. .

home its meaning and fipporIance should precede the introduction of the

integrale

(15) The definite integral should precede the indeilini.te\integral.

_

4,
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;

(16) The definition of the deflnite integra l as the,limit of a sum, is to e-
.

hioply stressed before the FiC iz taken,up.
:

(17) All notation involving,vaiqables is to be deferrediunt11 the sulider.A'of

difrerentials is takeh up. .

(IR) Numerical methods4and the ide'a of arbitrarliy%cloce apProximation

to be emphasized in theitext.

These boundary eonditiont to:a large extent determ ne the.subjeermatter

and the style of the.text and.in rapt, almostuniquelY dete'rmine the ovder of
-..

the mater,ial in.the first eight chapters. We will now explain and comment on

.some'of tseboundary conditions.,

WI (2), and (3). The standard.first-year caJculus course consists of the
4111

caculus of fUnctions of one variable, not including, infinite series. This Is.

the materiartested in the Standard advanPed-plac'ement tests.

WI (5) and (11)% The outstanding features of thp amsG backgrOand men-
.

tioAed in (4) are the foilowing. It includes a considerable amount of analytical.-
,

geometyy mu0 morel in,fact', than is stri'Aly necessary foi caculus so thai.

only the brierept review is necessary. In faCt Carteilan coordinates in the

t"--tlane are so filmly ingrained that:it is not necessary to say anything about

them; we just use them., iliniher systems have been discussed at,great
e 0

0

.licluding a little wItifin the: realc3qmtrers. Field and order' axioms have been
a

drummed in year after year. There has.been considerable work on inequalities and

abs4ute value,so that it is only nectssary to review.thes'e. to;dcs. In the

Intermediate Math text.:the logarithm was introduced by means'f ares.--thus'ex-

/Alining condition (W.. Another Vset of e 6MM backgrouria ic a mtch"more.

mature way of looking at mathematics dam hat engendereeby the conventional'

1 .

curriculum. ..

(6) and.(10). Condition (6) would seem at first glance to be entirely at

variande ifith (9), arid it is indeed rather difficult to reconcile them. Perhaps

it will help to ex-Plain (6) as we understand.it. °We feel that the idea of-math-

ematical proof is fundariental to anY mathmatics course and cannot be distensed.
4

with. We intend to clearly state just 14hichlunproved propositions we Are dssum-
.

LP

ing'in'tipe text, and then ue will use logicaL reasoning to obtain other theorems.'

We xill not be absolute purigts in this matter, however'. For example, in defin-
.

in% the trigonometric functions, we speak of measuring a,distance x around the

unitteircle:. Here we are using heuristic in tacitly assuming that this makes

sense. In obtaining the inequality. sin x < f < tan,x, we again use heuristic

in assuming the obvious but u4oved properties of area. I also feel that thee
4

:".°1
% i
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existence of the derivative of the Inverbe'fun cVion should be left to heuristic.

Also'in aleplications such as volume of solid of revolution and volume of a solid

of knovn cross section, we will ,nse intuitive.ideas of v64ime. Aut irithe main,

the course will be firmly founded on our.axiOTs which are the field; order, and

sy-vered completeness axionis for reai numbers and the-maximum.iand intermediate

value properies and-the existence of the intwal fox continuous fUnctions. If

an tieatmea of limits were to be orilitted ve would add half ft. dozen limit

theorems to this'list.

. I do not feel that thd exceptions noted above constApte the primary-mean-,- ,ing of onditivn tio)., Its principal meaning to me is that the-theory should be-_ , .
,

unobtrusive,.:Most of our teeorems And proofs will itoi be labeled as such but
.......,,,._ .- . ,

will be.casually presented in,thi text. The,student will not, te asked to'commi;t
,

these theorems or their proOfs to meMory or to refer te them by.nuMber. ,FLIrther=
. .

.

more the theory should be motivated by natural prdnlems and-grow out of int4tive'
i.-

.idead. '.

4 .
'''.

i
. 4 .

. .We have not been EilN to exemplifc these pYincipals in the student materials
. .

to the degree we would.likel being primarily involved as we.were vith the problem

61' litying out tiietheoreti.eal groundwork in accord with the above conditions.

Some points which do exemplify Wese4Principals 'are:

a) 'the use of tangent lines to motivate-the derivativel'whkeh in V4n /

motIvated'iimits:.

,(1), *the uSe of abcpecifie pro em to motivatefthe chai 6;

(c) the exterive tase of area ts motivate the integral.

We are sorry that we )lave not had ny time to give to problems which prob.,

ably constitute a good half of the value if anyi'calculus course:

,The remaindomil of this report consists of a table of contents for the pro-
.

posed text, ,expl.anetory notes for Chapters'l rough 8, and student materials in.

various stages of coMpletion for tome of these c
4

are intendedloVmarily.for future writing teams atid sec darily for the ThG

Advisdry Poar14 The coriect order of topic- after. Chapter 8 has not been worked

ers. The explanatory notes

out. .
At s polrit LiluulO like to express our thanks to Peter Lax, William

.(
Linter, J. L. Yelley, Annalr:e.-Lax and Leon Cohen, who have made,many valuAble

sugw::;tions.

a
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anatory Reiarks fir Chapter 1--

jntroduction

What does a student want to knoy when embarking tgra. new course of study?.

-I feel that he most of all want's to.know what the subject is.about. My own

experience has been that, when Commencing to Tea a mathematical work in a.fit.:ld

with am unfami.liar I find it most difficlat-to follow the preliminary

theorems and definitions unless there-is-an introduction explaining thecentral

ideas,pf-the theory and-telling where the theory is going and what ft can do.

'Many calculus books commeice With material on.ineqUalitieS, absolute-value'i

'79 real ambers, ilUnctions)limits before the derivative ios taken up.' It

cult for tI4 student to-see where all this is leading. He.does.not see, when he,

1,.s studying this background material, that there is a unifying saject, ihe.de-

rivative, tAt will tie it all togethq . 'He has'no idea, ili'theses-early stages.,,

or what the subject is all about.

My feeling is that such a presentation as described above is rather like

presenting a body of evidence in court without.having said what the case is that

rebeingtried. The auditor listening to this evidence will find it fmposeible

to remember the evidence or to make any sense out of it or.to evaluate it in any

way without the case tefl provide a framework in which to storelt arrange, and

systematize it In his mind.

I am particularly dubious of the value of.a historical approach in the

introduction for the reason that I feelthat a student can haye no appreciation

for the hiStory of a subject which he knows nothing aboutThe proper time -0

discuss the history of an idea is after the reader knows what the idea is: It

is proposed to avoid these pitfalls by explaining at the outset what'calculus is
414

about 13...polving two very natural problcips in which 'the derivative and the intez

gral 6ibe. It is hoped that s1.4h a "preliew" will provide the student with a

frame of reference in which to fit'his subseqUent knoaedge: As each new idea

or-theorem is presented the student will be able to see how it is related to the,

central problem. There is the furiher advantage that tangent lines and areas are

natural and.interesting problems, while limits are unnatural and inecAlities and

absollxte value seem by and large rather ill to most students.

Another value of Such a beginning is that it exhibits the difference between

calculus and algebra. The student has no doubt heard that calculus is a "differ-

ent kind" of mathematics, and he wants to know how it is different. Our approach

to the subject will answer this question at the outset. Still a further value

in /



,this, procedure\ is that it emphasizes the espent simpli9ity and, naturalness'

of the bapfe concep.ts'of detrivative and integral later on when the gbing gets

roxigli, the student 'will be able to recall that he had no difficulty in under-

standing the basic concept's' at the, outset, so tlat things carincit be so bad after

,a11. a
..

P a S
' ro versions or nforms"-of such v.n'introduction are inclucied. The first

fo s extraemely Polished and. could hardly,fail to.be eltremely interesting to. .. . .

'Om dtudent: The' sectind form, which is rather rough by comparison, is included
I

only b'ecause it eMbodies the feature 'of exhibiting the 'concepts of 'derivative
.. .

and intnrip.iiir solit
,

i.ry splendor without the extraneous idea of optimization.
4

We Want to be .sure-hhat the' siudent knows tahat, ;the concepts, 'oP derlivratilie and
- 1 . ' - . , ). - .

_integral are and cld'ea not Mix them iip with' something else.
.

.4

**,
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-
planatory Remarks Tor Chapter 2--- ,

A A
'Review \

\

..

k

The ohly Stildent matitials submitted for this-chapter consist gf.a'section
I . ,

introducing and clarifying the conceptoof
t

a fUnction
1,

,The following remarks have thp purpose of explaining what material must be'

included in this phapter ac4ing tp our overall Plan.

-0.
2.1 The Real Number SysteM and its 161qoperiies

First 'we review the properties Gf real numbers as p esented in the MSG

Interm6dlae Mathematics text. Thes are
, *

TIeld Axioms

* , Order Axioms.
0

(There is some difference of opinioh as toyhether some remark 'Should be made

here to indicate that the rational numbers already have these propei-ties. .The

property that' serves to distinguish the real numbers from the rationals is found

in the following axiom which hol ,in the reals but not in the'rationals.)

ompleteness Axiom

0 This axiom will not actually be called by this name. There are three forms

which will be useftl. It might.be stated that they are equivalent, but it will
N

Certainly not be Proved. The thretforffs are

(a) every real'number has a uniqn reprcsenehtion at an infinite decimal.

(b) every real number has a unique'representation as a point on the number

0line. *

(c) the separation axiom..

. The representation of real numbers as infinite decimals was treate in
.

Intermediate Mathematics and .should be referred-to here in order-to avo d giving

the student the impressign that we are'abandoning the old coptlpt of real num-
/

bers and substituting something new: in actUal fact very 11 J.e.explicit use is

made of this pToperty in the,text.
. 4.

.7he representation of real ntmbers as points on a line enables the student

to think, geometrically about numbers. Ibis ability is most useful since most of

our basic concepts are arrived at geometrically 'and because the clearest yay of

thinking of fUnctions is by Means of their graphs.

The separation axiom, not being tod wl1 known, requires a,little explana-
. .

tion. The statement.is:

113



'
If A and 0 are noniempty sets of duMbersehaving, the property that,

eve.r.y...member of A iS less than or equal to'every meMber of B then

theee JA a nuMber s which separates J.! and B x el and

}yeB---ox<s<.Y)..

This axiom bears a superficial resemblance to the Ledekind cut completeness

axiom, tut there are two basic differences, which are:

(1) A and B need not

(2) A and B'- need not

pe intervals.
,

contain points arbitraIpw close tokether.

iom for our purpo'is" The advahtages of this sac

(1) These fewer hypotheses on the sets A and B which need

before.the axiom .dan be ,invoked. $hiS 'ihould-make it mu'O

the siudent to unherstand,what.the axiom say.

be erified

sier for )

(2) It'would seem that sta d in'the form the axicim has a high degree of

intuitive appeal.

(3) This is the most usefUl form of the completeness axiom for the approach

-Co integration adopted in ChaAer 6, It is better than the least upper

bound'since we are nal4ntroducing upper and lover integrals in our

aPproach. It 38. better than the Dedekind cut since, a).soon as we know

that every lower sum is less than or equal to every upper sum, we dan

invoke the separation-axiom*to discoVer.that there must be a number

sepacating the,.upper and lower sums. Showing uniqueness is a separate
-N

problem, and thus the difficulties are Isolated.

It is eahily proved that, if in addition to'the hypothesis that "every mem-

ber of A 'is less than eve'ry member ,of B" we also have "for every e > 0 -

- T

there can,be found numbers- x in A and y in B so that y x < V.--then

the number s separating A and B is unique. '

v.

The proof can be given as follows: Let 'e > 0 and let x e A and ..y'e B
--

with y x < e. Since s paration.points s and t. must both lie between x

and y

it is cleat that Is,- tl < Eu ThUS IS - 't E for every positive numbe4 so

that Is 4,t, must be equal to zero.

harther discussion of the use of this axiom will be found in the Explanatory

. Remarks for Chapter 6.

qome people with whom we have talked -would prefer to eliminate al mentiOn-

1 I I

X s t y :15

of c,,mpleteness from this chapter and to broach the subject 6nly 1n h r 6



when We make strong use-of the idea. -1,feel that'there are ho maga' objections

to this plan. First",we discuss real nuMbers,here, but only 4ntion.iroperties

.which.are also true of the rational numbprs.. The student'011,atk--if the real

numbers are the same aA the rational numbers why call them by a!different h le

.

and Ff theyare not the SaMe as the rational numbera, why ian't it explained h2w

theSr'are difTerent? Second, the discUssion of completeness in the chapter on the

integral would constitute an u y intvruptiOn'in the now ofthoughte,

.

2.2- jneivalities and Absofltel Value

As swim of the attached materials srow, this topic'e&I verY nicely ne corn-
,

bineq with the order paloperties of the xeal numbers. -One tlasfe-jd e.a. is the tr1-4,

angle inequaIlty. Some other Ideas which'Imust Le stressed follow:
e

(1) la - bl is.the distance between a and b dn the number line.

() The set of nUmbers x satisfying Ix -

70 ntet b.

(3)' The set of nuMbers x satisfying 0 < Ix --al < b isNthe same inter-'

val is above with the center a deleted.

In order to get the idea in (3) across it may be advisable to discus.i the

< b is an interIal with

set of numbers x satisWing

and to show that' 0

Functidhs,

c < Ix al < b,

< b means exactly the same thing as < t.

The first p roblem here is the conceptof function--princiNpally tte idea of

unique determination. Thers is some associated written material onthis subject.

Further expansi,on of this material should emphasize the distinCtion between f I
and f(x) and illustrate this distinctiOn geometrically. ,That is, in the illus-

tratkon the functidn f is represented by the entire graph, while for each num-

11.

ber x (in the domain pf f) f(X) is'the ordinate df the unique poijit on the

graphP4hose abScissa is x. FUrther emphasis should,be.made of the fact that'a

115 1 11.1
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fUnction is deterthined

forleach number

Thus, for example,

when 'the domain is'given and a rule is given.lor findiniv

x in the domain. This rule is very frequently a formaa:

2
g(x)t = x x > 2

defines a function g with domain consisting of the set of nUhberegr6ater than

2. If no expliolt mentiim of the domain is madel then,it is'assumed to consist

of alI'those'numbers for which 'the formula makes sense.. Thus if we write

..., , .
A. 4. 4 - x2,-

S
.

' %

it iS asiumed that the, domain 40f tilt interval (-1.,1).

2..k_ Some TYpes, ef FUnctions
'71**

Increasing, decreasing, monotonely increasing,m6notonelv,decreasing func-
,

tions. Composite functiOns (perhas.also f g and- f. 6. Inverse functitns.

Here it_seould be brought out that _ire restrigt the discusslon of inverses to.

those flincp.ons which are strictly increasing or strictly decreasing (since to

all intents and purposes we propose to deal only with -continuous functions).
a

'2., Special FUntion

Here just a little.review is needed. It is assumed that this subject is

- part of the student's background. Slope should be emphasized in this review.

Soule polynomiaI-1'unctions could be graphed. .Trigonometrictfunctions must also Ile

reveiVed,th emphasis on the followyg definition.

k

o

When you measure'a distance x around the unit cii-dle counterclockwise from the

point (1,0), the coordinates of' the terminal pofrit'are respectively cos x and,

sin A few propgrties of,\trigonametric functions should be reviewed and the

graphs of the functions plotted. This might, be a good point to derive the

ak

1

a.



(1)\sin < < tan x for
y

A

(2) 1 >21a-LI >cos x for 0 < x

by
There is a little motivation fqr dogthis since the chapter dealp with both

10

and the co-segment inequalities.

trigonometric fUnctions and inequalities. _011e ve.ailess in this argumeut is 'that,

this particular inequality is not.well motivated. Perhaps this dbjection can be

overcome by presenting only the inequalities'(1) and leaving (2) until we are

ready to treat the derivative of the sine functions.

1.

r
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ExplanatoreRemarks on Ch9ter

The Derivative .

Ala

This chapter might.better he titled: "Introduction to er1vatives and

Limits." It should be explained that this Material'is yery Sketchy. It must

have more detailed.explanations and more examples. FUrthermore, exercises must

be added. The text must bo expanded-to adjust reading-pace. The purpose of

these writteh materials is to bring odt a-Uw,main points agd.td indicatesthe'

int6nded scope and order of this short chapter.---_---

The first-idea is'to introchIce the concept and the definitimof the derlya-
-=. .

tive4 starting from some geometri:Cal or physical example. I feel that the first

example should be geometrical so that the student.can have some picture of-vhat

is going on to follow through these'early stages of the development. I fUrther

feel.that the example should be that:of the tangent lipe (in Cartesian coerdi-.

nates) beeause the student has the tendency to attacti himself to,the fir9i inter-
,

pretation of any concept which may be presented to him. T:e interpretation of

the derivative as the slope of the tangent line is one which we always wish to

have at our disposalin explaining problems in which the derivative occurs, no

.matter what the origin of the problem may be. This of course, cannot' le said of

such an interpretation'as vepcity, C
. . ..

Many teachers seem to feel p.lat the problem of the tangent line is not par-
. ia

.
.

tieularly Interesting to students... If this is the ease, then.there should be

some pr9-motivation to make the student feer that tangent lines,are important or

inte7stitg. 4

!Afteraintrodueing the probl4m of the tangent line to the graph of f(X) = x2

at (1,2) the'student is shown tiliat the slope.of this line is given by

t 2 4.,

.
_.i4K _. X .1/ N

la iim 7c-=-1.-kx -1- 1) . for x / 1.

x-iPli x-6-1 t ..

,

x - 1,
I should Iike to call attention to the use of 7.571.7kx + 1) instead of just .

x -is 1: I fe4li that it might be quite a usefUl pedagogi6a1 device. After the

first exaMples the student sees of differentiation in most texts., he probably
..

..evolild explain what is meant by a limit as follows: "First you divide out x - 1

numerator and denominator, and then you let x equal 1." The Student must
.

think: thislINscess is rather mysterious but it always works. 'And so it does in

his earliest toxamples

4)

We would like to emphslize the idea of thinking of as-

signing values to. x ich are close to I rather than thinking of letting x

equal 1 after cance ling. The basic difference in the,two expressions:

,
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x - 1
and

2
" x x - 1 tx ix

) for x 1"x-1
4

is that in.the second form the egpristsions on both sides of the equation are
.4

meaningless at 1, whereas in the first equation'one'stde is meaningl;ss and the

.oth is not The udent may feel, in fact I am sure he often does, tilat our
' s4

I ,

*for x t 1"

.
%

idea of limit condists of starting out vith an expression meaningless for x = 1,.

dividing out this- x - 1 top andbottom, and th'en convenient34 forgetting th4t

the original expression had no meaning for x -e4ual to 1, and so substituting-,

it the-nuiber 1 for' x to get the answer. Our device for avoiding this pro-

ipSa will n4 be cOmpletely suceessfulsince the student vill soon notice that he

)maget ple answer, by substituting int6 the secOnd factor in all those problems.

However, if ve,can, even for a Vhile;hkeep the Student "pinking in terms or
.

,s
values of x near to I rather than of7 letting x equal 1, I think we maybe

far'ahead in eVentually getting across to'him the idea of what ve mean by a limdt..
0

Theresfoilow the definition of:the derivatiie-and then a nuMber of examples

elaborating the technique lased in the.first example.' sliben Ve came to such an

eAdftle aS:finding f'(x) -vhere f(x)'= it should be streSssed in the text

-that the student is not expected to have had the ingenuity to have thought of the

rationalizing trick involved. The purpose of such an example is'to plant the

feeling of the need for general formulas and theory for derivatives to replace

the method of retUrning to the definition and finding.a suitable tricevery'ttne
some hew protilet Up.

The last examp e in the chapter is that of finding the derivative of the

1 %

sine function which leads to the limit '

sin x
A

X.-00 X

which is evaluated by the Usual area techniqUe. .The importance of this example

lies in ihe impossibl.lity-of Cancelling Out the' x and then substituting 0 'for

X. It is now my feeling that-it would have been better ti) have gone as far as

deriving the inequality sin x < x < tan x -in Chapter 2. Several teachers have

-.remarked that they feel that this proitlem is too difficult tor pclusion at this

Toint. I am at a loss to understand this remwrk, especially aslthe same teachers
.,"

have opined that the dtudents Nall be able to handle EIS and Ts, which are

scheduled to srt on the page of the text following the one und'er discussion.

am loathe to part with this example at this point for a reason 'which I will ex-
, 1

plain'in the next paragraph. If, however, it is indeed too diff*ult, then I
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prOpoge the alternative of finding f'N when f(x) = sin x instead of fqx.

This would lead directly to;the

I.

sin x

x-00 x
.

instead of,
1

to' the more complicated limit

- sin h
'cos x sin x.lim

h-+.0 h-*0
. 0

Following the computation of f'(0) Ile could sake up lthe harder problem of et

Ii.1*'now explaln why consider this example to be of such vital impor-

tance pedagogically. If the student feels that he is able to evaluate all tiTe

1114.mit: hewill ever*encounter by means of ttiis "can/ening out the h" device

(perhaps applied after same algebraic trick)_then he just won't hold still for

the 'e-O treatment. which is coming up in the next chapter. Only atter he'has

-seen that his technique is not universal is there any chance that he will give

his attention to the formal theory.' I do not feel that this purposewill ade-

quately.served by raising the'question of finding the derivative of sin x and

not answering it at this point. I feel that in such a ease the stUdent would not

necessarily believe that there is a Iiinft; er he might ifeel that if there is one

the best we could possibly.do With it is to leave it expressed in the geometrical
,

form as the slope of the tangent line. If it were decided that e-O should not' ,

be tqken, up in the text, then the argument for including this derivative at this

Ise

juncture would lose most of its force.

According to the overall plan, this chapter has to end here. . That is not to

say that there'should not.be a number of interestirik geometrical and-physical

applicatidts of the ideas already deVeloped. What've mean by saying that the

chapter has to end bere is that there is now no place to go wi.th thetheory of

differentiation'. We cannot, for example, now proceed with theorems on the derivy,

ative of the sum and product, etc. The reason is that we have decided to present

the e-b tl:eatment of
4

Suppose we should at this point go on to"the above-mentioned derivative

theorems usi4only the intuitie concept of limit., that is, we offer arguments

io make the neeesAary limit theorems-seem plausible, and'then use these

theorems to prove the various derivatIve theorems. there is nothing wrong with

'this attack on the problem. I myself believe that it is, in fact, the be4 way
At r'

to handle this problem at this level.

.11bwever, suppose we now follow such an exposition with an e-o treatment.

.-Look What happens. The student is asi(ed to try to matter the most difficUlt
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b. #

#

mathematics he has ev,er been exposed to.,for
for theorems which he.already believest Iii

-01evsole purpose of supplying proofs
fact, he has more faith in the theo--..*

reins themselves than he has in the material that:is beipg introduced in order to
prove them. We Seem t9 be saying) "Perhaps you had some doubts elout thsese thee-,
rms._ Pei:haps the following eicplanation will convince yoil." . In tlee usual case

,
,

in which the student' cannot upderstatid 9the explatnatión Ne will. only have %tie-

ceeded -in casting doubt on the, theore
*certainly wil l not site- why -the C7.6

-; .at the student., was r.eady.to accept. He. -

y 'Was necessary.
t A chinge iii. order considerably changes the situation'. We' start out-from the

4, 1 ,
, . ..-

intlicated'pornt_of departuri in the theory 9f the derivative a-nd explitin 'that in
14 - , . ,

e4order to vonderstand what is going:6n; in thismilVer of' limits we nee a mote pre-. - .
- e-ise definition or limiiet -We.rnake an .±nitial apology for the diffieulty of the.
' concept., We cothe up. with the definftion and =theh use It 'to prove the nec'essary',

limit theorems..., Then e'omis ye fine.): apology.. -Thjs. cónsists of sayin'g that if
.

. 1-Ae can't follow the intriCacies of the c-.6 treatmen:t) then..all he has t.6 do is, . 4
to acCept, the limit theaterns on faith as.there will,.be rip 'further 'Use of c and .

. p A
k

#

6. This -doesno't seem too*much.)to demand as these theorems seem quite' reasonabli-.-.:.,
..

.anyhow. ,

With this method of presentation it is hoped that the student will see that
all this work. on E an4 6 serves some useful purpose and is not just a point:-
less aside.

4



Explanatory Remarks on phapter

Limits

4

As mentioned tYice'before: I am not Convind6d of the visdom of including'an

E-6* treatment of limits in such a text. I would yfthdraY,my"objections if I .

felt that the students wOuld.understand agr.Con9iderable pdttion of such an ex-

position. :lit is generally agreed that very few students developLany real under-

standing of ,e-5 teChnique the first 'time around. Mahy experienced,teachere

feel thEa atudents'begin'to,have.an,appreciation for the idelisinvolved:ofily
Ars

after the'third exposure. For this reason I would also 'withdraw my Objections

to includion of e' ahd 6 if the student is not left in a state of confusion

and hostility. Perhaps this goal can be attained: after all.
)

Before attempting to maim any improvement in the method of explaining E

and 6: omeimust firit attempt to discover yhere the difficulties lie: 9ne dobs

not havp to look-very far to fi d them. Some of these prohlems,are enutherated

below:

(1) The first:Problem is est appeciated by looking at the definition of

lim f(x) = L in formal notation.
x-sa

4im x), 10 v a V (0 < - s If(x) LI <
x-a e>0 6>0 x

Here one sees that the definition contains three quanti.fiers followed

by an kmplication. One can alter the 'Yording to be'mOre acceptable:
#lt.

but the three quantifiers are still there. They'won't go awaY. The

importance of the order of quantification is ve7 difficult to get

across. .1

(2) A second difficulty s dud to,the fact that we are mot defining,sthe

expression

lim f(x) =
x-oa

lim f(x): but-instead we are defining the statement
x-ga

L. -Thrthermore: this statement involves the use of equality

,before we knoy thatthe limit is unique. In short: 'when ye make the ,

definition: we are not sure that this definition is consistent because
4

"'""'"' of ;this use of equality.

(3) The definition does*not (althOugh the subsequent theoremS do) offer

the student a''methOd of finding the value of lim f(x) in any particu-,

X413.

instance but instead affoxds hitt.almethod of chetking or verifying a

,conjectured ansver found by'some other.methpd.. Students seem to find
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such a method-of thinking most foreign to them. bele that this is

Ote.of the reasons,that.students have so much troale with mathematical
s.

induction where the\same difficUlty is encoUntered. The stUdent always

,wants to know where that answer came from, If you can show him hov to

get the answer then he wantp, to know Vhy _further prótlfris necessary.

Thi. difficulty is .sameWhat-like number (3)- Many treatments of limits

start out with the intuitive conceptl.then leap to the formal defini-
. A

tion, finallydemonstrate that,the formal definition embodies the ideas

'of the intuitive concept. The student vants'to see things done the

other way aroun4. He vantsto see how-to start froethe intuitive

idea and arrive at the formal definition. "How did you get that defi-
.

nition?" the studentetsks.

(5) The technique involved in using e and 6 in the,simplett examples

invcavet,ingenious trieks, especially that,of the two (dr several)

-restrictions onv

(6) Further,difficulty with the technique 'is encountered'in that we dO not

solve for 6 in terms of e or try to find the best, 6 (which would

entail :levere difficulties even in the silplest'bxamples). Instead we .

look only fOr a.-5 which will work. ,There is.no unique answer. There

is also a problem in underStanding that if a 6 will work for a given

value of E then so will 6.4 smaller value of 64 and that if'a

will work 1r a giien valUe Of.e, then this 6 will also work for any

larger value dt e.

*Vb Bow we come to the point of discussing the attacbed student materials'. In

the first place it should be remeibeyed that it was decided to motivate limits

through derivatives. Derivatives motivate the limits of functions defined on

intervals and not limits of sequences. The only motivation available at this

point for studying limits of sequences lies,in.the use of the same vord, "limit,"

to describe.these two phcnomena.. It is no doubt true that starting the subject

of limits *with limiit of sequences has some pedagogical merit, especially as*the

idea of the limit ,of a-geometrical series lies so close to the student's experi-
..

ence. On the other side of the ledger we have the confusion involved in having

tiro kinds of limits and the additional class time involved in teaching two kinds

oPtlyits, rthermre,as this is a onelyeigr text, infinite series and seql.mums

vill not be included, 0 that no furttnr use is made of the iimit of a sequence

in this course. If li ftd'of sequences must be included, then it would be pref

erable to abandon the idea of using the derivative to motivate the study of lim-

its and revert to the order of having a chapter on limits precede the introduction
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of the conRept of the derivAive.

It will be seen that in the attached materials a ireat effort /s made to

handle problem (4) above. In the course of working on this problem the author

came to the realization that the "naturkl" transition from limits intuitive to

Iimiis rigorous consists of a series of questions and answer through which we

are gradually forced-to come to grips with the problem and refine bur statements.

Accordingly this 'writer tried his band at bringing out this transition ty means

.of a conversation between two students. HalfWay through, the writer realized t

that this material waitoo drawn outrfor the text but that it might make--after

expansion and polishing--a*suitable scenario for a supplementary film on limits. ,

On tile chance that some of the.ideas tberein may be useful.to writers, this mate-

rial is included under the title of "Limits Suppiement.''

Returning to the list-Of problems in the presentation of limits, I see no

better way to attack problem WI that of the three quantifiets than by making

strong use of and frequent return to the geometrical interpretation of the defi-

nition of limit. Here one can actually,lee what is meant by "for every E 0,

there is a 6 > 0, etc." Much more can be done withthis idea than is done in

the material offered herewith. Part of the difficulty encountered'in problem (2)

above can be avoided by using.the notation f(x),-+L. as x--0 a until the unique-
.

ness cifIthe limit has been prOved, thus avoiding the poshibility,Of inconsistency

beingintroduced by incorrect use of equality. Axl effort Iles teen made to par-

tially meet problem (5) by considering as the first example of liMit technique

tile limit lim
1 In this example the "other factor" iS universally

x-01 1+ )c

bounded, so that there*is no need for two restrictions on br. Niany people have

remarked, and I am forced to admit, that there are so many other complications

involved in this particular limit that it can hardly be regabled as simple.' I am

tquite willing to accept the substitute lim which again has'the'"other
x-4.0 + x'

1
factor" of being universally bounded. The proof that lim

2
- 1 is given'

x-+0 1+ /1

here for Comparison.

If 0 < lx1 < 6) thpn
1 x

2

2
<t,i2 1

11 + x 1 1 + x 1 + x2

Therefore, if e >0 and we choose 6 = J, we have
#

if 0 < 1x1 < 6, then- - 11 < 62' = E.'
X4

I

Nothing has been done in the aCcompanying student materials abdut problem

(3), and what little has'been done about problem (6) needa no fUrther discussion.

For lack ,of time, nothing more was written of this chapter. The 4ollowing
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a.

are the theorems and; definitions which, need to apliear,here for the purposes of
.

the xemainder of :de book.' Miley are given more or less in tht Order in
aa

they should appear. I offer to suggestions as to which should be proved and
4`

which (if any) should meiely be stated without /roof.

. (1) Limit. of cOnstant;

(2), 'Ithirit of sum;

(1.3) T.inrit of product;

(4) Limit of quOt.ient;

(5) Squeeze theorem (if f(x) < g(x) < h(x) and lim f(x) = lim h(x), then
. . .

lim g(x), existsand- lim g(x) = lim f(x)1 s
.

. ..

x-bes x-Pa

'(6) Definition Of -continuity at a point;
., .

(Please incluede here the,fact that 't,he definition of limit with, "< 0" -deleted
in "0 < .1x - al < e," coincides with the definition.' f' continuity.)

(7) Composition theorem;

iHere there are two fOrms:

lim g(x) = b and f is continuous, -b, then. lim f(g(x)), exists and

is equal.to Urn f(y).
y-tb

(is-) if Urn g(x) = b and Urn f(y) b and g does not assume ,the value b
x-+a rb

in'sanie deleted t nbhd of a, then lira .r(g(x)) exists and.is equal to
z-+a

f(y).
rob

,As a matter of fact, if lim g(x) = b and lim f(y) exist, then lim g(g(x))
x-Pe. r+b

exists and is equal to, i(y) iff either (a)- f is pintiimous at b or
30"-Pb*

() g does nct assume the value b in sOme deleted neighborhood of a: I feel':
that only form (i) should be included in the itudent's text and that in that case.

the conclusion should be stated in the form given above'as well as in the form

IT-Z6L-f(g(x)) = f(lim g(1c), where it appears as a sort of commutivity theor-em.

Marning: this form does not hold in case (ii). I do think that it might be well.

to include the' additional remark surrounding this theorem in the T.C. in order'tO

clarify the hypotheses in the case we emtuallyuie.]

It will be assumed,vhen we come to the chain rule that this theorem has been

presented here.'*,The proof of this theorem is most simple, being.a simple sylio-

..gism, to 'wit: Let ,E > O. Choose TI> 0 so that 1y - bl If(7)- f(b) I <

Now 0 < lx - al < 1,g(x) 161-<*71-0' < E.. I would suggest

1 e.)
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,that thle be one.of ihe theorems toibe,actually proved in the text for 'the req.-

. sdne that: one;the proof is very simple; two; the result mill not seem to be

phstious to 'the student because of the apParertit\mystery of the necessitY of the

additional hypothesis of continuity on f.

(8) The fOliowing usefUl corollary Of (5) and (7): if f .is continuous at

a and 'h(x) is such that h(i) lies between a ,and x, then

lim f(h(x).)

X-Pa

(9) Definitiort of continuity on a.set.

(10) Statements (but not proofs!) of the Maximum thepremLand intermediate-
.

value theorem for a continuous function'on a olosed interval.

It miqht be;well to point out the global nature of these last theorems as distin-

guished from the local nature ofIthe other theorems.. 'Th4 proofs of these,theo-

.rems from the completeness properties of the real nudbers should probably be

included in,the T.C. s

(11) Without much fuss, prOent unilateral limits and continuity *and state'%

'theorems without proof. .
ii

.The chapter stould epd with a statement to the effect that the ideas net in'

thas chaPter are addittedly diffi and mastered,only on repeated exposure.,
L.

v
However, all we ask of the stUdent , that he believe

/
the theorems enumera!ted

above. Deriving'these theorems is.the only purpose to which c and . ,e, ihll be

put in this book.

1
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EXplanatorUlemarks on Chapter 2.-

Theory and Oplications of the lerivative '

,r

.

The only student materials submitted for thj.s chapterare -*Rose on'the chain

rule. .ifter a great 'deal more vork than ihe problem merits, we dame to the con- j'a.
_.

,=

elusion that the .proof given here is the only one which is at the-same timerigm- :

- ,4*.' ,

ous and comprehensible to the student. This proof does entail the prior*explana-
.

tion that the existence of 4"(a) implies the existence or a fUnction p. wit4

such that

lim 11(x.) a) =

f(x) f(a) = f!(a)(X p,(x)(x - a).

The continuityNof the function' IS at a. is most important, as it is this which
1

allows us to arply ow composition theorem for limits. 'The pre-sentation of this,
t

theorem, starting as it does with realistit problem, IP characteristic of the-

style of presentation we should'lAe to see used throughout the book. To,flnd.a
"

realistic,pxample which could be presented at this point, vhere the derivative of

the composite function has a .clear physical meaning and wAre*neither.of the cow.

ponent function is
0linear, idas aomost difficult task. This'is the bept we were,

able to do. .

'Crie necessary remark: It was deired to hold down the nuMber of applica-

tions to the bare minimum necessary to drive home the meaning and importance of

the%derivative. It is desired to proceed as rapidly as possible to the integral,
#

fundamental theoreM, and lOgarithmic and exponential functions in order to hav

these functions available beforeall the applications are used Up.

The applicat ons--of curve plkttineVelotity, and extrema should,serve to

Jirive home the geometrlcalmeaning of the derivativel'its physical application,

and its.pover in problem solving.

The forMal theory ol'.-the derivative included in this chapter consists of

0.) the elementary'combination fOrmulas: sum, product, .quotient chain

rule, inverse function, formula;

ii) formulas for differentiatipn of polynomials, roots, trig and inverse

trtg fUnctions;

(iii) qtollels theorem and,lav'of the mean.

The.law of the me6 is needed in this chapter fori,tvo reasoni. FIrst, it is

needed in curve plótting for the'conclUsiorithat a function whose derivative is -

, posAive in an interval 3s Ihcreasing .Second, It is needed in'



Chapter,7 on the FTC where we med-to know tor one form of the FTC that a func-

tion is constant ii its derivative iS identically ier6. Similarly; the inverse

,fUnction formUla is needed for two reasons. First, we need it in this chapter

for derivatives of rootakAnd of the inverse trig fAnctions. Second, it is needed

in Chapter 8 in the theory of theiexponential tiancti6n. I woUld suggest assuming

the existence of the derivative of the inverse,-Panction after Some beumistical

geometrical justification.

A reminder is in order here. Becall, that we have decided to suppress all

notation involving varidbles until the introduction of the concept- of the differ-
.

ential in a later chapter. Therefore, we have only the f(14 notation for"func-
,

tions amd the f'(X) and f(x) notation for derivatives. At a. later point ve

will introduce such' notations as
. ) )II v' Um. Also at this time we Willdx ,Ox

Nsee how the sUbstitution theorem for integralq looks in terms of the notation of

differentials.
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gXplanatory Remarks for plapter 6--

Area and Integral

TOo,drafts fj'f the student materials for this chaliter are submitted. An ori-

ginal draft of most of this,chapter was written which was subsequently rewritten

in more or less final form and somewhat revtsed. This revision was not completed

and, as the revision uses different notation than'the original, it is difficult
4

*

to switch back to the original from the revision after the latter breaks off.

Moth arafts have therefore been Included.*

There are a nuMber of novel ideas inV-Olved in the approach to the iniegrti

adopted in thisdhapterlm

One'of these features As that tile.integral is approached through upper and

lower sums (instead of Riemann sums), but me go directIyoto the i ntegral ana do

not bring in upper and lower integrals. The reason for -wanting to do things in

this lapis manifold. First, the idea of the integral is introduced and motivated

by the problem of the area under a curve, and it is highly intuitive to get at
\

area by approximating from above and below. Second) we feel with many of the

people me have consulted pat upper and lower sums are'alVays the clearest way to

explain the integral. Third, the upper and lover sum treatment provides an easy

way of.g1;44h1 bounds on the error of approximation, bounds which are not avail-
_

able with a Riemanii-num approach tnlens you do something eqUiNalent to introduc-

!1,,, uprer and :Inver numr.

-r 1- ' s' '!*- JItta-k d with u*-, reference to nupremum

anA infimum. The 11.- 4 th,, 2 .t 'Jpnrr houni In r,;)'74.ne vLh tudentA have

n'i-ccnn in workinF avaind in t1J,111us. We'hava there-
.

fon.' :IWO, entirely to maximam and minimum inatead of 1nfimum rind supremum. We

uehieve this4,decircd state of -ifTairs nestly by treating only.continuous rune-
.

tions in our discussion Qf in*egrati.On, so that our integrals.:always attain a

r-,7imum and a minimum on a cle.)sed interval. (This fact is stated but not proved

,7) the ehapter on limits.) In,by-passing'the,upper and loWeriintegrals we pAgain

:.oid the necessity of toneidering the aupremum and infimum.

,The nr.ret. that enablen Un to nkirt the uppell'unl inte?grals lies in

chetc; f th- 4'771 0.4- t mpleteness axiom adopted in,Charter 2. This

rnrleteness ?..XilAnt,is but eXtrem,,ly intuitive and directl;ir

t
(a)

A r.

't*1 'ç i in seir0..

11 i!

mcmhr (7.f

than or equal to every mem'cr 04. thim ti-eve is a number

et,



s such that every- meMber Of A is less than or equal to .s and every

meMber of B isgreater than or equal to s. Es may-be a member of

none, one, or both of the sets A and B.)

,(b) if A and B. are'nan-empty gets of numbers tuch that eVery meMber of

A. As less than or equal to every member of B, then there is a .nurriber

'which' separates A and B. Es separates A and 13 is x < s <y

0 for all x in A and all y in B.)

t(x cA Ay -E x y) f (x EAPyc B) x < S.< y).(c)

,

(As seen in c) there no actualneed to specify that 'A and B are non-

empty (olreven that they are Sets of numbers), but the confusion which would
,

arise and the odd meaning of the definition in such ,cases should be avoided totr

specifying that A and° B 'are non-empty sets.of.numbers.

Once.this4xiom has been adopted it is very easy to prove that, if in addl-
.

tion to this property .A. and B have the property thit these aremeMbers of A

and B arbitrarily close together, then the separating number is unique. There

is the way it goed.

AN,

Theorem. Let A and- B be non-empty sets of nuiribers forswhich every member of

A js less than every member of. B.. Suppose further that for every E >.0

there exist numbers x c A and y e B so that y - x < E. Then the nuiber
0 ) ,

separating.A and B is unique.
Jr

Proof. Let s ,and t ,separate A and' B. Iet E < 0 and let x e A and

y B with y x From the meaning of separation we have x < s <y and
x < t < y or, in other words, both s and t lie between, x and y. There--

fore,' s and ,t must differ by lesS than c. aw we have Is - t1 < E for

all positive E. It therefore follows that s = t.
\

The advantage 'of this axiom aver other forms, apart fram,its application to

the definite integral lies in the fact that the difficulties have been separated,

the hypotheses,on A and B. and the resulting conclusion are eXtremely simple

and highly'intuitive. The sdent will first picture A and B 'as quite far

apart and will certainly agr thdt there is a point separating them. Mhen' A-

)
A s B

and B are close together, he still will not experience any difficulty, not

even when they are "touching." He will soon find that he has agreed tp more
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tba39,.he.realizes, Of course, but this-should not be,regarded aS a drawback,* This'

'experience iqkhaturally,typical of:what happens in the ailomatic, development of'

any,mathematical field; it is what happens when we discover a remarkable theorem,.

or for thatmatter any non-intuitive theorem. What-one wantsi to do when axiom-.

atizing any mathematical topictfor which the reader already has a strong intui-

tion is to adopt pariopas which,the reader will tertainly agree are formulations'of

his intuitive ideas. Having accepted these axioms, the reader has tO stick with

them when the going gets.rough (i.e., When unexpected or'non-intultive theorems

start'showing up). 'If the student had any reservations about the axiams at the

beginning, then When these unexpectea results appear:he May react with., "You-
,

4

A

made those initial assumptionS, 1 didn't."

The problem then with the Dedekind tut or least upper bound.a/proach is that
,

the statements of those axiome immediately'focus attention oh the difficulties.

The,real patiblem is that the existence)and uniqueness of the tut point or the

-Supremum are both involved in the axiom even if the uniqueness is not statea.

That is, in both approaches the nuMber guaranteed by the axiom 9tilly is unique.

This is not the case with our separation axiom; the student doesn't get involved

with the uniqueness of the separation numbpr in considering the axiom; sometimes

this nuMber is uniqu and sometimes it 'isn't. Cu:riously enoughin'our approach

':to integration this non-uniqueness is-very useful in that we are able to invoke

the axiawat a time and in a.way which WOula otherwisebe impossible. Weiiill

now go on to see how this axiom is used in,the:development of the integral.

Tie Dedekind-cut axiom is cuMbersome to apply to the prOblem of the integral

primarily because of the requirementrthat to get a cut point bqween A and. B

from the axiom it is necessary to show that A U B is the entire set of real

numbers. The supremum axiom is made to order to apply in developing the integral
-

,when the upppr and lower integrals are to be developed first. (Ih advanced

courses, where it is desired to develop the concept of the Darboux integral for

fUnctiOns which are only known to be continuous almost everywhere, the zupremum

and infimum are still indispensible.) A

In the,course at hand the introduction to the idea of integral is Conceived

of as a gradual transition between two conceptual states--from the state of ba.s

ing the idea of the integi=a1 on the intuitive prOperties of area to the state of

basing the integral on properties of the nuMber-system. In this transition.one
A ,

encounters the ticklish problem of the true nature of intuition contemn,* area.

We feel that-the intuitive connection between area and nUmber is very tenuous.

exce/t in the case of rectangles and triangles. The student certainly feels that

regions have areasw.but it seems not obvious to him that there,is actually a
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nuMber greater.thah all the lower-sums and less than,all the'Upper sums. He

ratherseems'to think Of area as a part).al'ordering of regiOns by'inclusion and

with an addit.tonal idea of equivalence, 1.e. that two sets "have e same area"

when they Can bedecomposed into pairwise.conruent subsets. [The student prob-

ably wpuld be .surprised to realize that this is the way he is think ng of'things.]

SuPport fdr this hypothesis'can be atained-by-studying.the attitude that the

Greeks had toward area. In consequence ofthis Prbblem of intuition one must'bei'.

carfuk to nate it clear that what we,mean by area is a real number.
e

,In the course of the ahdove described "transition" it is shown that eve*

,lower sum iS less than 6r equal to every upper sum. '(The poStibility of equalitY,

soccura only with conAant functionsnot, for example, with'step functions.)' 'At

this Poln,iwe have two sets of nuMbers,/ and/I the sets, respectively, 'of

lower,and upper sums for,the furiction.over'the interval to which the separation'

theorem applies. We invoke the axiom and thus fincithat -there is 8.:41umber (and

perhaps many) separating" and4Zi., TheAuestion now'arises as to whether the

properties of,area which we chose are adequate to uniqUely determine the area

under the graph of a continuous function. This brIngsus to ask whether we can

show that the nuMber separating" andAL is unique. Lone in this way we have

not had to pstabiish the condition for uniqueness before invoking the 'complete-

, ness axiom. We feel that separating these two protlems 'makes for a cleareT pres7 -
I

entateon. It is Also well to note here that if we had Used the-supremum:form of

completeness, then this Is the point at whfch the exti*neous'concepts of upper

and loWer integrals would appear. We mu-st.in all fairmess admit that'it would

not be necessary to give them these names. We could instead steak o the least

Upper bound of the set,of"lower sums and the greatest-lower bound of the set of
1

upper sums.

In considering the.problem7of the uniqudness of the.nuMber separaldg'

and we look first at continuous MOnotone functions. Here' a part o r. Tat-A-

egy ie revealed. In an earlier section in connection with the problem Of finding

a priori bounds on'the error in alaProximating the area by upper and lower sums

we had.found that fdr continuous monotone fUnctions

- if(b) r(a)1

ConsAquently it requires,merely a remark *co see that bymaking lit41 suffi-

ciently small we may make -Eti- §.6 as small as we wish. Then the uniqueness

theorem for the separating nuMber which is proved in these remarks can now be

involVed. A similar result is true for piecewise monotone continuous functions.

It is neXt stated that thiS uniqueness theorem in the :hese cif continuous
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functions involves certainAechnioalities which 'we do not' wish to go into. The

theorem iS then stated but not proved for continuous fUnctions. It is remarked

at this point'in the:text. that the only fUnctfons which'we will encounter in this

text arel functions which are piecewise monotOne and for these functions the theo-.

rdi hap actually been proved. It isTJuggested in'the text that the.only reasoil

for stating the reshlt for continuous fUnctions at this time, when we cannot

prove it.and will not use it, is the reason of keeping in step with-the rest of '

the world. I(Was thought best not to reveal to the student the real reason thet

we have-to state-this theorem for Continuous fUnctionS.

This reason is that the class of piecewise monotone continuous functions is

not closed under addition. The 'smallest class 6f fUnctions which conteins the

piecewise monotone continuous functions is the class of continuOus functions of

:bounded variation. EVery continuous !unction bf bounded ,variation can, of course,

,ne expressed as the sum of two monotone. flinctions. This creates severe,difficul-
s

ties when we come to the theorem

srab(f +,g)(x)ax :=.(11,3f(x)dx rex)dx.

What hypotheses can be used to precede this statementl There are two possible

choices.

O.) If f and g are continuous on [albl, then;

(ii) If f, g,
1

8.34 f g ar!,continuous'and pieceNise monotone on a,b],

-

then.

the second choice has the disadvanta& that it requires a' cdndition On'f g to .

be verified before the theorem can be used. The student is actuallY woiqcing

within a still amaller class of functions which is closed under addition--the
A

A

class of analytic functions.

This class canndt be described to the student at this,time. The simplest

way out of these difficulties would seem to be to make the true but unproved

statement that the,integral of a continuous function actually exists.

At the tine at which these pages in the student materials were written, it

had not been decided at which point the concept of the integral for functions

lihich,may assume negative-values should be introduced. We feel that we nowlnow"

the answer to this question. The reason for contemplating a delay in introducing

Ythis idea in the first.place was in order to have at our disposal the Interpre-

tation of area with whigi to follow the prodfs of the various theorems on inte-
.

gration. The prodfs woUld be analytical, but they can be followed stepby step

with the'area interpretatidn.

We now realize that it is possible to have it both ways! We will'outline



our ITopoS;d method 'of procedure.

Assoon as the def.inition of, the definite integrallaS been arfived at, ve

make the remark that this concept is also extYemely useful for fanctions Vhioh-
,.

assume'negative valueS; althavgh it 'ip not evident now it ston will be. There-

fore ve define for any funotion continuous on 'Alb),

rf(x)dx.= the unique huMber
-

separating the sets ani;/1 of lower and upper sums. -This would be an excel-

lent time tO interject the,remark that etir concept of integral no longer depends

in any vay on the-intuitive idea of,area, in spite of having been inspired by
i -

'this intuitive idea. The integral now rests entirely on properties oPthe reals

iluniber system. To this end it,is Only necesSary to show that neither the exist-

ence Of a number' c seieatingl aridi -'nor its uniqueness depends on our
P'

intuition concerning area. This does not mean, however, that ve Vill pandOn,

area as an interpretation of the integral. [Here it might be pointed aut in the
-

T.C. but not in the student's text that the establishing of the existence and

t, uniqueness of the integral.as done here is, though less intuitive, m=h simpler

than shoving the consistency of our,initial asSumptions regarding area.)

Next we would consider a function f continuous' on [8..0)) and let A 'be .

such a nuMber that f(x) + A > 0' for all x i [albJ.
A

Let g(x) = f(x) + A

. for x in [8.111] 'Let, L:=. (x00 x1,4:.-..4 be'an arbitrary parpition Of

[alb)., and let Mi.* and Mil bei resPectively, the Maximum values of f(x) ahd,

,

g(x) in the 1th sub-interval: Noy Nit' = nt + Al k =1, 2,,...1.n. Letting'

Ximk (xk xk-1) and
F,Intqxk - xk-1), we have

u

it,;.,14k1(31k' (14k + A)(!k xk-l) ( . .

IS.(x xkl ) + A(xk
k - k=1

+ A(b

Similarly, §.! A41) - a). Thus for each partition A the upper and lower

sums.for g are exactly A(b a.)4 more than the upper and lover sums for f

'Therefore the unique number seiarating the upperand lower sums for g is just

- a more than the corresponding number for f. That As,

fbg(x)dX = f bf(x)dx + A(b - a);
a a.

Thin will enable uS to prove the subsequent theoreMs first for non-negative flinc-

* tions and then obtain the genere4 results as.very simile corollaries.

-1.
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'In this way, then, the student'can follow,tee essential paza , of thea'proofs

of all theorems with'his area interpretation.. See, for examplei the proposed

treatment of_the FTC.eXhibited ip the Eplanatory Remarks for Chapter 7. I feel

that there is a very important Pedgogical point involved here. In.magy other
u

.

,expositions the student is in effect told.that, in the case that the function f

is positive, we haVe a geometrical interpretation of the theorem and its proof,

. While in'sthe.case that' f As not positive,fthis interpretation breaks down ana'

the student will have to rely on the analytical statements. With our'approach

theeudent can see viay it is,sufficient to prove these.theorems for the positive

* case.

be Observed on reading the stuaent text theta. very unusual presen-

tation has been given of the'summation formulas encountered in the early stages .

ofthe theory of ihtegration. It consists in using "telescoping sums" throughout

instead of the usual method'of mathepatical induction.. Ve have a number Of res17,

sons for preferring our treatment. Firstland most important,' we'do not wishto

digresa here

'presented at

sented here.

k=

to take.up tilt topic of induction. Second,

this level by means of induction in essence

Thirdl.the student will not need inthiction

every summation formAla ,

uses th; technique pre-

to see that

uk = Fbourth although the method is admittedlirather

,tricky, it'at feast affords the stuclent a method of finding the answer (if only

he can find`the right-trick) ratner than aust almethod of checking the,answer
0

-.once it is given. Fifth, once the trick has-been supplied, iti.s as easy (if not

easier) to verify the summation formula by our-method as by induction. [This

also'applies if.the summation formula is given ipstead of the,trick.]

this fresh approach will most likely be.intereSting aftnd stimulating to the

teacher.

'A remark ts in order on the jnclusion of the result reos x dx sin a in

)
this chapter. 'There are several reasons in support of its inclusion and one

against it. I. realize that the one reason against may outweigh all the resalons

for. Perhaps, therefore, it should be included in a starred section. Among the

reasons for i the desire to &IT hasize the definition of the integraloas' the limits

of a sum over the interpretation as the difference in two values of the antideriv-
.

ative. To this end we wish to do more than the usua5 amount of-work using this

definition and actually see that we can get some results of more than ordinary

.interest. In addition to emphasizing the definition of the integral, this exam-
.

ple ought to serve the purpose of bringing out the power of the FTC when me come
4 r

tO it by shoving how many difficulties it cuts through in this case. Finally,
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thtti ',Ix:ample' exhibits the invortance of a trigonometric summation formula vhich-
' 'the otiident 144 'exicounter over and over again in his'Atture mathematical studies.

The final portion of -this chapter should include the mean-value theorent for
intQrald and the theorem that, if f(x) < 13(x) for a x < bl=then

3'

f(x)dx kb(x' )dxa

4

S.

v,

N

-
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Explanatory Remarks t6r Chapter

The FUndamentaI Theorem of Calculls

We regret that pere has been no time to prepare sample student materials

for this important cyapter. ,We do, however, have rather defintte ideas as to

what Should go in:the chapter, anthwe.wilI try to spell them'out here. ,

-It isslof the greatestimportance to make it clear that there are,two forins-

of the FUndamental Theorem of Calculusl.the- first dealingwith the derivative of

the integral,
x

t)dt

A

f continuous

and the second dealing 'with the-integral of the derivative,"

JXFsI(t) = F(x) - Ka), continuous.

-

',Together these theorems demOnstrate the'inverse nature or differentia'tion and

integration: The student should learn.to oil either of these fOrms thePunda-

mental Theorem of Calculus. We hope that he will not favOr one fom over the
.sa

other.

As for the method of presentatiOn, I feel that it Should be. treated as oi-
.

lows. We start with the first form and restrict ourselves to non-negat tune-

tions f SO as to have the tnterpretation of areaavailable. Then We-prove the:

theorem_forrrUnctionswhich may assume]iiegative values as a cdrollary'of the

theorem for-non-negative functions. I fUrther feel that the proof might t'oe'

clearer if presented through unilateral limits. The pfoof''isill be analytical,,

but the student will have his geometrical area pictUre with which to follow the

proof. Tht follows a sketch of how this might all be done. I do not know
A

whether it is best to use the mean-value theorem for integrals in'the groof-or
4

not. Probably not. The reason I say this is that, as will be recalled, the

theory of the integral as developed in Chapter 6, insofar as it involved monotone

or piecewise monotone continuou,Ounctions make no use of any of the deeper

properties'of continUous functions. I would like to preserfe this state of af-

*lairs in the proof of this theorem as well. That is, I should like to present

the procir in such a way that, if the hypothesis "f is continuous" should be
;

changed to 11r is monotone (or piecewise montone) and continuous," then the'proof

liould-make'no-use-of the deepar-properties or continuous functiohs. The-mean-

Nalue_theorem, for integrals makes use of the intermediate-value theorem for con-
.

k

tinuous functions. Fbr the above reasons,I will present two proofs here.

4



FTC (first form, first proof).

SuppOse the.% f is continuous and nOn-negative on (a,b). Let.

F(x),=far(t)dt.

We ,can see,that F(x) then .represent,the area of the region under the graph of

f between cf. and x as shown below.

. a x

-We will -try, to compute the derivative r (x). That is, we *Ir111 atteipt to

find the value of lim F(x). Let x be some number betwen a .,and
h.+ 0

.b, and let h be positive. We recall that 4

. FOE + P(x) =fax+hf(t)dt =faxf(t)dt ..cc+hf t d t

This last integral is represented graphically in the next figure.
A

a

(A) By the mean-value theorem fOr integrals

4 rhf(t ).dt = f( th )h
x

h N

where -x < th < x + h. 'Thus the iegral J:c+.f(;t4dt isequal to the area of a

rectangle with' width h arid height



'So ve have teen thac

.vhence

so that'

F(x F(x) = f(th)h

F(x h) 7(x)
f(th)

Flx + h)
lim

h-
lim .fcth f(x).

TV;is last comes from the composition theorem for limits (it is also easy to see

frmn the graPh). Since lim = x arid f is continuous at x, Ye have.

1im f(L) = ,f(x).
h 44CW "

Tl;'e same argument holds for negative h. We give the steps 'without explanation.

lbr < 0

+ h) r(x)

jrx+h x
f(t)dt -ff(t)dt -.11f(t)dt7

P(x a . .

where, x + h < < x. Thus

+ h) Pfx).. ffp,
liM 4 r(

bh

Since both lin
+ h) = f(c) and lim

h4.0+. 1140-

F(x) = lim FCI h)*- Xx)
h

h-0.0

FTC (first form, second proof..

Start from (A) in the.previous proof. Noy.

,

h <
Lx+h

f(t)dt < f(f3h) h

141

(th) (-h)

F(x) \
we have



kJ/

where. f(%)- and .,f(%). ar!, respectively, t.he minimm and ma,xitittiv.alues
dssumed .'f* In Cx, 'x + Graphically, .6hen, the value 'of f(t)dt lies
'between the areas of two 'rectangles, .both vitdth h p2nd: with heights f(%)

and f(lEih):

We have seen, tt;en, that

so that

f(ah) h < F(x,+ h ) - F(x) f(13h) h

f(ah.
+ h)

P(x)
(

.v
Since ,ah and fIti a?e both bet en x and x It is clear by the squeeze

(it is also clear from th; graph) that lim = x ancl lim = x. Since f
h.+0+

is contthuous at x..we therefore find by the composition theorem for limits

(again 'crear from the graPh) that lim f(ah) f(x).= lim f(h). Again using the
h.+01-

squeeze we see that

and is equal to

Next we mus

va ues. Here is wiy I should like to see used.
Suppose that f is continucius" on (alb)" but not necessarily positive.

Find a constant A so tilat f(x) A positive on ta,b].. Define

g(x) = f(X) + A. If F(x) =47f( then

G(x) =faxg(t)dt = F(x) + A.

F(x + h) F(x)
lim exists

h.
b+0+

4
The sane result holds for negative values of h,.

ider.the theorem for integrands wrach may assume n9gative

- a)

by,a result of the last chapter. Now by the theorem just proved,

so that,

F'(x)' -=DxG(x) - Dx(A (x

g(x) - 4 = ;0.0.

?L42
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2he condition of being non-negatiVe may thus b'e removed from the ITC.
. .

We *next proceed to the proof of' the second form of the FTC, Which proof

(a..1.as) involves .Rolle'ts-.theoreml. which in turn dep'ends on the maximum property of

,..
continuous functions.

After the 'inverse natUre of d fferentiatiolk has been brOught out, the

theorems

and

, jr0
a c.fk c f( x)dx

fb
(f(x) + g(x))dx =tibi(x)(3.X fbg(x)dia a

should be proved. It should be pointed out that since we are only interested in

pontinuous integrands these theorems (especially 5the second)' are much more easy

'to prove here with the Y2C at -our, disposal than they would have been in the last

chapter. Nov they simply 'follow l'rom the dorresponding differentiation th;orems.

feel that the loss *volved in not proving these theorems by techniqvs of
integrati6n is &light.)

The next order of business'-(perhaps it should. even precede the last para-
.

graph) is the definition of the indefinite integral -or antiderivate. We point out

that every differentiation theorem or formula can be expressed in term& of inte-

grals. We Tind the integrals of x and of sin x and cos x. Here we point

out that the integral of cos x =was comioated in ithe previous.chaiter Without the

use of the ITC. We saw that this computation involved a great deal of effort and.

ingenuity. With the ITC at our disposal- this result is entirely trivial.

Next we turn our attention to the form taken by the chain rule as an inte-

gral theorem. If

then

Thus

but this last expression is readily recognized (again by the ITC) as being the

value of fgtb))s1(1.)dut. shus we have, (substiting f for s )

f(u)du
a

(g(x)) gi(x)dx.
4

Iiirther,explanatioz1 of this theorm as a substitution theorem may be given. It

'should only be remembered that we do _not' yet have differentials at our disposal.

If it is preferred to defer this tkieoreli until later on, it can be done because

F(45)= s(g(x))

-r(x) st, g(x) g'(x).

.07(k)dx F(b) F(a) = s(g(b)) s(g(a))



it is.not dbsolutely essential in the next chapter. Another method for obtaining

the addition formula for the logarithm is includd in that chapter,

'I would now like to suggest a. happy note on whxch ihis chapter might end.

There are two valuable purposes which it will 'serve; it will give the Student a

striking impression, of the importance of calculus, and it mill show the useful-

ness of the technique of 'integrating inequalities, incidentally bringing out

th&reby an *portant distinction between definite'Aand indefinite' integrals. (it

shOuld be demonstrated in passing that we catiot differentiate inequalities.)

Almost all students Must have wionderea how theie-itind five-place tables

of trigonometric functions were compiled. Surely not by meastiring the lengths of

segments with a high degree of aacuracy. Well, lie ..now haVe at oilr disposal a

, method for quickly computlng values of sines and cosines with 'any desired degree

of accuracy. We start With the inequality

0 < sin x x for 1) <

already shown in Chapter 2 and used in 'Chaptgx: 3. Ihtegrating we have

so that).

<.1%in dx txedx for- 0 0 < t <

t2
0 < 1 - cos t < 6r < cos t < 1 for 0 < t

2

Integrating again

2 0 - 0- -1dt <loos t dt' <jr 1 dt for 0
4

so that,

x3
X < sin x x for .0.< x <

Another integration yields

9 that,

or.

..j(k Adx <rsin x dx <fx dx 'for 0 < t

t
2

t
4 ,2

2 47- 5_ cos t < u

21
t

1 - < cos t < 1- .for 0<t

'Iterating this process induction may be brought in if desired) we dbtainj for

. 'examples

x3 -

x - sin x < x -

1 44

fort 0 < x <

4 '')



, and

t
2 tt. t
+ < cos* t < 1 -

t
2'

't
4

+ TT fo27 O<t
:"2-

i4e can use these results to obtain extremely accurate approximations of sin x

and cos x ifor small,valUes of x. It can be pointed Out that the above ine-

'
a

Aualities give gooa estimates for 0,< x < .4- and that if we can tabulate these

functIons for Ach values of x; th4n2all other values,may be ,computed from

simple trigonometric identities. This example also introduces the ideas of poly-

nomialapproximation,

4

a
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Explanatory Remarkaon Chapter '8--

The Loaariihmic and Exponential Functions

There is little that is, original in this chapter% The only reason for sub-

Mitting.student materials on this subject is that the writer wanted an topportunity

to do,something easy as a,change from being constantly immersed in the most diffi-

,cUlt problems Of the Calculus.

The main purpose of these remarks is.to explain'why the problem of the:expo-
.

nential and logarithmic functions ouiOlt to (we might almost say "haste) be at-
,

tacked in this way. There are three basic reasons:

(1) the course is supposed to follow the SMSG Intermediate Mathematics

course, which treats.these fUnctions in this.way;

(ii) the alternative method,of considering the exponential function' first

&.1.thpr be very sketchy or inVolve a horrendous proliferation of,the,

dullest possible theorems;
x
1

(iii) the suggested'method of treating the logarithm as-jr dt is very clean
it

and brings all the'machinerx of integration.(and elien Offerentiation

to bear on a single rOblem and thus.ties together rerything we have

already done in a mos elegant.fashion. I

it will be noted'that the properties Of these functions are not brought out
Y*

A

in the theorem-proof-thebrem-proof stylebut.are ilistEad presented .infowially in

the text and finally collected at the ends of the sections.-

Attention is called to the estimation of L(x) for 1 < x,<'.2by the method.

,of integrating inequalities.

1 47
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Explanatory Remarks for Chapter 2.et. Ell.

Virtually no thought has been given to the organization of the text from

this point on. The Tdble of Contents offers,one plan, butit is felt that this

can be greatly improved upon when the problems-of coordination and exposttion ark

forced by future writing teams. I will conclude with.a very small nuMber of sug-

gestions.

Almost everyone.we bdve asked for suggestions has urged that in this age oa

computers numerical Methods should be emPhasized to a greater degree than in usual

,4in calcUlus'bookS. / wtuld, therefore, urge the inclusion ,of Bevitpn's methods

the trapezoid rule, and Simpson's rule with bounds on error.

feel that a good motivstion for numerical integration would be fUrnished

by arc length as, for all 1;ut the simpledt (and afew sPecial) fUnctions, this

leads to integrals which cafinot be formally integrated.

Many consultants have suggested that formal integration techniqyes be Same-

what de-emphasked. We passthis suggestion along.

Concerning arc length again, we suggest that convex (or piecewise copvex)-

curves be concentrated upon, so that both lower and upper estimates for arc

length can be obtained instead of just lower estimates.
,1

It would be recalled that differentials have yet to be taken up and along

with them various notations involving Hvariablee and a clarification of the sub-

stitution theorem for integration.

VP



STUDENT TEXT

Chapter 1

IIITHODUCTION
(first version)

An overly utilitarian view of the '6alcu1us is that it is merelyla, bag of v

tricks for Obtaining useful solutions to abroad varietyof scientific and technit

cal. problems. On the other hind, the 9alculus can be treated purely as an intel-

lectual exercise, as a mathematical discipline in which thoreins are deduced fran

carefully stated postulates' and definitions,.and then the primary question of in-

terest is whether the logic is impeccable. In this 'text we try to maintain a

more -flexible point of view. We shall find the origins of the ideas of-the calcu-

lus illpractical problems; we shall attempt to express these ideas precisely so

'that we may reason abdut,them logically; finally, we shall return4to problems and
-

apply the theorems resulting fram our reasoning.

The two basic ideas ofthe elementary calculus are "derivative" and "inte-

gral." It ii eas7 to appreciate these ideas intuitiVely and know why they are

useful before tormulating them precisely. Here we shall consider these ideas as

they arise in the solution of specific probleM.P-:-

#

1.1 The poncept Of.the Lerivative

It ip in the nature ofthe human enterpriee, ta try to get the best of every-

thing: a manufacturer seeks the smallestunit cost for 'his-product and the high-

est possil).e price;' a student tries to complete his homework' assignment in the

shoriest..possible tiiL; a .demagogue expoundethe'political philosoPhy which be
4

garner, the greatest nuMber of votes. .It is seldom clear What*must

1Ne done to get the best value; here we shall develop a systematic.attack on a

class of these prOblems.

While the class of *best Value pioblematreated by the methoda of elementary,

calculus is quite broadI've are only making a beginning in, an area which is still

a lively field oft.investigation..
.

Consider the following prObIem which the writer faded recently in moving his

household iloads. The cost of shipping'books by parcel post,hal4ened to be much
, r

loNer than the Cost of shipment'by interstate van. 'The post.office places re-

_

strictions on the size4of packages: the length plus the girth must not-exceed

72 inches.' Since there were a great many books, to keep the effort,of packing

to a minim= the writer sought out the largest possible boxes complying With the

1151 ....
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post-office requirement. Assuming the ends of the box to be square., 'what are
the 'dimensions of the box of largest size?

To solve this problem 've must know, that the poet office defines'the girth of
S.

the box as the perimeter of the end Piece. We let x denote the size of the

squarp end and y the long dimepsion of the bor.; ve require that

4 72

and under this conditiorl we attemptto maatimize the volume of the box,

V in

Setting y= 72 - bx in the expi4ssion for V we obtain'

V ='472 bx).

Getting-away 'gram the specific details, we see that what we have, accomplished',
is to reduce the problem to the, study of the properties of a functibn f:

Our problem is not so much to determine the largest value Vmax in the range of

the fUnction, allthough that information-may a?.so be useful, but to find a value
of a in the domain for which f(a) V 1The domain here consists of thosemax
values of x for which the problem is meaniAgful; that is, the values between
0 and 76)- In order to'get same feeling for the problem) we may sketch the

graph of f by plotting a fewseasily calaulated pointi and drxwim a smooth

purvthrough them (11gure 1).

V
max

3000
V = f(x)

,2000

1000

10 12 14

Figure 1. x-Px?(7.2 420 t

In'this ryl.we might locate a4peak of-the grivih approximately, and we do%get
some:precisednformation such as Vma-x>.f(10),= 3200. ltio matter how much in-
formation we get 'We way,' we shall always be somewhat dissatisfied.% In the

*lt is not hard to prove that the best box has square ends, bUt Am shall
postpone the argument for tho sake of brevity here.

. 4 9
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first place"we have only exaet information about the function at a nuMber of

calculated pointsl.so that even if vn happened to stuMble upon the maximum we

'might not'be avare of it.

In the second placethe idea of draving a smOoth curve through the calcu-

lated points has its'limitations. Fbr example, in F:igure 1, vithout further cal-
.

culation we could not be sure that the continuously, drawn curve more reasonably

represented the fuhction than the dashed one andUrthermorea we cannot eliminate

this kind of aMbiguity completely by calculating more points.. One of our Objec-.

tives is to devise syttematie methods (--)r resolving these difticulties.

'Thinking of the problem in usual geometrical terms, we see thdt.the condition

for'a maximum, f(a) = 7110 means that the graph of f cannot cross over the

horizontal,V.ne through Jalf(a)). Trie direction:of the graPh at [a,f(a)] must

therefore also be'horizontall.for if the graphlmet the line at an angle, the tvo

voilld have to cross. Intuitivelyl.then, the meeting of the line and the graph Of

the l'unction'is a grazing contact; the line is tangent.to ihe graph. To locate a

Qpak of the graph we seek it among the points Vhere the gaPh'has ahorizontal

tangent. Tb make some general use of this geometrical idea ve express it.numyri-

cally, so that it may serve as a basis for' computation.- Observing that the direc-
,

tion of the tangent can be represented'numerically by its slope, ve reformulate
0

our idea: at a peak of the graph the slope of the tangent is zero. We ii!troduce

a new function x-*p(x) Vhere f'(x) is the slope of the'graph of f at the,'

point [x,f(x)].- jf there Is a peak of the graph of f at falf(a)], then

fqa = 0; to locate a-peak, then, we look among the zeros of il(x). The tune-

tion f' is called the derivative of f, and th4 slope of:the tangent fi(x)' at
. ,

[xlf(x)) is called the derivatfve of f at x.

An Aide to the Reader

16 now you may have a sense that ve are very far from the point of eginning,

and that you vould like to know vhat we Rave accomplished. What 'we have done is'

this: ve have ieplaced d(piloblem about which we know very little, with a problem

about vhich we know a great deal--to locate a peak of one fUnction we loqt among

the zeros of another 'function (the derimative). It may seem to you that the li.ne

of approach is devious and it Is still ,not eVident that it is fruitfqre We prow-,

ise that it will belruitful. You should not think that the discovery 0 such an

avenue of investigation is beyond the powers of ordinary mortals.. ?henever, you

become unduly impressed by the ingenuity and power of mathematical methods, re .

fleet that an inAstigatdr will try not one but,many approaches. Tb his admiring

audience he will present theklake idea that vorked'and never mention the failures

1.53 1 19



that filled, his waste basket with reams ,of paper. In4'act, we briefly considered

anet rejected one-idea already, that of findini the maximum value 'of f(x) by

examining a number of its values.

Before we, go on tO solve our best value problem, it should be4said openly

I.

that the method of solution we rejected was a verfectly practical one. If the

writer had not known what you are now learning- about such problems, e might have

proceeded by .calcUlating vaIi.tes and coMe very plose to the optimal solution*.

The point is that problems of this kind arise often, and if we have a great many

siini1ar problems it pays toi devote some attention to refined methc;dS Of solution.0

Similarly, if, you wished to make just one pin, you woul e cont nt to do it by

hand, but if you wished, to produce pips by the million, Vou would pub a great

deal of effort into designing suitable ',machinery for the purpose. You will- soon.,

reach the point of view from which the solution of our present problem will ap-

pear no, more cOnsequential in' the light of the methods we shall develop than the

production of a single pin in the"operation of a pin factory.

.Turning back-to obr problem, we find that'we have sO far only replaced it by

new-problems-.-1-n particular, 'ire'have 'not clearly defined the direction of the

graph at a givenpoint *and, hence, the slope of the tangent. ftrthertiiore, even

if the slope-of the tangent or derivative is defined at a point, itere remain-s

the- problem of describing the Ainction V. in terms suitable r calculating the

solution of the

resort to a, stan

by constructing

any\y2agin for
correct Within

problem: To attack the problem of defihing, the derixative, we
A e

"dard method of 4e calculus. The methdd is to determine a number

a set of approximations in such a way thaterso *long. as we allow

error, we can always 11...nd apprciximation to the number which is
the allowable error. In the language 9r -al calculus we say the

number the limit of the set of approxiMations. To app*oximate the slope of

the tangent at a po Ealf(a) of the graph of' f we consider the arc of the

graph between the ipoin and another point Ix.,f(x)]. To say that the

tangent a,t taof(a)) has a certain slope

f'(a) will mean now that it is possible

x f(x) to approximate f'(.e.) by the slope m(x)

of the chord between .Ix,e4] and

Mer precisely, the:error-In--
I

,3Approximating i(a) by -1114) can be

reduced below ally given tolerance by

Figur taking x closel enough to a.

*Since the graph is nearly horizontal in the neighbirhood of a peak, the
penalty 'for missing the exact location of the peak can be ,expected to be quite
snail. We shall return to this point later, in the text.
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,a .76..0.. v.'01.1 .;:..4

NO4 ,wle--a,141-tea tO'-atbact
we have

A

r, ."

'

[72(x +, 'a) - 4(x2 + ax + S2)]
,

. . ... , .
When x = a the expressio4'.for m is algebraically meaningless since the tenom--

,

...inator is zer6. Ti-iis Is -t6 be expected since the geometrical interpritStion of.

m(x) as Vie slope of the,.ciii?rd joining two pointb loses its,meaning if la f(a))

!and' [x,i(x)] ,rePresent the same ppint. We note tovany other value of. ...`. .
, a ,.tl-kat' 2.c.-:-.*-24.= Si. The expression 72(x + a) -.)42.+,ai I. a2,} is :'''a p nonliat 8x- a .,, ,.
- which:sat -X = a - has the value .1141a - j4_20-. We shall pi-Ove for a pOlynoralal--

iunCtion . p(x) that it is- possittle to aptoroximateP i-D2) to Wizthin'Sily.fixed mar-

.%

,gin of error by taking x sufficienily 'close to a*g.

of the tangent.at f S., il a ),1 is
,

I #4

a 1 f'(11.) = litita - 12e. ...

It fcalows that the slope

Now we use ttie Criterion that the plc,* 9f the tangent at -a peak is zero. The;

zeros of f' (a) occur st a ='-0- and a =' 12. The graph of f does have a hori-

zdntal tangent at a .= 0 that clearly, f(0)' = 0 is not the best value. Having .

eliminated every other Possibitity)eve see that the desired maximum must occui- at
x =.12..s. In conclusion, the largest box with...length pluS girth of 72 inches laas
squire -ends vith "12-1*h sides and- a length of, 24 inches.

'You will have
;quite short. ,Ncitt
ttons unde ng t

out f'(a) on gh

noticed tbat the actlial computation,-leading to the iolutionris

Of the effort and time was spent in explaining the considera-

his method' of solution. ...later shall see that we may write:

I, and, the labor of solution I's then almost negligible.

nally, tiave produced yet another problem to solr: if we want to find the max-.
ifum of f(x) knowing the zeros of fl(a), which of these, if

,

any, yields the
best vale Age are seeking? This is pne question we shall leave to be answered in

the text.

*This Is the property we call continuity in the teXt.'



t.1.2 The ,Concept of-thea egraa. .
. , .

k . .. .

The general' poncept-of plane.area is another of those-geometrical idea",
A

0 t

like that ofo'the direction of a curve at * given poiritl which remains elusive
'.

unless conceived in terms of limits. We already know a greatdeal about areas

Y =
ty ( (11-0c a 9o o ,

from geometry. We-know how to.calculate

the areas of triangles and, hence, the

areas Of all figures built up ef tri-

angles, that is, the polygons. The ques-

tion,pf determining the ares-0.-aregion _

\iith curvedbboundaries like the thaded

region in Flgive 3 remains Open.

You may have seen the Greek appepadh
Xb

gare 3. to the problem of determining the area
1

of a,circle, in which the area is de-
1

t
scribcthe limit.of areas of regular inscribed and circumscribed polygons.

By using the limit of po,lygonal approximations, the Greeks mere also able to cal-
.

culate the areas of.sections of a parabolal*,.e., regionp bounded by a line seg-
.

ent and a parabolic' arc. In substance; the Greeks contributed nothing further

*to the theory:8f.area.

)* _In the modern theory of.area we successfully make general use of the basic
,4v

Greek idea of determining the area of a given region as a limit of approximations

by polygonal re'giOns. Yo4u may wonder,, then, why the Greeks were not able to do

so. Historiarls gefterally 'attribute the limitations of the -Greeks'in this field

to their failure to develoP' adequate general schemes for operating with numbers.

It sehems that they customarily thought of real !lumbers ft geometrical terms

rather than as efitikies which one can study independently. Nowadays we.learn to

think both geometrically .and numerically, taking whichever tackis

venient for the problem at hand. The enormaus%flexibility of this

will enable you -tO solve handily problems which would have baffled
u

erreek mathematicians.

the more con-
'

dual approach

thegreatest

- To turn the geometrical description of the problem into a numerical one we

introduce a coordinate r;ystem in the plane. For sPmplicity we place the axes so.
that the region in question is'contained in the upper half plane, y 0, as in

TIgure 3. Next we eXtack the problem of describing the 'region numerically. 'e'

are-used to describing a curve as the graph'of a,tunction and pturally think of

describing the boundary eurVe in ternis of'functions. The only difficulty*is that
4 6

the boundary curve is closed; which means the:Ca vertical line will generally

meet the.curve more than once. In Figure 3, the vertical line x .- xd meets the
1 -,.
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curve in tyo -point", Q1 = (x0a0T') and , Q2 -=.(x0.0yo".). In fact, for this 41u0e-
,

alai case the toundary curve,can be divided into ani upper arc A91B ,...and= a lower

arc AQ2B so that a Vertical line intersects each arc jUst once. Each arc can
N..

then be . considered-as the grtph of wagon-negative function defined on the inter-
,

- val a ). x ). b where a is the abscissa or A and b the abscissa of B.. The

21(.41merical description,of the lloundarY'.curve is now gilien in terms of two rune-
, -

-tions4 an upper runctiOn fl: corresponding tp the arc Ay and a lower

function f2Cx--4.4". corresponding to' A.,012B. Since we have two functions to

deal with, we are led to divide the calculation of the area,into two parts.' Th

-area we seek is simply the difference 'between the areas of two regions of the

dame type.: These are regions.cut out of the strip between.;the yertical,lines

through 'A and- B: the larger region'ib bounded above by the graPh, of fi 'and

below by the xf-axis; the smaller region is bounded above by the graph bf .f2 and

,below by the x-axis.

We have reduced the problem of determining the area of the givep region to

the problem of 0-Aermining the area of regions of a certain standard type, Tegions

Aescribable in terms of a single function,. Of course, ihe region we began with'

was especially simple. In more complicated cases'a vertical line may meet the

boundary curve'in more than two points and shall then need more than two functions

Ylgure 4.

to describe the curVe. We can still

approach the problem by introducing stan-

dard regions, one for each function; the

method for doing so in general is left

for you to think about since the details

are not relevant at the moment.

Ye are left with the problem of-dal-,

culating the area or a standard region.

Given a non-negative function f on an

interval a < x <b we define the corresponding standard region as the set of

points (x)y) for which a < x <to and 0 < y < f(x) (Figure 5). The area'of

this standard region is what we call the integral of f from a to b. Again

we are faced 4ith the problem of determining a number, the area of the standard

- region based on thejnterval a < < b, and the problem is apparently insoluble

by any of the old methods unless the graph of f is a straight line. Again we'

approach the problem by treating the area:as a limit. We approximate the are

polygonal areas as the Greeks did, but we:e2re looking for a systematic sche

approximation, one that does not depend on the particular function involve

A first crUde estimate canbe giverl)A.n terms of the maximum value M and
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x
1.

figmre 5.

a

the Ininimus. value m of f(x). 'Clearly;

the rectangle of height M #baped bn,the

interval_ a < x < b contains the given

t region; the given region; in turn, con-

tains the rectangle, of height On the
,

same base. For the area, A of the ke-.

gion we then have itimates from above

and below:

- al A >m(b 1- a).
#

If we approximate A byer&r%91. these

estiMates or by any vaue-in,between,

then we cannot:be,in error by morethan

(M m)(b - a); that is; by the area of

the hatched region indicated intfigare 5. ,

This simple method of estimation Scazi easily be refined in:a:straightforwar sway.

Fbr this we only haVe to observe ttiat the maximum PP ,of f(x) on anY subinter-

val xi :5:1x x2 cannot.be greater than the overall maximum M'. Similarly, the

minimum -mi of f(x) on the subinterval cannot be less thill the overall'enimum

m thai

and Pi' < M.

It follows for the area V of the standard subregion based op-the Interval

Xl < x < x2, that

m(x2,- x1) < mqx2 - 5. A' 5PP(x2 - :ss is4( x2 -

From this we see that the largest possible error in estimating'the area of the

subregion has been reductiNkrom 'the formei value of (M m)(x
2,

x
1

) to

(PP - m")(x
2

x
1
). Fbr the whole.inter104 the maximum error can'be reduced by

subdividing it into smaller intervals and makilfg the same sort of estimate sepa-

rately for each of the pubintervals. Far the subdtivision of Figure 5 this means

eeducing the margin of eiror from the area of the hatched region to that of the

stippled region. Plainly, the thing to do now is to try to brinemaximum error

down below any-given margit by makinhe subdivision fine enough.

Thp best *ay to see how this generdl approach wbVts is to try it out on a

specific function. Fbr this purpose we try to"evaluate the inte'gral A of

f: ix from 'ID to ,1 (Figure 6). Jim- this function olic. workAts simplified

because the bigger the value of x, the bigger is f(x). It follows that in any

interval the minimum value of f(x) occurf at the left.,endpoint and the maximum
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value at 'the right-. In order to calCu-
,

late these values eadly we choose the

pointe of subdivision to avoid tedious

calculation of the square root: If we

eubdivide the base 'into n parts we

denote' the succ.essive endpoints of the

n gubintervaIs by x x x0, 1 n
where 0 = x0 < x1 < < x = 1. Forn

x simplicity, we choose the endpoints so
0.2 0. 0. 1 .NO that 'fir.T. = lc- ic-c3

,2%2
that is, xi = kni x2 = X3 tni

Figur 6 shows the 'subdivision for 'n = 3.. For n = 1, taking the entire
4

interv Ve find that the area is betveen 0 and 1. Taking n = 2, we -obtain, .

on adding lower and upper estimates for the two intervals,

gure 6.

or

04+i i<A.<22;ii+lai

".5. A 5.1

and W have reduced the maximum error from 1 to

sixailarly

or

4

Taking n = 3, we ob, n

0. 1 1 2 .1
9 3 9

2 < A < 3 9
9 3 9

A 22
27

and the maximum error is reduced to -2- 1
27 3'

In general, for n 4subdi-vis1ons we have

A 2ra)2 (2)1 4212 (ii21
n uni J n / 1n /

or

A >140 1 + 1 3 + 2 5 +
re.

4*.< 1U1)2 (2)23 +n n n n

or

A <

(7.21)2]

1)(2n - 1)1.

11 1 + 2 3 + . 5 n(2n

-

1W2

- 1 2



'Taking the difference between these,results, Ve.finCfOr the maximum error
,

for thie sub6:visiOn that

1E < 1 1
n

The expression in- bracts is just an arithmetic progression for which we kmawtha

sum. Wt obtain, at last,,

2
E t= =

n3
n

For this method of sUbdivision, then, we 'can bring the error down below any givef

margitysimply by taking n bigenough: given a margin of error a wetake

n

Xi may seem that we have not answred the questioh: .4.1at is the number A2

,All we know is that we can approximat4;, A to.within any given margin of error.

Nonetheless, in describing
,

opf a set of approximatione

Cheated. We would like to
2 ,

A = kwhich, by the-way,
.

in such timple-cases how to obtain such a representation. Still, it is important
4

to'know4hat we cannot expect the*solutions of dur problems, to take a familiar

form: often t4e simplest and most c9Trehensib1e description of a nuMber is its

description as the limit of a set of approximatiohs.
"

the'Ategral A of f from 0 td

we have left no rdom for ambigUity.

have a familiar representation for

is dust:what A is in this case).

1 as the lmit

WO still my feel

A like, sa

Later we slaI see

1.3 PrOblems Solvable pting These Clonceptsii

The derivative and the integral.are interpreted geometrically as slopie and %

area, but these are only two among a vide range ,OT appliCations apd interpretations.

The derivative is associated.with Arail'von; in general,,it measure's rate of

. change. Among the many interpretations of derivative we have velocity, accelera-
,

tion, electrical current, heat flow, strain, density. The integral ih associated

with totality; it generally'measures tt:e end result or net effect of variation;
0

It has interprdtations such as the momehtum acquired by a body affected by a

force, electrical chargei envgy,:ivork-, volume, mass. Later we shall see that

derivative and integral are complimentary ideas and that the inverse'relation

'between them can be exploited to great-advantage. The point is not the univer-

sality of the two concepts above,'but that there is a calculus,18. system of



reckoning, which endbles usto solve important problems involving these ideas..ana

to solve them simply and quickly. Just as science enriches mathematics by 'pro-

viding concrete'models mathematice enriches science'by providing system and

organization.

TO develop tihis %:alculus we have mtule an intuitiie geom ,ptrical beginning

The,intuitive apProacti is useful and suggestive; but eventually we need to, know

just how far our methods work and when'they are likely to fail. .7br -bilis purpose

we must frame our ideas precisely and reaton about them logically." We than not

attempt, however, to reduce the calculus-to al-complete-deduive-tystem.----We---

shall try to le;bel.our omissions,. ho eve,F, so that you mill be aware of the gaps

to be filled if you undertake.fUrther study.

p.
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t 'STUDENT TEXT-

Chapter 1

-apasprecnoi
(second version

. We shall start out bk telling iou whatcgifferential palculus and'integral

.calculus are all about. Fbr each of these subjects'there-is a fundamental prob-

1,0m whidh_can be formulated gedmetrically. The basic problem of differential

calculus is that of finding lttes tangent to given curves. The basic Problem of

%integral calculu&is that'df finding areas'nf regions With curved boundariei.

We next will exhibit a simple special *.6ase of each of these-general problems.

u'
e EkamPle 1. Consider the curve (parabola)' y = x

2

(2,4)

( 0

,Figur 1.

We will attempt to find the equation of the line tangeni:to this curve at the

point, P0(214). We note that since we know one point'on this line (namely) the

- point (2)4)) it will suffice to find the slope m of the tangent line. The

equation of this line will then be given by

y - 4.= DI(x - 2)..

We are at ajoss to see hpw to filid the slope of the tangent line. One

thing that-we can do) however) is to choose another point P(x)X2) on the curve

Auld find the slope of the secant line cutting the curve on the two points

P (2 4) and P(x)x2).-
0

The slope of the line, Pi? is given by

x
2
- 4

x - 2

(regardless of whether x is greater than or less than 2

3A3 5 3

you

(1)



is

Figure 2.
A'

Now think of the point P as mOving alOng the curve toward TI:4) Mie line

Pi? gets Closer ;ild closer tebeing tangent to the curve. One might think that
()-

when P finally coincides with Pce then the line PoP will be tangent to the.

curve. Unfortunately this doesnit make any senge, as.the.disttnct points deter-
..

Nine a line while two coincident pOints do not: This is furthe seen by refer-

ring to the expression (1) for the-slope of P,P which becomes

(33 =
- 2

nonsense

when P coincides with P
U.

It is preciSely because this expression becomes nonsensical that. t is nec-
.

:essary to intrpduce a new,concept. And it is this new concept which distinguidhes

calculus from the mathemttics which we have studied heretofore.

What We must do see what we can dbserveltbout the Slope of the line

segment PoP 'when Pi is very close to Pw. that is, when x is very nearly

equal. to -2. Now thdislope of P P for x / 21 is, as we havi.seen egnal to

x 2
(x s- 2x + 2)

x - 2
+a. (2)

Now the leftrhantmenker of (2) is not meaningful when x 21 while the rigi/t-
.

lp,Mteaningful:for all real nuMbers x. 'But it is

lg the slope cif PoP' when x is' different,from

that-if x is close' 2 then x + 2 is close
.

chosen very close to P01 then the slope of Pe.is very closeto 4. sWe ex-

x 4
press this fa.ct by saying "the limit as x--P. 2 of ,-----

2'
yhich 'we

x

hand member

that x + 2

easy to see

only correct to say

2. Yet itis very:

to 4. If P is

write,
x2

lim -------= 4.
x - 2

x42
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- In the language of differential calculus we will say that the derivative of

the tkinction y x2 .:at x = This valUe- 'k is then the slope of the
2

nt line to the cUrve y x, at the'point 2,4), and the egliation of -Le

tangent line is-then

11.(x - 2

,
Example 2. .Aga n, look at the curve y =

. a

..

.

We will attempt to find ,the area of the region R, showir-in Figure 3, bounded b/

the'curve y x2, the x-axis, and the line x = 1.

Although' we don't know at thp outset how to find this area, we do know how

to find the area of a rectanee. Let us therefore attempt to approximate the .

area by means of' regions composed of xectangles.

Figure 4. Figure 5.

The region R is contained in the shaded region S in Figure 1 and contains the

,shaded region T of Figure 5. Thus

area of T < area of R < area of S.

The areas of S and T .are easily found as the sums of the areas of the compo-
1

.nent rectangles; k In both figures the widths of the rectangles are all The,
5
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1.

lulights of the4rectang1es.of .S Are

2-

%be heights of the rectangles of T. are

Therefore

k5]

(1)2 (5 tIr'15 )2 (192'5 ' 5
411

(5) 5 (f) 5 + ( )2*5 1. (151)2 at* + (5

a.

1 /12 22 32 42 52)

125 ,

= 1.45 (1 + 4 +'9 + 16 + 25) = 12225

Area of
T SP42 (512- (ir (') 2 s'

6 11
And,nowt.5 < Area of R

Using the same method 'with a larger number of rectangles gives a clo er

,approximation of the area of R.

ft

Here

area of -.31-14-area of R < area-of U.
A

Again the areas of U and V axe siMply computed as the aams of the areas of

the component rectangles. Thus

% area of 1.1 (112 + (1)2,
n n n

= -1.(12 + 22 + 32 + +
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.1
= area of: U n

It is easily shown by mat atical'induction.that

Therefore

area of U -

area of -V .

Thus we flnd thamC

2
2
+ 3

2 p(n 1)(2n
iei n 6

n +'1)(2n +

6/1'3

a e

1
rn t+ 7 < area of R

6n

1

21`.' 6n2

This inequality ,mubt hold for 411 values of the positive integer': n. The right-
. .

-hkrld and len-hand meMbers of this inequality can be made 'as close to I as.we
3

wish by coosIng m suffiCiently large. We say that the limit as n becomes
.-,

.. .
. .

large v4thout bound of
(I3

1 1
4-- it

3
Atillarly, the liMit of

i
.

6

.''

n

I
)1 " 1

is --,. The number 1-.

6n2i'

1,.1 '4. -1.) ard (1 + +-1:-) fof all values Of-s- 2r,

'6n 6h2
r

the only number which lies-between.

It is evident then that the area of R must be equal to In the lan-.,

guage of integral calculus weNrould say that the integral of 'x from .x = 0 to

1
= 1 is equal to' This written

flox dx

We have in theabove seen two problems treated in a rather intuitive manner)

one'illustrating the methods of differential calculus, the other illustrating the

method ot integral calculus. In each of these problems the idea of a limit
. _ A

cropped up. This limit concept is'the foundation of/calculus.'

There Should now follow a list Of about a dozen striking problems which can

_be solved by methOds 0 calculus, for the purpose oi giving the student an idea

of what calculus can do.
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STODENTTEXT

Chapter 2,

ETIEW

.:2.3 FUnctions

The effort of the scientist to understand our environment and,that of the

engineer to control'it leaa repeatedly to the attempt to determine some quantity
4

unambiguStsiy in terms of others. For'examle, an.astronautical engineer who .

calculuates,the posiition of an .orbiting satellite may fix its location-f? he kmows,

the time elapsed &Alice the launching rockets cut off, the po nt where cut-orf

occurred,and the'speed,and direction of motion at the instan orcut-of/f.4'ect the

.enginier it is imperative to know that thi's ihformation is stif icient to deter- \

mlne the position of the satellite; in other words, that there s a functional

dependence Of position bn the other data. Examples of this kind could'be

faie4 endlessly, but it is crear enough from' this typical instanc 4hat the ele-

mentary concept,of functidnal dependence permeateethe,body of sci tific,thought:

A, vieW of the idea of Runctional dependence may be useful to jc ou memo-

ries. Loosely stated, a datUm y is functiOnallY dependent'Upon dat

x
1

x
2

4 *4-.4 x
n

lf each assignment of specific values-to the data x d ter-.

mdnes y uniquely. Zle relation between y and the x. is called a tion,

and We:write,

'or', equivalently, /

Y =

ft (x
1,

) y

to indicate ,the functional dependence. Both expressions may be read, "f is the

fUntion which maps :fx
1

...I X ) onto y. Often y is referred to as the

image of (xl, xn). Fbr eXhmine, the area A of a iriangle is functionally

dependent upon the altitude h and the hese b:$

1
=

2

An instructive exampJe is the record.of atMospheric pressuie.-as nction of

time plotted by a barograph at a fixed wegther station. The pressure As function-

ally depondett upon the time since at any speCific time in the historicil record

the. pressucejs uniquely determined. Clearly, ftinctional dependence does not

necessarily imply causal relation as in the satellite problem; the pr4soure can

'hardly be.said to be caused by the time. Furthermore functional de"pendence doer;
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not imply any. "lay" or "rule" like that determilling the area a the triangle.--

There'is_Aia known rule for specifYing the *essure at axgiven time apart frog:, the

historleal record;..we neither know What the atmo pheric pressitrevas'five hunditd

years ago nor4Precisely*what'it 'will be next w 6k.

Here we shalletreat may fUnctions of the form x.tt+y- where x and. y Are
, 4

real numbers. It is not necessary.that a fUnctionaldependence be define'd for all
,

redI values of x.. For efample,.the function,
,

f: -1-71x

4

is defined only for x satisfying -1 < x <.1. The set of,values of A for

which the function is defined is called the dOmain of the function. The image of

is denoted by f(x) so tIlat we write in this Pexticular.instanee

f(x) =

and, smilarly,. for specific values of x me may write

f(1)

*f(4)

f( 0) = 1

eic.

ple-set qf images f(x) for x in the doMaiA of'definition of f Is called

the range of the'Ainction. For thg function' f -4/7772 the A e consists

Of all value.s y satisfying 0 < y < 1.

It is usually convenient to think of a function in terms of its graph, that

iis the set of points. (x,y) such,that y = f(2) (FlEurA

At.

Figure 1.

1.mperty of a function that each Va)ues of, x T Lhe fl9w,,On e4erines just

). value of y is reflected geometrically in the far:t that a vertical line,

lip



x conottant, intersects the'graph in no more than one point. In other woras,

the graph of-a function is a set of points such that no tmo points can have the;

'same x-coordinate. This.consideration leads 'to the formal definition or a real

fllivtion an &set Of ordered ulluta...QL.=1...manhgra.Auck..t1wt_pbairs have the

the:Pame first meMber., We ahall not concern ourselves vith the formal definition
.

. .

except to note that the choicevpf a'first member or element of the domain of the
, ,

fUnction uniquel5v.fixes the second member or element of the range, aild-therefore

. a functional dependence ip obtained under the conditions of the definition. .

4

*ty
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Chapter 3

THE-DERIVATIVE

Let us return to the first example in the introduction. Here we sought to

find the Slope of the tangent-line to.the curve 'y = x? at the point .(1,1). To
s

th s end we,founcithe value of the slope7of the secant line thr6ugh the points
,

and P(x,x
2
)..This slope is seen

, x2 -1 ,

A) De liow we let the,point P" P(x,x2)
x,-

approach ,t4e paint Po alpng the curve.

That is, we let x become very'clase to 1

and look at what happens,to'the slope of

a

9

PP. Now
0

x2-1 x-1 "
sIPPe of POP =3--1(x 1): :

± a
X *" 1

27 not equal to 1 Ne see that .7737, is equal.to 1 'while), if x ap7

proachep 1 then x 4: 1 approaches 2. We ther4fore say that,th'e limit as x

approaches- I of,
1

is 2. We write this more compactly as,

x
2

1.
lim 577T - 2.
x-b-1

Thus we ConCluded that the "Slope of the line tangent to the aure y = x at:

the potht (Ill) is 2. Sincvthis line also passes through ,the point 1,1),

itS equation is
1 a

y 1 2 (x - 1).

-,

Remember that it does not make any.senses,to substitute a for x in the
.,x2

. .

expression
- 1

or hat is saying the Same thing) to consider the line deter-
, x - 1 t ,

mined by P en these two points are colpcidedt. What we have done

instead is to-investigate the limiting value,of
. - 1

as x approiphes -1.
x

. x2.- 1
t

, Tilis limiting value w.s easy to.see when :was expressed in the foim
.

..
, x - I :

,

x - it
r.:-.1tx.-1- 1). Later on you will see a prec'ise'definition Of themlimit concept.

IJUP

For "the present we ask you to work with limits ii the intuitive mahner exhibited

in this. example.
.

Now we are ready to generalize the ideas presented in.the above example.

Consider a fUnction f and try to find the slope of the lin,e tangent to its,

graph at the.,pbini Pofi,f(a)]. We proceed just,as in the above example. Choose
,
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"aril:Aber point on the curve Pix f(x)) and find the slope at tile secantline

through these 'No panta.

'The.slope of this line is given hy..

f(x)
slope of P P - r(a)

0 x a

Now we let' P move along the curve toward' Po'or (wIt is saying the,same thing)
f(x) Its.) <let A approach a.:Then the limiting value of the ratio -

ls-the
x - a

slope at the line tangent to the graph at the point. talf(a)). Note that the

ratio

f(A) - f(a)
- a

' ia.meaningless when x = a. We.cannot let x.= a. in this ratio. We must let x

apprOach a and find the limiting value of the ratio.

Me,are now ready to !pale the most basic defirlition of differential calCulus.

Definition 1. 471it deriliative of f at,a written f:"(a)

ft(a) = fim 11x) f(a)
x-i,a x a

given1py

We shall pee'that the'dbrivati ve arises in many other problems than that of

finding tangent lines to Curves.

-Consider an.object br particle mOving on a line. Let s(t) represent*he

-displacement'of,the particle from a fixed point displacements.on ope

"side of the,point beineposittve, displacementi oNthe.other side being negative.

Now considv the .problem of defining the velocity of the particle at a particular

'time t
'

We cannot.see what this should be at first. It ip easier to consider
0

average velOcity. ,The aVerage velocity between the times t1 and to is'deffned

as being the change in dispAcement divided by the elapsed time. That is)

-(t 2) s(t )
1

0
k ti

The student will prcbably agree that te find an approximation to the instantaneous
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fvelocity.,at the time to, he would.choose a time

the average velocity between timea to :a:/la. t,

s(t). s(to)

:t - t

very plose to

0

11.

0
and find

:The closer t ia to t the better the approximation to the instantaneous velo-

city at tide to; It should seem reasonable then to define the instantaneoUs

'velocity at time -to to be "" -

s(t) s(t )
4 V(t ) = lim

t
t t t

0

Camparing this expression with the Definition 11 we see that v(i is nothing

more nor less than the derivative sqt
0 *
) The subject of differential calculus

is devoted to the exiioration of the applications.and consequences of the defini-

tion of the derivative.

'There follow two examples showing how to compute derivatives.

pcample .1. We consider the function f Idefined by

and compute f'(2).

My definition

fi(21 lim f(x)'- 112>

x3 - 23
07).7-77-

X-*2

Now, re ailing haw to facor the difference of two cubes,we see that

23 ='( - 2)(x2 + 23( + 4). -49

Thus
11 2f'.(2) = 2-tx

+ 2x + 4).
x - 2

x -'2
Here as x approaches 21 the first factor - remains equal to' 1 ,while

x 2

' the second factor x
2
+ 2n + 4 approaches 12. Therefore

ibtample 2. Let g be
* 7

4y definition

f'(2) = 12.

function defined by g(x) = .47. Find g'(3).

.g'(3) = Urn g(x)x

x-03

= lim
x43 x

AT(

17, P.p..)



We.are.lased to rationalizing the denominator of eractions. Here it turns out to

be useful to rationdlize the numerator. %bus

TherefOre

W(3) = lim -11±-125- . liE 21-1.-1

x 3

x 3".4

Zr-r7r77

3

-, 3
Now, as x approaches 3, the first factor

x
-

*remains equal to while
x- 3

the,second Vac-tor ,---7--.,... approaches .-- Th__ r-, erefore
lx.+ 13 213

g'(3) 7

A slight change in dur notation makes it possible, by using the same methods.

as dbove, to-find'the values Of f1(x) for all valp,es of. x by.means of a single

computation. Consider e: furk7tion f /Etna considerthe prdblem of finding-the

slope of the line tangent to f at the point P0Ex,f(X)1.- 'Again take anotiler

point on the curve lq,x + h, fx + hl] and-find the slope of tlie secant line

P P.
0

f(x+h ) - 1(x)

We see that

x+h

slope of
f(x + f(x)

P -
PO

Letting h. approach 0, then P approaches. P0 and we see that the slope of

the tangent line to thecurve.at the point [xlf(x)] is given by

lim
f(x + h) - We therefore have an alternate form ofble definition of.

h

the derivative.

Definition 2. The d;iivatilie of f at x 'written f'(x) is givenlay

-V(x) =61im f(x h)*- f(x)

4 ,

We see from this fOrm of.the'definition'that..differentiati'on (the ndme for

the prodess.of obtaning the derivative) yields a new function f' called the
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derived :function of f or -dimply the derivative of f# The work fOr temple 2,

using this notation, in an f011owsz

boampie g(x) =AL to find e(x).

BriMTTEITion

Noting that

we have

fAs

W(x) tallatix h)
g(x)

h*0

=.1im A77* h.- 'IC.

h-1.0 h

r-
-

-T-T1 137-1 - x+h-x
vx

h

g*(x)
h

h Approaches 0, the first factor remains equal to 1-While
1

approaches 777:* I110
2ix

g ( X) =

The derivatives of tbe sine and .6osine functions.

We will compute the derivates of the function

-but first it will be necessary to recall how sin x and 'cos x are defined. On

-the unit circle in the-Cartesian plane (i.e., the circle with center at the ori-

gin and radius 1) measure off in a counterclockwise sense fram the point A(110)

an arc of length *,x.

a

Drop a perpendicular PB from the point P to the line OA.

4.
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,The length I Of the segment AP is less than ix1 (straight line Is shortest

distance between tvy points). Me length m of the segment All is.less than:

2A (Hypotienuse Opright triangle is longer than either leg.) The lengtil m of

'the segment AB is equal to 1 - cos x. Thus

Cos X = m <I <

I < COS X.

Nowilet vs Cool:kite f'(x) where f(x) = sin x. By definition (1)

fw) = Um + k(x)
lim

sin (1: + h)"-- sin x

h
114.0

35ra vell-known formula- of trigonometry,

Therefore,

/
sin (x h) = sin x cbs h cos' x sin'h.

fl(10' sin x cos h cbs x sin h - sin h
12h.0 ,

= lira ',cos 'x
sin h

- sin x J

cos hi

h.
h-*0

(1)

It isevidentfrom this last expression that it is necessary to detccrmine what
0 sin h 1 - cos h
happens'to th5 rativs and as h approaches O.

Let 02.A. B, X be as in the preceding figure with 0 < x Draw,a per-

pendicular to OA meeting OP extended,at Q. Note that the length of

PB = sin x length,of AQ = tat x. Parther note that

io that

triangular region ,OAP <-sector OAP < triangular region OAQ

area of 60AP < aresof sector OAP < area of LLO.Q.



The areast these three, regions are 'seen to be
1

area of .60AP,:= -2-sin x

1
area of sector OAP = -x

. 2
x.

Thererore

wheve

so that

1 1 11-sin x < -gx < -2-tan x

sin x < xi< tan x

sin1 < cos x

sin x
COS

X

for P < x < (It shcitil7d also be clep.r that this formula holds as well for

< 0.) Recalling from (1) that ooS x > 1 - xl we havea
>ALA ..lx1

fgr 0 < ix' <1.L.
2

Now, .1.1m (1 - I ) = 1 so- that
sin x

which is squeezed between 1 andxx40
1 - xl, must also approach 1 as x-o. 0. Thus

sin xUM = 1
X16 x,

__ hor LiM = ls
114.0

2 2 x
Recalling the'lbwmula sin e . 1 10)COS Op we See that'-1 - cos x = sin - so

2
that

2 x 0 x
1 - cos x 2 2_ __ . = a P.

X x a x
. 2 2

,In this product 'it is seen that as x-4 0 the first factor approaches, 0 while
'each of the -other factors approach, 1. Therefore

1 - cos x 0 1llm - or Aim
x.+0 h.+ 0

- cos h 0, .

Now we are ready to return to the pr9blem of finding ft(x) where

f(x) = sin x. We had alreadi shown that

sin 2 sin h cos hft(x) = lim Sin (x + (ir). cos x rnh ' h hh4.0 . . 1340

Since sin h -4.1 as h -4 0 and 1 cos h'.4. 0 as h- 0, we find that
)
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r'(x) = 1 cos h 0-

mlhods may be engabyed
e(x) x. This is left as'

1.

sin x = pop

to show that, if g(x) = cos
an exercise for the student.

/.18o
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STUDENT TENT

lhapter 4'

LIMITS

_We have,seen inIthe previous chapter that the basiC concept Of the deriva-

tive vas defined in terms of-limits4in this vay:

ft(a) liM,f(x) f(a)
x - axa

,

What is meant by a limit ve left more or less to the intuition. SWe did give a

statement that looked somghat l, e a definition vhen we said sucih things as,

x2 - 1, = 2
x - 1

-gears that gets clOser and closer,to 2 as x gets closer and closer
x'- 1

to 14 The troUble vith this alleged "definitionw is'that it involies the use

of the expressions "gets" and "closer'and.closer" vhich have'no precise mathe-

malical meaning and may, ih fact, mean different ttings to differeht people'.

Me certainly ao not,vish to "knock" intuition; it is'in the-intulrfton that

all concepts'originate. In fact, oUr intuitive idea of limit was adRquate to

bandle,all the limit problems Met in the'last chapter. Atter th`e dIscuSsion in
x2

,,,that chapter the student should be convinced, for example; that lim = 2.
x-.01

The student ought to feel that any improved definition oflimit,had Vetter yield
x2 1

the answer 2 for lim
x 1

or else this definition is'just no good.
x.4.1

'The.intUitive idea,of limit has been quite useful, and has enables us to

solve a number of prOblems. But as .we 'strive -to extend our,knovledge of the pro-
.

'cess of differentiation by deriving various rules and consequences or theorema

relating to differentiation;:the.intuitive concePt of limit becomes inadequate.

What is needed is apprecise definition of limit in terms of previously coun-

tered matheMatical concepts, such as nuMber, equalitir and inequality, and the

logical idea of

if..., then ... 4

The'proper definition is; however, not very easy to come by. In fact, for

150 'years after.the.,first great flowering of the calculus, inspired primarily by

Ilaac wton, th'greatest minds of the age struggled vith the concept of'the

-'1Imit befoi-e the irecise definition vas finally formulated. We do not expect the

student reading this text to spend as long as that in mastering the concept of
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limit; but neither do we expect this mastery to eome,overnight. Iire expect, based .
-A

on a great-deal of experience with other students, that the reader will require

several sears to develop complete insight into the implications of.this

tion and tO develop the technique 4,Using it properly to prOVe theorems. We

emphatically do not-mean to assert that the student will be unable to go on .with'

the.study of:calculus until he hss thoroughly mastered th16,definition. Analo-

gously, we-would not say that a student cannot learn to play the piano without,'

having first mastered ail the intracacies of the music& theory of harmony,.
/-

, Let,us return to-the phrase "as x gets closer and closer to a then f(x)

gets closer and closer to L." This can be expressed in the form "as the dis

tance between x and a gets, very small then the distance between f(x) ana: L

gets very &Mall," or, equivalently, "As Ix - al gets very small, then

If(x)', LI gets very small." The word "gets" seems to tie the whole:concept up

with the idea of motion from which we should like to disentangle oursielves. We

might tiv the Wording: "If Ix -
.

is sufficiently smal then j(x) LI is

very small."

It will pay us to-forget for a Vhile the smallness of Ix - al and fix our

attention On the smallness of If(x) - LI. How small is small? Wil it help to

show that If(x) - LI < .1? to show that If(x) - LI < .611 We rec gnize that

smallness is relative. Ale can say what we mean by asserting that one

mnaller than another,l.but not what we mean by'saying that a number is

It doesn't help to show t)liat' If(x) - LI < .1, or that

less than any paiticular -"standard of closeness."

If, however; we were able to say-that If(x) - LI

dard of smallness," i.e., that for any positive nuMber

urely we would be juaified in saying that If(x) LI

nuniber is

small.

< .01 iS

is less than any "stan-

El, If(x) LI < e, theri

ip small. The trouble

this is that if .c.r sow value of x, 11(x) - LI < e for every positive

number el then for this value of x, If(x) - L1 must be equal to Zero. For if'

If(x) - LI = a > 0, then it is not true that 1f(x) - LI ; It so that

If(x) LI < E does not hold for every positive number E.

Such considerations .1.ed eighteenth century mathematicians to grope for quan-

tities called "infinitePimals" which were Infinitely small, yet not zero. Az we .

can see, such quantities could not be nuMbers. Today such ideas are completely

rejected and relegated to the category of mysticism with the "philosopher's time"

and "phlogiston." Happily there is no need for such mysticism.

Returning again to the problem of showing that

If(X) - LI < E
alo

1821 ,



for every positive nuMber E, we will find that me can actually show this' if'we

reverse the order of doing things. That is; first weipick the positive nuMber

.and then:Shaw that foi certain numbers x we mill have

tf(x) Td < E.

The set of thesenuMbers x for which this inequality holas will depend on the

-dboice of E. We do not saythat. there are any-numbers x such that

If(x) LI < E.

holds for*all positive numbers. E. We rather say that for each positive numb'er

E there are numbers x for which

If(x) - LI <

Now'we ask, "For what values pr x do me wish to be able to show that

If(x) - LI < E holds?" The answer is, "for all x sufficiently close to al"

or, "for all nuMberA x within a certain dis.tange of a (but not equal to ,a)."

In other words we would like to be able to show that for every positive nudber' Ej

there can be found a positive number 6 so that for all nuMbers X in the inter-

vai (a - 6, a + 6) (except for a 'itself), we will-have If(x) - LI < E. This,

slighily restated, is the desired definitign of f(x).-+L as x--- a.

Definition. We say that f(x)-+L as x a if for every positive number E

there is a positive uumber 6 such that, if 0 < jx - al < 6 'then

If(x)' - LI < E.

Put back into 1ie sort of language we started out with, this definition might

be worded: no matter how close It might be required that f(x) should be tb L

(mithin E of), this degree of *closeness

(4

an be guaranteed by insisting tha.pt x.

should be sufficiently close to a (within 6 of).

it is remarkable to note that in the finaf definition there is no mention of

smallness. What happened to it? Where did it go? The answer is that the idea

6f smallness is hidden in the arbitrariness of e. If we can obtain a suitable

b for every positive 'E, then me can certainly do it for small E no matter

what me may mean by small.

The meaning of the Above definition is best appreciated if we see what it

means geometrically.. We wish to show that f(x)-+L as x.-0. a. (We will first

consider the problem 'without the,graph of f being drawn so as to avoid any

bias.) First locate a: on the x,axis and L on the y-axis, as in Figure la.

Next chocAe some number E > 0 and draw the lines y = L + E and ys= L- .

Nam me umst find a number 6 > 0 so that for any number x in the interval

I



0.1

. a

. Figure la.

e

a

Figure lb.

a,.6 a aiti

Figure le, ,

a - 6, a 6) except elf, f(x) will be between .L -,e and L te,

.See Figure lc. This meaat for all' x with 0 < Ix ai : 61 the point

(x,f(x)) of the graph of fi will lie in the shaded horizontal strip of Figure

1.c. Thus all points of,the graph of f lying in the shaded vertical. strip wiil

also lie in the shaded horizontal strip. Next we repeaLttie drawings of Figures

lb and lc with the graph of f included.

L.E 7Fiifi&7

'Figure 2a,

a sa,-.6 a a+b

Figure 2b.

With e as ilAicate gure 2a we have sUcceeded in finding a number 6 with

the required property n.Figure 2b. We can see that we might have chosen a

little larger or to be any smaller number than we actually did. 4We were not re-

quired to find the least possible value for 1 just a ligiuel and that ir did.

We note that finding the 6 for this particular e does not show that f(x)-+L

as x--0 a, but if Ng could show somehow that for'every > 0 there can be found

a 6 > 0 with the desired properties, then ve could be sure that f(x) L as

x a.

],efore attempting anything s6 mibitious as showing t e existence of a suit-

-able 6 for every e, let'us Consider a problem in which we show the existence



et a suitable 8 for a particular C.

,ln the problem of showing that

x
2*

'aa 2

we would have to show that for each E > 0 there is a b > sue that

if Q < Ix - 21 ,< b., then 1 x2 - 4rte.

let us see whether we can find a suitable b when E = .5. We must find a num-

ber 6, > 0 such that for all nuniheksi x differing from 2 'by less than x2

will differ from 4 bz less than .5. 'Letls,tir a guess. Try 6 = .1. Now, if

0 < Ix - 21 < b then 1.941.< x 2.1, so that 3.61 < x2 < 4.411 to that

;e39 < x2 - 4 < .41, whence 1x2 - 41 < .41. A lucky 'guess!

lbe studentmight be interested to knoW that for this particular problem, ,

showing that x2-44 .,as 'x-+ 2, onc;.e>0 has beeh choseh a suitable

maybe foUnd by choosing any nuMber satisfyin 0 < 6 < 4,r 2. We show this

graPhically

A nuMber b will "work".for a given c

region. We remind the stugent that in

largest 6 'which 1411.:01brk for a give

'portant facts, to wit: .

if a certain value of will work for a gtven valuc,of E) then any

smaller\(positive) valufof b will al o work.fdr this c;

and

he point (EA) lies in the shaded

ete problems we never need to find the

E. This graph does illustrate two im-
4

if a certain value of 6 will work for a given value of e, then this

value of 6 will work for any larger value e.

These properties are equivaleno saying that the graph of the suitable values
111",

of 6 and E is always the region below the graph of a monotonely inereasing

'fUriation.

Let us look at a particular problem and try to find a suitable 6 for each

value of 4
E. Consider the problem of showing that

1 1
as x--P 1.

+ x2 2

We must allow that foi every c >0 there is s 6> 0 such that



b < <..15, then 17---1--3

. - . ..
time being we sem what we Can learn -about whitt 0

..

11' < 6 implies about"

l

.. .

.

. vailardless of how the positiie.number 6. may be cbjn. . Now;

.44

I.

' ..if 0 lc - 11 < 5.
g'

.

1 - 1 1 2 - 1 - x.
then 2 2t 2K1 + X )

,

I. 1 - x.21

s. 2(1 + x2)
Ii - xlil +

2(1 + x2.)
l'SlFxj

2(1 + x-14

4.4. .5

S.

These .easily followed, steps
'&1-'6 all algebraic simplifi-
mtions which, dq,not make
use of the fal.et that #

0 < IX if '<

.,s

I i -47 x I I rom- ihe 0.ct that
e) fr

< el '2(1+

x2 ix - If< 6.
L4:14

2 2
Triangle inequa,lity.

1 + i + x + x
1

.

' .
1 +" ki Since size of denominator

< 6
.. .i. (1 'fri. *2) #, has .been deereaseil.

s
..

V

4.0

, . ..- < o .
. ..

...
4

4 1 a 4, ' 4

...111he last ,step .aboye follows from the fact that for all numbers x the numerator ,

Ix.i . I.
'of the fraction

1 ....t is less than the denominator) which in 'turn follows
- 2 . V '

a i 1 2-
. from the fact that for all numbers, x we have txr <A, + x This is obvious if
lx1 < 11 whp.e if' 141.1.> 1 tilen Tx) < x2., _Not haliing said anything about 6.. .

,
(except tat it is positive) we have suCiceeded in:Showing that-

if 0 <- Ix 11 < 61 then [-"1
.- < 6

l'+ x2, 2
1

0 < lx 11 < 6 will also satisfy

dqual to will therefore be "true

i .01:any .ntiml?er x satidfying

2
-.1 < aj. If we now choose 6

x
that,

4.

4
4

l+k

< 5, then
1

1 + x
4

'(



LIMITSSUPPLEMENT

Almost *ale Only way in which one can see.' how the e-rel definition of a.limit

came natural4 aut of.the intuitive concept of limit is through a perteS of clues-

tions and answers which force the refinement of the ideas.:Ide therefOre PreSent

-the follawing imaginary conversation betweentWo high school,caleulus students.
1.

It took place several Aars ago. Ibis explains why the dialogUe.is not'in the
,\

most up-to-date,teen-age ididm.

Joi)n and Plary are just valking.down the halr.after their last period .cliticu-

lus Class. 6As.the discussion gets more invaped, they walk into an empty class-

oom.and continue the discussion ai the blackboard.
I .

Mary: I difin't understand that limits business aeall;
7".

'John..., thought rlanderstood it.pretty well. What's your problem?

Mary: Well, the teacher.wited mowfiat is the limit of ox, as x Spproaches

and I didn't know.

Jo n: That's easy; the'answer is

Mary: I see.' 'You JUA substituted P for x in x and6got 4.

Johnv Bo. That' not it,at all., It doesn't have anything to do with'what hap-
.

pens when x is opal ti; Say--wait a minute--that is haw I got the

answer, isn't it?

Mary: You're doing a great job or expfaining this.

John: Bow ldok; Mary, if you take that attitude yoU're never going to understand
4 4

antbing'about limits.

Mary: So what?

. John: lou're studying differential calculus. Tbat's all about derivatives'.

You're interested4n derivativ'es, aren't you?

*try: We171-1 -yes, but

Jahnff Well, derivativeS'aie defined,in terms' of limits', and, unless you Under-
.

stand something about limits you'can't understand derivatives--not really.

Mary: O.K. Let's 111.7 again:
p t

. h
....MM.: -qou see; sometimes-you can get the answer that way--by substituting inll.

*but n6t, always. For exaMple, Vhe limit of ----- as x apprOaches 06

1, and you can't get that one by substituting x';'.0
sin x

n --4---r-, ean.you?
. x

.
.

.
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11.4

*

sin x
-Mary: Goo .6 ess me! If you substituted x = 0 in ---17w1 you voyld get. by.amd

everybody knows abOtt that.

,s. John:. That's the idea. 'Now) when I'say thast the liMdt of x2 Is 4 as x*

proaches 2) I mean that for nuMbers x' which are very Close to 21 thp

vale of x2 wilThteltery nearly eqUal to 4; that is to say) if'you use

4 in place of. x2 .the etror-will be .ver/ismall.

MarY: amall? You mean like -1)000)000.'

John,: Whal? Oh; goodipief) I see'what. yoylre thinking. You think that by

small I mean far to the left on.the number line. That isn't.what I mean

at, all. What 3:mean when I pay ithat,Ve error made in using .4 ,in place

of' x2 is small is. that the distance between the nuMbers x2 aLl 4 .

will be nearly zero. Maybe it would have bfen cleaker if I'd said that'

lx2 41 will be small.

Yes.) that is.clearer) but I'm losing the gist of the argument.

John: *Well) it adds up to this.. What we mean yhen'we say that the lindt of x

is 4 as x approaches 2 is that for values of x close to 2 the

ri
value of Ix

2
41 1141 be small.

Mary: What's so specialltabout It also betrue thit'the value of

(
de*

.x,Jolin: Oh yes) but noi nearly small ehoughl--For values of x vary) very clop;

to 21 the valUe of lx2 4.91' 411 be 'aboUt .01 which isn't so very

small.
0

I don't get it. What ho you mean by small? How &Mall is small anyhoW?

John: I guess what I really mean is that,' lx2 - 41 is as small as *Al like. NO

lx2matter how small'a positive number you_give me) 'I can show that - 41

t,

is still.smaller.
*

'
Mary: That'would.mean.that lx '-woutd have to be less than every positive

, nabey.

John: 'That's,right.

Mary: But since 'lx is the
4 absolute value df something) it can't_be less

N

2

than zeros

Aat's rfert.
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..Mary: Well then, lx2 - 41 aan only be zera betaufie there is no posfiive. number

.which is less than eliery positive nuMber. Mgt ir ix - 14 I is zero, then

x isequal to 2 or -2.

Sohn: Oh, well, you see--hm-m-m.

Mary: I said

John: No, I remember what you

you've got me all mixed
4

a.

Mary:

John:

Mary:

John:

a

Ma.rY:

John:

Goodbye, Johliny.

just a minuta, just a'minute.

Now that is ...I how'q_tgat in?

said. But, let's see Nrel-l-1 ... goeh,

up.

O.K. What is it?

I'm beginning to see it now. Don't-go away:

Look'. 'Here's how it goes. When I say that lihe-limit ofN2 is 4 fas x,1
2,

approaches 2, I mean that the error between x and 4 can be made as

small as you ..).ike by requiringithat x be sufficiently close to 2. 'That
4

ber and say that you don't want the error to.ex-

have to fintanother numbefsso that, when the dis-
.4hk 4

is:less than hy nuMber, theh.the error between

Is, flou pick oat a num

ceed that.number then:I

tame betwen and, 2

x
2

angi. 4 will-be less than your number.

YoZcan%do tbat?

Try me.

Mary:. .

: What?

Mary: I doq't want ihe error to exceed .

a.

4
Jcihm .0%, yes. Well, lei's see; that means that I have to fihd.another,number

, /

, I'll Call it d, so-that whenthe diStance Iretween .x and 2 id less than-
.

d then the error will be less than .3. Maybe it would be easier to6'start

lby looking at the graph.



*

it

John: There is the graph of f(x) smt X2. The x2 is the height of.a point on

the graph. You want to be within .3 -'of1%;-zo-that--1--awili.--draw

horizontal lines at a diStance .3 from 'the line y 4 both above and

2below.

4.
-43

3.7

2 \
The values of x for Which x is within .3 of 4 Ifni be the values

of x for which the .point on the graph lies between these two

*
Nary: I'm with you so far.

John: Now, look at the points where these two lines cross the graph and

drop projections, I get this picture.

4.43
-

3.7.

Now, if I let d be the smaller or-the two numbers 147 - 2 and

:,

2 - ITT, :Oen you-can see that for all nuMbers x v4.thin, a laistance d. i

of 2 the erior between x
2

and 4, will be less than .31 as you-can, .

tee from tile graph. No

'Mary: You did it, but there's just One thing; tp choose d. to be 'the smaller of
-1475 2 24 itnd 2 - 137 seen s. raiher awkward.. Wouldn't it.be O.K. to use

'a imaller but more easily written number for dZ

,JOhn: That's a good idea. didn't say that I had to find the largest possIble:,

value of- d whieh would work. a If it'_s'ttrue that jx2 - 41 < .3 for alleN
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numbers x between 2 - d. and 2 + d, then it will certainly work for
all numbers x between a - 6 and 2 + 6 when 6 is smaller than d.

Mary: I see' why that is true . It' s because the numbers x between 2 - § and

2 + 6 will be a subset of the numbers x between 2 - d, and 24 d.
`You can see ;that from this picture..

1 1 I. 1

'2-d 2t5 2 2+d

Anything that's tjie fo'r al14members of a set 'will arso be true for all
members of any sdbset. .

John: That!s what I meant but yau put it muCh etter than I did. Now let's see.
What,simply expresseri number could I use for d? It looks like .05

ought to work. Now, (2 + .C5) .2025 and : (2 - .*.1:5')2 5- 3.tiO25'; Both

1 of thc.:e numbers are within .3 of the ,number 4, and since the, function .
b

f(X) '''' .06, is increasipg, 'it will be trilk that .x2 will he within .3 Of

the numbcr I 4 .for ail x between 2 - .1:- and 2 + .-(b. That means
..

.C5 as a t3uftli.ble value for 4d. .,

Mary: That was quite .a. lot of SOrk Doe at ow that the limit Of x'
.

'14

asb ix approaches 2?.

v . John,: Not yet. I have to be able t show that I can-ko through the same process ..

.4 rAR,imatter how small you insist t at the emir should 136, . I think,that I
,

, -can fornulat4 the isda a6)%ittl bettert
now.

:

Mstry: How?

JP

, .
2John: 'Vela, when I'say "that e limit of i 4 as x approaches "2, what

"nein is this: ou give me a positixe nupber '"e, 'for error, I. will be,
.able to, find a po itive number d, foT di stanc41, s..9 "that -for any, nuMber x

whose dist13.nce from 2 is less limn- it Will be true that th error
' between x and 2 wi 1 e less than.. e:

4

Mary: That's a niouthful.

John: I can awl,/ what it means WI a graph.

Mary: O.K., show me, Johnny. Well, do so.by all m'eans.

a

a

iohn: Now., suppose that you .give me a el. 1'41 represent 3k-by ;he iength. oT

this itesment: klow I'll draw, horizon-ear lines at heights 4 -' ana
E çñ tthe.1 graph.

4

1

I. .or



4. /

\;...**
Noy, I'll give you a nuMber d; I'll represent it by the length of this

. tiny segment: '. Now you.can,check that, for:all numbers. x Whos4 dis-

tance from 2 is less han dllyou'll have k
2

differing from 4 'bi less
.

...

.

than e by clrawing hCrizontai'lines thrOugh 2 - d and 2 + d.

4+e

4

Mary: T'think I've got it. , 2-d 2+d .

2
.

John: Well, I see the_idea a lot clearer now, too.

I.

Mary: Can yod.get rid of that "you give me and I'll give you" IDA?

John: I'll tr By saying-the, limte of x2- is 4 as '31{ approache's 2, ',mean

4 that for every pgSitive number e there is a pvitive number 1 so that,

the 'distance be.eween x\ avd 2 is,less than d, Lthen the error bqtween0

x
2'

and 4 4 less than e.
. )

Mary: Isthinl; I can clean that'statement mp a little bit more.

that the distance between x and 2 NiS just 'Ix !^ 21?

! 'X'

Jonn: That's right. ç.
Mary:. And the error between x2.e,A8. is

. John: Rfght.again.
S.

1 Or-
,...)

l92 **

Isn't it true



Well then, your statement can be worded: "The limit of x
2

is 4 as x

approaches 2" pleans that for every positive number e there ii a positive

number d *,that every number x which satisfies Ix - 21 4 will

also satisfy lx2 - 41 < e.

John; Slick! Say, you can boil it down a little more, like this: b"Tile limit of'
2

x is 4. as x approaches 0 means that for each e > 0 there is a

d > 0 so that

if 1x - 21 <ci, then <e.
ft

Mary: .D0es that say the-same thing L'said?

ic- II
John: Sure. You:see, afterfru-say "for each e >40 therelis,a d>'0 ....""

these numbers e and d have been chosen and are fixed. .The "Ix 21
and "1x2 - 41. < " -which come up ,afterWard are conditions on x; there's

-.

nothing elste for them to be.;conditions on; "if. Ax.-'21 <,d, then

1,x2 - 41 < e" poult be 'read as:. .

'.1If xj.. is a nuMbe satisfying 21 <d then x- 'also- satisfi4s..

1x2. - 41 < e."

Mary: You know, Johnny, this business or limits is coming through to me.
!

I think
oh

I'ye got it. I think I see how 1pr state the idea in generalnow.'
V

.11ohn: Go ahead.

Mali,: Well, t limit of f(x) is -L as x approaches a means that for.

every4,e >, 0 theTe,is a d > 0 sp that

, if lx - al < d then (x) LI

John: You t've got--.44: IWe ot, it, tcio. '

Mary: There s agst one thing.
tt

John: What?
4.4
.'Mary: I thought you said thgt the valUe of the'limitlef f(x). as x approach

doesn't have anythiag to do with the value of f(a). Wep., according

to the definitpon we've got, if you substitute a for x in lx - a
4

t .

. 4

you'll have zero which is less than the positive nuMber d, no ma-tter what'

it is. Ths:t Fteans that if(a)- - LI < e -fcer every positive'nubber .e.
1 4

. And that can only happen if f(a) =.1.., We've be'elrithroUgh that before..
4,

.. .
.

John: Gt.lch!

Mary: Does. the' whole thing fall apart?

9
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John: Ohl I do&' think so. All you have to .do is say or .emark that yOu don't.
pay anything about, what happens when '; Wait a minute;..'itts -easy to

do. Instead of saying

ye .say
a as

if Ix-al <11 then df(x)'- e,

x then. tf(x). L < e.,

'Putting ,in that 0 < a rules. at x = al and it rules mit nothihg else.
Now the 'definition goes like 'this:

A

The 11.mit. of f(x) .is. L 'as x approaches a. )neans: for everS,

there A's a d' > 0 'so that

6

4Johnny

kids yo).1'..

if 0 < - al < 4) then f(x) *- LI <e.
-.

'you've explained i*t° to *ie. You're jUpt brillia/A I could
.

,

. .
,John:' 'Peel free:4

, . .-

.. 14a;iy :4'. Some other time.' I haie one more quedtion. What happened to all that
. . .

2busin9'fre about ix - 4t being small?

John: Well, for .gosh just 'disappeared.

Mhere did.it go? .
John.: ,I vies& *that it's still there, only you deil't haVe to talk about it.

Mary: What do you m9alln?

John: When you Say.tthat. you can do thi's thinefor any positive vumalber
includes the small. ones, no mdtter .what,'you mean by "small."

I..;-I gue SS that' s it.

4

1-94
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STUDENT Ma
WOMMAM

ChaPter 5

TUOHY =APPLICATIONS OF TRE DERIVATIVE

3.3 The Cha Rule

EXiavlie 1. A b I dropped out of.a window falls 126t2 feet in t seconds. Ail

observer is watching from another window at the same height 48 feet away. At

what rate is the distance of the ballifrom the observer increasing two seconds

after the ball 1.s dropped?
/

To rollie this prohlem we must first find an expression for:the distance,

s(t) beeen the .observer and the ball.at,time t. This is seen to be thephypot-

enUse of a right triangle'vith the twO sides given in the data.

Thus

48

s(t) = + (16t2?

The rate of change of" s(t) .when t = 2 is $ '(2). The evaluation'of sl(2

or of s'(t) from the defLition Of the derivative is going to be rather messy,N
to say the least, s(t) can be expressed in the form

where

an-d

s(t) = f(g(t))

g(t) = 482 + 256t4

f(x) =

We see that the fUn.ction s is the composition of the fUnctiont 'f and g. The

-derivatives of f and g are easily computed by rules already learhed. Thus

1 .

fl(x) =
2Ix '

)1'

1624t .

The question that naturally arises is: Clan we somehow, through our knowledge of

the derivatives of f and g compute the derivative of the composition .s of

Q195



these two functions?

Ile can indeed,, 'and we will proceed to do so forthwith. The theorem that

gives 'this relationship between the derivatives Of two fUnetions and the deriva-

tive of their conalosition is calilaAhe "chain rule" for reaslms Which will pres-

ently bittome apparent. -

. 'Suppose .A)e know that (A) and, f' (g(a)) exist. lie let s(X) =

and we introduce the letter b to stand for g(a) 'and will use b and g(a)

interdhangeably, Whillever seems' most convenient. lie recall that 'the fact f' (b)

exists asaures us th$

f(u) f(b) = fl(b) (u - b) + Ti(11)(1.1 ) (I)

where'

lim ri(u) r(b) = 0. (2)

/ u4.1)

Ve prefer to )(bewrite (1) in the form

f(u) - f(b) = [f'.(b).+ Ti(u)i(u b).

Now we make some simple calculations.

f(gix)).- f(b) If"(b) + n(g(x)))(gx) -

Thus

s(4
-

s(a). f(g(;)1 f(g(a)) If"(b) +:1:41(g(x))
a x a

whence

0
lim s(x) = :(a)' = lii [f (b) '+-1(g(x.))] lim g(k)x : g8.13J

x
x.+a .,,, . x+e. ,, x-os

= [ft(b) + lim n(g(x)))' lim gx/'- g(4).

provided that these limits exist. df 'couiae lim i4(x) '$(a) g' (a). :As f.:62-

k
X - a

. the limit Iim n(64, the theorlrn on the limit' of ,omiiosiie TunCtioris applies,

x+a
here since the existence'- of the: deriVative 0' (S.). assure6 us'' that

,-,

lim g(x) = g:(a) = b

,x+a

while by 2), 1.1 is continUous at b. Thus
v

- ilm n (e )

X-Pa

=n(b)-=



,

*And noW ye find that

S'(a) = lim s
- a

ti"(b). (x)4) lim i(x) g(a)

x.+a
x a

(f',(b) \O) gq.a.)

f'(g(s.)g\.(a).

Let us return to the example at the beginning 6f this section.. 'Here we had
-

found that if

'then

where

s(t). 256t4

s(t). f(g(t))

g(t) = 482 + 256t4, f(x) = 16-c

The probliim was io find st 2). 'irom the chain rule we learn that

st(2) = fl(g(2);

°Now we compute the- cmpLicentparts of 'this last expression.

. .g1(t) = 10244..3 so :that g' ( 2) = 1024 8

and

Therefore

g(2) = 482 + 256 -24 = 2304 + 4c96 6400,

1ft (x) = so that ..
' 21x i(g(2))

sq2) lO21V 8 218o -1024 8 51.2.
2g400

The answer to the problem is then that the distance of the ball from the observer

is increasing at. 51.2 ft/sec.

Ay

Here 1 another example:

srx
ExaMple-2. -f(x)

'?
'01(x)) where g(Y) = sin' y. and h(x) =

arid 111.(x)'= ay, Thus
2

f10) '411(3)) hi(3).= (cos

Substituting
.*

noy, 4.63'60

3gr2-cos E. =

x. tor a in the conclusion of Theorem 1 yields
.P.

*t()t). = 1:1 (13(x.))gl(x).
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1* may therefore restate the theorem in the form:

Theorem la. .If Ox) and' fi(g(x)) exist, then bixf(g(x)) =10g(x))1e(x).

&ami:ae 1. Find tlx(5 + 3;2)27*.

One method of solving 101s problem would be to expand (5 + 3x21'27 by means of

the binomiel theoreiands tgen Zoo differentiate, temby term. But this would

clearly be unpleaSa.A. Tbe chain,rule yields & Simple solution as folloWt:

4 (5 .+ 3X2)27*= f(g(x)),

'where

g(xl = 5 + 3x2 and f(y)

Now

. Thas

g'(x).= 6x while ft(y) =
2726

Dx(5, + 3x
2)

= 27(5 + -32)
2,26

6x . 162x(5 + 3x )

The motiVation Por the name "chain rule" will be seen from tge following

extension. Consider the problem of firiding

Dxr(g(h(xj))'-

Introdape the notation,

s(x)

Then
,/

Dxqs(h(x))) = Dxf(s(x)) =,f'(s(x)) esqx)

by means o' t e chain rule. But using the chain rule again

so that

sl(x) =,g (h(x)) .h'(x)

Dxf(g(h(x))) = V(e(h(x))) (x)) n*.(x).'

Let us use this formula to compute

Here

where

so that

.
Therefore

D sin 11 + x2.

cos (IT + 2) = ftg(h(x)))

f(y) = cos y, g(z) = Th(x) = 1 + x2,

f'(y) = -sin yi g(z) h(x) =

1
Ix
sin 4 2 2

x ))
1

sin (477)NI

! 211 t x + xd
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STUMEIbEXT,:

Chapter6.,

REA AND INTEGRAL.
,s(revised),

Axes., a's we treated the idea in the introduction wap not defined but ac-
4

cepted as intuitivelyknown lie did not question the idea that a region with a
,

curved boundary hap a definite numerical area but began'ulth the implicit belief

that it doep, and then we proCeedea to express this arga in terme ot.a kind of ...)j

Amit, the'integral. Considering the question'again, we hardly' see h9w totde-
,

scrit;e the area of such a Tegion excet as a limit. Given, a region, our me od

-picks out a number which we take to be the areak in effeit, the method defines

the area. We shall have to take this definitiop of area ari.ived at intuitively
IA

and lake a statetient of it in terms as precise and unambiguous as Nei cam."

6.1 The Zntuitive Conce of Area.

Behina our mfii.V,zod

t .

of determining the arte-of a region, there lie a. Pew
-"

elementary preconceived eas about area thatwe.tever stated oUtright. These

are,the plain common-sense easby which People buy anesell.aCreage-eveii,
.%

The ideAs are illustrated b the figures below and,broughtimi.by,,the following.

Figure la.

S.

Figure lb.. Figure lc .

MOntal Exercises .

A
.

. ,

. In Figure la, if the area of the doubly sNaded region B

can you
I
say about the 'entire shaded region A? .

. 9r .

In Figure lb, if the (areas ofjvgions MiK2, 111 are respectively
. . . ,

,

and 2: then what is the area of thleir union R?

n wha

In Fieure lc, if, h ..-, 5 a'nd w J, then what is the.urea of.the rectangle

E? 0
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1

;To ariswer these qUestions, you probably used intuitively the geneTal prin-

c,iples that we noii write out foxmally.

Property 1. If' A and B are two regl.ms witli A C B, th4n
area of A < area of B.

Property 2. If a region R is the ugkion of several non-overlapping regions
, R2; .'.., Rn, thsen,the area of R = area of Ri S+ area or Ro i

. 7.- .-
+ area of Rn.
... .

. Property 1. The area of a .kec.tangle is the product hw of the height and the

'width.1,

Figure 2a.

x0=0 x x xx xc=1

Figure a.
x0=0 x

.
x x

.5 4

Figure 2c.

=1

Go back to the introduction, and read over the discuvsion )pf the area prob-

lem there. ou will see th5t thesb propertiep Qf area are all we have usedi in

determining the area as a limit. There is eve'ry°reason to believe thal the meth-

ods of the introduction should' be' quite gen ally applicable and; in fact, we
4

shall/see that the methods using the stated propEtrties are adequate. for our 'pur-

poses. These then are the properties of area which we take as basic assumptions.

Given the standard region corresponding to a non-negative functioiv f de-
, ,

ned on [alb ] we wish to Igrine its area aq a 1 imit. We recall that
s

ard region is the set of points (xly) satinfying a < x <b and

0 < y < f(x). Fbr brevity, we shall refer to thin as the area under f(x) on

[a,b). If the graph. of `f. eonsists of stralsht segments,'we can find the area

from geometry. We shall begin "by calculating an area involving the simplest func-

this .

tIon with a curved graph, f(x) .= x2. As we go along, we shall point out expli-
.

citly where we use our basic aessumptions about area.

Example 1. We consider the area A under f( x) = x on [ 0,1i shown as the

dashed region E in Figure 2a. The functiOn f imonotonical1.y increasing*

and it is easy for us to approximate A from above andbelo14 as in the

introduction.
a.
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We compare P with regions S nd T 1!igalrea,.2b, c) so that

N

SCR C T.

C is the area of' S and D is the area of T, we .kndw from Property lthEit

< A < D.

The regions S and T are to beaade up of rectangles based on the intervals of

a subdivision of [0.111. In igures 2b, c-the Inttegral [0111. 1.6 subdi;fided

into five equal parts. In rher to obtain the Ivest.possible estimates of the

area by this technique, we take the, height of each rectangle in S to be.as

large as possible,without.going aboVe the part of th6 graph of' on ts base.

Slmilarl, the'height of each $gctangle in T ig taken as small as possible

without going Ipelow the.graph Qf f. Now we ue ProRerty 2 to obtain -

and

C = C + C
3
'+ C

4

1&

D = D
1

D
2

D
3
+ D + D'

. 4 .-

whereCCCCC. .are the areas of the'rectanglea SSS S
1/ 2/ 3/, 4/ 5 1/ 2/ 3/

which constitute 'S andD1/ D24 D3/
1

D the areas of the rectangles
4

T T
/
T
3/ /

T5
constitute T.1/ 2. -4

a

4

The kind of tepetitidus writing we have just done seems labored, so Ne shall

make use of abbreviated forms which simply indicate the repetiUon instead of*
,

carrying it out. Instead of writing, "S consists'at tile rectangles

SI, S2, S5, ,Sit, S5," we shall write, "S* consists.of the rectangle's

k l,2, 5." The idea is.to give,the geheral form (Sk) .in terma oran

ind& ,(k) together.with the values (k = 1, 2, ...1 5) of the index pr the'

specificfitems. For example, we say, ,"The base of Sk is the interval

x < xk, k**,11, 2, ...1 p," irlatead of making five sitccessive statements:,

like, "The base of,S3 :Is the interval x2 < x < ip displaying

a'aum of numbers written in indexed form, it is awkward;and tedious to'set, down

each term. Instead of writing "C = C ."q'C C' C --C " we shAlwritel-
.

. 1 2 ' 3 4 5/
\:

at*

C = Ck

.;

Bere the letter "E", sigma,, which Is the Greek form's:A', our "811* stands for'
-

suMmation. We read, "C is the sum of Gk for k equal 1 to 5." The idea

is that we take all the numbers of a general form (CO fOrthe given values of

the index (k = 11 21 .4., ).1 and add them 4.

Bow, in pur example, we chaose the largest possible value for the height

1



,
4

,Sk, that is, the minimum Of f(x) on the base interval bck_i#,.X0 for
2

k.= 1, 2,...., 5. FUrthermore, since t: x is a monotonically increasing

functionlife know that the minimum value'is obtained at the left endpoint' xk...1

sa.that the area of Sk is then gi:iren by Property 3 as',

2
Ck xk 1(xk

For the total area of S we then have

C = ck
2 .

= 1, 2, ...,

,

Similarly,ftobserving that the maximum value of f(x) on the interval

is found at the left endpoint xkl we ht;ve

5

D Dk
.k=1

If we choose a particular subdivision orthe.interval

points xk (k = 0, 1, ..., 5) where D

formulas yielCi-tIpper.and lower estimates for the area

simply choose a subdivisien ipto equal parts. In th.E.i.t

1)2 1 (k - 1)2
C'-
k 25 5 125,

k
a k

2

Pk 5 125

Adding and factoring
. .

.. ..: 5
1

C 1"-.

and
1

125 =1

OM tbe sum, we' get

a.

[0,1], that is, a set of

< = 1, then these)
A. Tbr example, we mlght

case xk
5

ahd

1 30
-:1)

2 [0 + 1 + 4 + 9 + 16]

125
1(1 t 4 + 9 + 16 + '55

Since we have chosen S and T- so that SCRC T, lie have established

C < A < that is

6 11
< A <

In the abselte of other. informat'ion we cannot be sure4"of anything more thanA
the fact that A lies in the range betikeen the upper.and lower estimates. There

is no reason.why A cannot be e4rther of the end values in this integral. It

follows that an OProximation to 'A by a value A5 somewhere between the upper

. and lower etimates canlie in errol- by as'much'as the distance From A5 to the

*You Ay wonder about the "rectangle" S Ifith zero height. We'll simply
agree to aceept the,idea of eectanglet.of zero height so that we don't have to

b consider a separate exCeptional case every time this situation ariLes.

2021 ()-
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as

farther endpoint. It aeemsreasonabl ttlen to

integral so that the error-eannot loes ore than

With this choice of'14. as the a v,rage gthe

obtain-

choose .k in the*middle of-the

hair the length of thetinterval.

upper.and lower estimates, we then'

with an error n6morèl'than 41 that is,

There is nothing'specia1 about a subdivision into five parts, of,tourae.

The example is mant:!:inly to shcv how froM the basic properties of area, Proper-

ties 1.-,41 we can obtain estimates of the area of the region R for any subdivi-
.

sion. Consequently we attempt to determine the areA A'-of R as the limit'bf
,4ok

approximations ebservaA,by subdivision of the interval- 1.011]; <ysing subdivi-
.

sions into equal part*, we expect-to be able to dt) better!Simply by diyiding the

integral into more:parts. Without resorting to computation, it,is easy-to see

-
that this is true by obtaining,a bOund on the'error which is reduced by increas-

ing k

A In Fi.gures 3a, b'A'je have subdivided the interval [011] into.n parts 315f
.

points of,subdivision-xk =411° (k 01 1, n) with uniform spacing 1. We
a

that S C:R C T. As

21 ... n) is taJ
- 1

< x <

construct regions

before, the height

ken as the minimum

-

S 4nd' T out of rectangles as before so
h.

of the k
t

, rectangle Sk of S (k = 1,

value of. 1(x) x2 on-the base idterval _
and the height .of the,k

th
rectanglet...Tk of T is taken as the maximum value.

toe''

n n n

I
n-1

Figure 3a.
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a

1 2
.n n n n 1

Figure 3b.

Figure 3c,.

4

The area A of R is sandwiched between the area

-Ffkure 3d. '

t.

C of S and the area D of.

Trthat is, C <A < D. The difference between C and D ,is the area E of

the,region U shown in Figure 3c. The region U consists of rectangles Uk,

where Uk is thejoart af ,Tk outside of S. The rectangles Uk have a common

base length and they can be stacked to form a rectangle of base 1 and

height, I (Figure 5b). It follows that the iotal area of U is equal to ihe
1

area of this rectangle, that is, E = If we estimate A by the average
'1

An = -f(C + D) of the upper and lower estimates, then, as we have alrefidy

observed, the error can be no more than half the
s
difference between theme

204
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estiMates, that is,
.

'

< E, or, for a subdivision into n equal parts.

:At this point we know thatcve can find an approxiAtion of A closer than-

'given margin .of error. In Aher words-we have determined A as a limit,'

lim A ; given a margin op1( error' e we can guarantee
.

.
.

.

.\.i.1
I A - A I <.. -2- -n- < E

..

ly 6 taking n equal subdivisions of subdivisions where sn, >1 'It should

b:e:,clear that've need not take An d'S theraverage of the upper ancllower esti-
. ,

P e

mates to define A. aa limit.
s..
eygn the end values themselves."

' We could, in fact, talse any valug between or
4

, Often this is t best we cap do. The method aefines the area uniquely.and'

shauld we need to knaw the area for same practical purpose ve woUld not need td

knav,t4e value exactly. 'Eance the area can be approximated,within any tolerance

or error, we see that in principle the determinatipn of the area as 4.1imit is

adequate for practical as well as theoretical purposes.
.t

';,There are some nagging questions which remain to be disposed of:

If the Area were e simple familiar numbers, would me discover it? In the

pree'eding example it turns out that. A = and our next project will'be to p ove
3

that'fact. The answer is that we shall show how the area can be obtained in
,

simplelform in a large 'variety of problems, but tha-it it is not always clear that

the axeá can.be put in such a form even when it is possible.-

v
Can we estimate the 'error better to avoid needless computation in getting a

suitable approximation? We found A5 = .34 above with an estimate oterror given

by < .1. Assuming A - 1 the actual errOr is less than .01; clearly
3

if we pioposed-to do some calculatiilg, we should like to know more,about sueh

matters. We shall improve the error estimate, and in the chapter on numerical.

methods e shall pursue the question furthei.

Dde4 the method of subdivision make any difference? Ue ehoe a very speeial

')mettod-01%Subdivision, cutting-the interval into equal parts. If tlie area were

represent44 as a limit of approximations, under"any other scheme of subdivision

1 -

we ought to get the same nudberb.* This is actually and.veshall see that it

is.. A,Much7deeper question is whether the use of other inds of approximating

polygons than the kind coTposed of rectancular,strips used here can lead to dif-
4

,fere t valuf* for'the area. The answer is, "No," for the regular kind of region

we con ider here, but to trove it would lead us far beyond the boundaries'of

prèsent course., and such investigations areinteresting primarily to the

4
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In this general pethod'oi approxinition b) rebfangular paygons generally

applicable? TWanswer is*that it can be used for all area problems of" practical'

initerest. We shall evma prove that the method works fora sufficiently broad
A

clast of problems to daver the built of 'applications of the calculUs.
, -

In answer to thelirst question, attempt to find a simple representation
/

k
for the number A. 'The points: xiz = (c - j 1, ...j n)'Subdivide the Interval

[0,1] into n equal parts of length 1.. The region' 8 will be made up of the
n

k 1n rectangles 'Sk where Sk is based on.the sub
n

interval -------< x < and has
. n

height 61c 1-4 ) -the minimum value of x
2

on the base interval. Fbr the area

P- 4 - 1)2
we then have C

/
and for the total area C of Sk

n
3

Similarly, the

rk ki
a&

n ! n

vaX the:area'

C= 1r - 1)
2

= .4;o;i n3
k=1

[0 + 1 + 4 + 9 + 16
n3

component.rectangle k of T1 based on the same interval

k 2
Skj has height skp the maximum value of

k2
A: of T k is D = ---,And the total area

n3

x2 on the base inter-

D of T. is

n 2
k 1_ ra +1+ 9 + 16 +

k=1 k=1,n n

1
We may verify directly that' D C =1,171 as We already.knew from the picture.

The expressions for C and D are similar in form: they invollA\the sums

of squares of consesutiye integers. It would clearly bedesirable to have a for-

mula fbr such a sum analogous to the formula for the sum of an authentic progres-
.

sion. Although some mathematicians might immediately perceive a formula for the

am, the situation seems obscure to most of.us. Weineed a trick of same kind to

obtain the formula. Different people will hit upon different tricks--it is a
At

_mi.stake to.think there is only one approach. We introduce the particular trick

we use here because it is useful for much morethan this sacial problem.

'Our approach is based on the idea dT a "telesdoping sum." To illustrate

.che idea we take an excruciatingly simple example. The length of the unit ihter-
.

k,val t0j1J is the sum of the lengths of the n subintervals
rk 1

n n-

k = 1, ...1 n.

<



The sum of the lengths can Be written

2*-= (n

22N
rn - 1 n - 2 4 ra n \.

n n rl n n n n-

In looking at this suM-we zee es:oh term added in Onbe parenthess is subtracted in

the-next. The net result is plat the only termn wt;ich contribute are the f;ut,-

trekted terM in the'firtlt parentheses and the added term-In t'lle last: Cons7,-

n

fluently, E 1= 1, as we expected. In general, given numbern

k=1

1

(u u
k-1

k=

uo)

= u -
n

uo.

we have'

- u
2
) + + (u

n-1. ) - u )

This simple idea can be.used to obtain the sum of-an arithmetic progression

2: [a + (k - 1)d] = a + (a + d) +\(a + 2d) + + fa + (a -

k=1

For this purpose we attempt to represent each'term ac a differçnco .to that the

sum will "telescope." The essential part of the trick is to recognize that

2 ,

k = kk - 1)14.= 2k - 1 so that'we almost have, k*,expressed in the desired form,

specifically,

fk2 - (k 1)2) ±

Entering thiz in the general form of the num; we have

.1k

(a +.(k 1)d)'=' (a - 4) + (9k- (k0 2

1
Next, we express a - ,;..d as such,a difference:

a 4d I'd)(k - (k 13.) .

TaAing these re u ts'together, we gettfor the general form .

\.40

where

I

A 1 2
UKL = k + '(2a d)k)

and' you' may easily check that this is correct. In this Nay we represent the sum

of an arithmetic progression by a telescoping formula:

207 r.),
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(k - 1)d] =

From the formula for uk we get-

1 ,. u u
0 [rA

2
+ (2a d)n]n 2

uk-1

='.n ra.

L

which is the old familiar formtila for the sum to a teims of an arithmetic

progression.

&Id we turn to the problem of evaluating the sums which appear in our upper

and lower eptimates for the ar'ea. In both cases these involve two suma of con-

secutive squares, for example,

D = 3 V1.4
n k=1

4

Tb evaluate :E: k we attempt to vrite k
2 2

as a difference. We recall frdM
,

+ 4 .4 9 + 16

41
the preceding,bxample that we could write k sa the difference pf successive

squares multiplied by a constant factor plus a lower order (constant) term, Thip

suggests attempting to write k
2

in terms of the difference.of successive cubes.

We have

k3 (k

hence,

k
2

3

k3 --. + 3k - ) = 3k2 - 3k.+ 1

)3) 1)0

We already know haw,to handle the terms 3k - 1, either as the terms of an arith-:
.. .

metic progression /or by re ating the scheme of the preceding problem. Tb fix

I:.theidea we repeat the -ch 6. We had
;

,., . 1 2 1
, k = . [lc

2
- (k - 1) ] +

3k, - 1 = i 1k2 - ( - 1)2) + 1.

1
- 1))

2 2

whence,

Rather,

-yielding

r
3k - 13k4. kj

2

Fatting ill this together we. get

where

uk

[3.0t )2 + (k - 1)].

k3 2
uk = (3 k 11.).
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Ighave written our Sum in telescoping form:

'n

1

Nistakes in a1gebr a are easily madel you will want to check this result for self-
n'

(It is now plain'how: to prceed for 'the neXt case k3.

uk un

3 3 2
1 n n n

+ = + +

era). values of

, , *
We-would attempt to

'Cerms-of second and

duded to the one we

ciple how to obtain

In the formula
A

term; hence,

express k as the difference of two fourth pqwers; only

lower order would be left over, and the problem is then re-
-.

/lave already solved. Going on in this way., we s e in prin-

a formula for any sum of consective positive integra

for the lower%area estimate 0, the sum is shoter by one

owers.)

n-1

Ek2 1+ 4 + 9 + 16 +. + (n - 1)

k=1
=. [1 + 4 + 9 + 16 +

= k
2

n
2

.k=

3 2

3 n2n

T 4.

+ (n - 1)2 4. n21 - n2

Dor the, upPer and lower estimates of area we then get

D g k 737+.,S+
6n

2 1 1 1

4.

Since the area A under f(x) = x
2
'-on [0,1] is sandwiched between these

values/ we have

3 2n -6n2 A < -1217 -6n2

Only one nudber A lies between the upper'and lower estimatet for allorn,

We have not only solved the problem of determining the area using only

Properties 1-3, but we now see why we got such a poor estimate of the error for

n = 5*. .If we approximate A by the average of the upper and lower estimates,

*Cf course we don't care about the error estimate in this particular problem',

ndw that we have the exact value, but often it is impossible oriinconvenient to

. obtain simple exact representations, and then error eimates become important..
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that is, by

then we see that

7

'4...-
1 1

3 6n2

1.

n 3 6n2
1 .

,

For the case n . 5 ye now see that the, r s
150

erro i----,,where before,we knew only:
,

1 . ...that the error was no more.sthan 77K,, .f ,
.

iv
-

..

Exercises1

1. The lioroblem posed in the Tntroduction was to determine the /11.rea undpr

f(x) 5 J on. [0,1). The summation encountered there was Similar to the

one encountered here. Use this fact to solve the introductpry problem.,

2. Obtain the result of EXercise 1 using only the fact 4at the area under

:f(x) . x2* on [0,1) is together with thebasic e.sumptions about'area,'
3

.Properties 1-3, without furthe?resort to sUmmation techniques.
,

Show how the upper estimating sums for 17 are related term-by-tea:m to the

'lower estimating sums for x
2

.

'The technique ofIelescoping sums used to evaluate the area under

is adaptable to any positive -integral powpr and can be extern ed direcV.y to any

polynomial. For other functions it may not be possible to o tain simple tele-
.

scoping sums, or, if it 'should.he pdtsible, an additional special;trick may be

necessary. Here is an interesting example.

Example 2. Let us elttempt to find the area uinder the 'curve

between

f(x) = 'cos x

aand - a where a may be any number between 0 and
2'

a

Figure 4.

We divide the interval [0a] into' n subinter als of equal length and Construct

the containing and contained regions out of rectangles as before (Figures 5a, bi.

<
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a 2a
Vl n fl

Figure 5a.

wea Arsanovara...iraaararaearratsw

WPM

a 0
a'2a

o
n n

'Figure 5c.

A
As.in the preceding example, ye have

A

so that.

S CR C

CcA<D

'Figure 5b.

,

f;x) = cos x 41040

where. C,- Al and 15 'denote the areas of S, R, and T, respectively. The set lj

.. It.
.

which is left when S is taken away fir ApiS shown in Figure 5c. Atom trg
I. * . AN

figure we see that the area D - C of 11,11s equal to the area of a redtangle

a. -

with height 1 - cos a and base length
, n"

/

D C = LI( 7 cos,a
N.

Ihe difference between the.upper and lower estimates can.therefore be reduced:

below any tolerance'by taking n large enough. a
. .

-lhe fUnction f in this exampae is monotonically decrew asing. On eacli inter-
O -4

val of the subdivision f(x) will therefore take on itsl,maximal value at the

right endpoint. The rectangles Sk and Tik on the
4

have.as their respective areas ,Ck and 7)t where.

a ka a 1)a
C = cos = cos
k n

'1\ .

Adding the areas of the component rectangles,of SI we get the totaltrea

.f



V

a .

cos kan
.

%

. . a a 2a 2.. L18
so "" COS COS +' n n n n '3e . n .

a
v

-0.-
3.1-L [cos +

0
cos .5. + ... + cos + cos a]

and, sitdattrly, for the total area D of S
'411P

n
D = E Cgst

Stead .of 'writini It
n

'repeated17, ife* set z =
a

, , n'
-

telescopi4-sunl
S. n 5 .

cos' kz = .cos + cos a
e

6iitt. is, we seek valuei' Uk

(n 1)0.1cos .- .i.n

.problear is to rewrite as a

,

cos 3z..* + cos nz,

such that

u cos kz.k,

Admittedly., no one is like to hit at once upon a suitee tri'ci for this .pur-
s

pose. When the writer firet solved this.problefn, hi pon the following'imth

of solution after a Spell of. t±ial and error., XoU might well have a more direct

insisght into the prothem.

We wish to express a cosine as 'a difference. Although the cosine itself

nn/amething one usually thinks, of in that orm, there is one expression 44wolv-

ing the cosine whick is often written as a difference:
Nfo

1
cos .1; sin q.= -2- Vein (p.+ q) - sifi (1)]

-Taking p = kz, we would like to fix q independently of 1 so that p q

expressed in. terms of* k - 1 has the same form iLS p +.44 expressed in terms of

Since p + q = ,q, this means 'that we must have q = (k - 1)z +.
-V A

.

On the other hand p-- q),-- kz - q, .so that we require. kz -.q = (k - 1)z LI- q. . We

1 .
kmu' t then have .q = Tz. In this*way we find the useful result

t , *

, .cos kz -sin tz =1- [sin (k + t)z I sin '-(,'It -4)z]

. = 22--- [sin (k + -)z - sin ([k -,1) + 1)z)..

From the preceding result We Obtain

p.

.cos kz = 11k-1

c
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where

It'follows

'n

1 . is
+

1.)z
.T sip kx

uk 1
,. -sin z. ?

cos, kz =

...For the area
k

n

C coskz=
1sin z
2

uk-1 =

of $ we hen 'have

1z
2 1\

n (n + )z
2

.
wtiere, we have

We can force

'ing n large

'
set

%s

nz = a. There is no

z to be within any given

eriou4h. The limit of the
1

*7:1 sin (0+
e

1
sin-- z

2

z
2

sin
1'On -§

1
a + z)

2 .

fprthe'r difficulty in sefiting what:happens.'

Positive distance front4. 'simply by tak-
%

expression for C as z tends to zero

z
sin' h

is easily found. We recognize lim
2

1
as the reciprocal of- lim

z-4.0 sin z h-40
2

which is 1. Rirther, since the sinesi\inction is continuous, -

lim sin ( + lz) = sin a. The limit oD-the expression for C is sin a'. Since
2

z4-0
we can approximate sin a by :C within !any given margin of *error by taking .n

3.
sufficiently large,. the same is true of the upper estimate D because D exceeds

C only by 4the'amrt z(1 - cot ta) . We know that A is Andwiched between C

and D. Therefore C and D can be forced to approximate 1;)oth A and sin a

1 Within any gi,ven niargin of 'error. It follow- that A . and' sin 'fit .are the 'same

number.
, "

In summary, we'have proved -that the"area under f(x) = cos x on [01a]

.

where ,0 < a <
/
is A= sin ,a.

--2

V

I.

1,4



4

6 5 the Lefinite Integral_ -
-;

..- .
. .

In'the .preceding.examples we have seen'how. the area, Of a standard region,can
# .

ye determined, as'a limit of a set of approximations where the approximatioiis are''

Lums of areas of rectangles. likorde046 make general use of thp scliteme we Out-
,

line the basic ideas. a.
I

It is important to have some idga of yhat is generally useful arid what is
r

just speciallyadapted to the solution of a.particular prOlen. It is clear, for
.

example, that the use of a uniformly spaced subdivision is hot essential.* In
1.00

4 0
.1 #

fabt for the-example of YX on [011], a non-uniforMiy space§ubdivision
,

d:
. ,

. proved both isonvenient dhd practical. )thother special device is-the ube of tele...,
,

.

scoping sums. There is no evidept way of anolyingthe device of telescoping sums
. .1

. .

to,finding the area under even such a simple curve as f(x) =. -on [1,2].

Later we shall see reasons why the device'fails in this case, bu.for`the while,

it is enough to appreciate that 1t4,isn't always useful.

. ' Given a non-negative continuous fUnction f., on the interval' [alb]l weh

define the-atan.dard region' ; under i over [a,b]s to' be the zei of Points
Ili

a < ),! < b and 0 <'y '< f(x)).

Wre shall suppose hat R has area Al and we shaIrattempt to approximate the

nuMber A from above and below. .We divide the interval (a,lb] into n subin-'

tervala (not necessarily of equal length) by means,of points :x0, xi, x?, Xn
N' 6where

a = x < x < x <
0 1 2

< x
n
= t

In each of the subintervals bck..1,x0 take the maxiMum value

mum value mk assumed bl !(x), that is,

Next we take

= max f(x) for xk,1 < x < xk

mk-= min f(x) for xk_i

EInk(xk xk-1)k=1

xk

and mini-

which is the sum of areas of non-overlapping rectangles contained in R

(ngure 6a

214
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Similarly,

Figur'e 6a.

E mk(xk
k=1

Figure 6b.

Is the sum of the areae,of non-overlapping rectangles which ,constitute'i

containing R. The values Of these sums are determined,bY the choice of iarticu-,

lar'sdbdivisión r where

r = xo Xi' 1.52)

To explicitly show the dependence on r we shall write the lower sum as ,L(r)

and tbe lipper sum as U(r)*:

Ur) = E inkok xk.-1)
k=1

0 '

mit()Ek

he area A must 1,1e_iandwiched between the upper and lower, sums for every choice
41.

of subdivi stem, that is, 4.

L(r) < A < U(r).

FUrthermorthe dIfference E(r) between the upper and lover sums

1*

,

E(r) = U(r) L(r)
k mk)(xk xk-1)

give's a measure of the accuracy of approximation to A by either s;Im or any

value between them. Specifically, if A* ii any value In the interval between

L(r) and U(r) that is, if 4

L(r) < A* < U(r),

-
*Perhaps A for L and A

+ for' U would be a more suggestive notation.
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.°.., . ,e . ..
-.. then A and A* are contained in the Imme interval and the distarice between A

and Ay can be no greater than the length ef the interval. otherl.terms,,..

IA* - Al <1.1(r) - 11(r),Iit E(r)*.

, Given a margin ofkerror, the question livhether ve can al

division r so that 'Ll(r) and 14.r; lie:closer together.than

error'. In that case me can define A ass. limit. ,Xn'effent me

eiery positive c.-(the margin of error/that there be a subdivis

.which E(r) < E.
,

. .
. .

In the tvo preceding
$

4 find a.sub-
.

margin of

e asking for,

for

examples Ne had no trouble in finding such subdivisions
. 7. .

. N. .ft:draining these examples,ve see that the essential proDerty Ipployed in both,
. .71

. .
. .'.

.
.

...
b

$ciSes in, lionot9nicity.
.

, a=x x
0 1 x 1)X

-1
=n

Figure 7.

The essential features can easily be appreciated geopetrically. In Figure 7 we

pictUre a.monotonically increasing fUnction f on an interval a< x < b and a

non-uniform-subdivision of the interval. The shaded rectangle over each interval

Cxk_11 xk) has height Mk - mk and yidth xk - xk_l; its area,

(N mk)(xk -.xk) is therefore k
th

term of the sum for E(r). Because
\.

the function is monotonic, it is possible to slide these reciangles parallel to.

the x-axis so that the right sides all line up. In this arrangement the rectan-

gles are contained without overlapping,in a single large rectangle of height

f(b) f(a) and base length equal to the base length of the midest,rectangle

that is, max (ack Fgr brevity, me write A(r) = vax (x 7 xk). '(The

quantity A(r) is called the i'mesh" or the "norm" of the subdivision by Tome

authors. It a measure of the coarseness of the subdiviSlon.) Evidently E(r)



bounded above thr a of the containing rectangle:

E(r) < f(a)],max (xk 7 4) arc*
)1'

ForAmonotorfc nction it is then quite,clear how.Ao reduce tbe error befow any

specified margin. It 1n1y necessary to make the SubdiAoisiOn oi the interval

sufficiently fine) that is, to subdIvide sor.that the length 4(r) of the longest

interval of the subdivision is short enough. In.other termsl.given any positive At

Ep we can assure that E(r)[ e by taking a subdivision so fine. that

E(r) < [r(b) - f(a)] ar).< e;

we need.only bound the length of the subintervals by'

41.) < f(1;) f(a)"

,We half; leaned heavily on'Ilitorial representations to obtain this Asult',

but:it is also easy to do iticomPutationally.. We have a fUnction'f continuous,

and monotonically increasing on '(a,b] and a subdivision r of (a,14, where .

.r (ck, k'= Op lp 2, n),. and a = xo < xl < x2 < < xn .Since f

is monotonically increasing, we ave for the maximum Nk and'tlie minimum Mk of

f(x) on xk_l < x'< xk,

Consequently,
n

and. Vik = f(xi)

E(r) = U(r) - L(r) =v22,(Mit "M )(xk
k=1

f(1)] (xi,
1,..i..,

Sino xk - xk_l ..6,( ) where (r) ,is the length of the longest su

(I

interval,
4 .

N r.

Xk-1)

and since f(xk) > f(xk_l), vie conclude that .1

tf(xk) fock_ln (Ick < rf(Xk)

In sum we have
n

,E(r) '= E.frock)-- f(x1,-.4)] (xi,
. k-1,

f(
k-1

)] ar).

[f(N) f(xk-ln

Since L(r) is a factof of each term .of the sum, %! we have'by the distributive law,

E(r) < A(r) Lf(N)
k=1

The summation is precisely in the fop of a telescoping sum, anci we obtain

h(r4 A(1-1.(f(xn) - f(x0)1,

' 21721.
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4 )

where we recall that x
0
= a an x

n
-= 6. In this way we have again obtained'

the bpund

E(r) < A(r) ['f(6) - flan.

k A similar result is,obtained in the same way for monotonically decreasing fUnc-

tions, and we leave it for you to prove.

EXercises

1. +For a coainuous monotonically decreasing Antetion f on [a,b], prove 'for

. the d t fference -E(r) between the upper anN,!-lOwer sums over the sutdivision

.r k 0, 1 , where a.= xo < < < = 1:1-1 that

Mr) < [f(a) lib)) .64r)

where A(r),... max(x, - x..,....i) -(k = 1, 21. ..., 11) is the lenith of the
,A A

.

' longest interVal of the sUbdivision.

2. Find upper and lower estiMates differing by less than- .1 for the area
\ 1 .0

. (

under,f(x) =
I

on the interval [1 2]. e A

X !

Now that we have a general method'for obtaining the area under the graph of

any monotone function, it is natural to want to extend the method to.asliarge a

class of functions as possible.. kle immediately think of those functions which

can be disvided into a number of monotone sections. -.Such fUnctions are calld

"piecewise monotone." Nbre precisely, a function f is "piecewise monotone" on

[a,b] is there exists a subdivision of [a,b] slich.that f' is monotone on each
k

of th intervals'oK tile subdivision.

- W o w suppose that* f is.piecewise monotone o n [alb] and th ,is the,

nuMber of monotone "pieoes" of f, that is the number of interval of.a subdivi-

sion in which f is monotone'on eah subinteal. Let the maximum and minimum

values of f(x) on the interval [ab] be denoted by M and m, respectively..

Then, for any subdivision r of [a,b] we have

U(r) - L(r) p(M - m) L(r).

This statement is easily understood geometrically (Figures 8, 9). kFigure 8a

shows a function f; Figure 8b shows how the interval [alb] may be subdi/ided

into three pdeces on each of which f is monotone.

4

21_ I
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FlgUre.8a.

a

a c d.

Figure §a.

a
N,

Figure 813,.

Figure 9b.

In Figure 9b we,have added a partition and shaded the area corresponding to

1,;(r) = L(r). -1r(r). In Figure 91D we see'how to split tEe rectangles of Figuret9a

intO p groups (p = 3)4. It is cler that the total area of the rectangles id'

.each'group is less than (M m) 4(r) since for each groiip Vle projections of

'the rectangles on the y-axis do not overlap! Thus sirke there ,Etre p such

groups in all'

E(r) < p(M - m) 6(r).

4

Again we see that by making the subdivision sufficiently fine, we can approximate

the area to within any given margin of error. Specifically, for each positilre E

we can assume that

simply-by requiring

E(r), < p(M m ) i(r) < E

Me,have seen that for continuous piecewise monotone functions it is possible

to define the area undefthe graph'as a limit. The question arises whether it'is

possible to extend this result to-an even larger class of functions. :We may ask



if it is possible to obtain the result for all cont nuous Anctions. Unfortu-
.

nately, it is hard to visualize a typical.continuou function: The graph in

Figure 10 depits an unusually tame member of the breft. Fbr example, the Iimita-

tions of the pencil.might lear:1 you to think that every continuous function is

opievevise mbnotonebut, in .ettO.,.. Uhete-may be no interval anywhere, no naI4r how

small, in which the function is monotone. If this has served to make youlwary of

basing everything on.geometrical intuitiOn in discussing'continuous fUnctions, so

much the betttr. The.pointis that the analytical approach based on number is .

necessary if we are to put any faith in our conclusions. For example, we havp,

in effect, assumed that there is a unique number A, the area under the graph of

f on [a,b]. Yet'in contemplating the possible extravagances of an arbitrary '

continuous function, we are,led to 'wonder. *

Ft

Figure 10.

-

We assumed.,that there is an area A under the graph of f on kt,b) and
. ,

took as our task the problem of calculating it. --Given itny subdivision r of

2202 1 r)ti



(albil we then conclUded under the basic ppstulatet about area, Proper ies

. that

1.(r) < A < U(r).

Consequently, giVen any pair of sONdivi6ions r and r2,'we have

L(ri) < A

that ery lower sum is less than every upper sum. This seerhs intuitiyely

. reasonable, but what hippens if we leave out our assumPtion that a. nuMber A

having-this property exitts? We have no intuition abiti- continuou# functiOns in

general, and we do not want to make

area exists. Clearly we shall have

Suppose'that f Is a function

this-assumption; we
--....,

to prove the result

on fa,b1 and that
, .

- .. . .

. this interval. Let us see what habpent*to the upper and lower sums when ope addi-
. , 1

.

tiofial point., x', is'idjoined to.this subdivision betveenitlj_i and xj, 'to ,.

.
..

foims_nelt subdivision r'.

want to prove. that'the

analytically.

r, is a partition of,

a=x x
0 1

x
'2

x. x

Figure

We see that all but one of the terms of

xn_lxn=b
a=x x x

2

1

appear also in the sum U (r'). The exceptional*term of. U(r)

U(r) = 74; Mk(xk

x
J

x t x
-1

Figure llb.

'is replaced by

where

14 (x

x )

= max f(x) for x < x < x

= max f(x) for x' < xMj

(See Ffgures 14a and 14.)

221 1
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Since the maximumvalue of a function On a.subinterval cannot be larger than the

maximum on the whole interval,-

- so:that

MjI(x xj-1) 'M "Tx - X'
j,

ThieinequalitY shows us that'

.obtaining.-U(r') -from U(r)*'

. Wherefore

In 'just the same

-
and M,"

) Npri

the'sum of the terms replacing

cannot be larger "than the ;term

u(r ) u(r).

way it can be shown that <Hm

(x x ).
J-1

in
J-1

they riplaced.

-

m." > m so that

Now we are rdady te see why; for any po subdivisions 44 and

we must have

For, let r3 be the subdivision.consisting of all the points of both r1 arid

r2. NOw, r3 can be obtained from r2 by starting with r2 and successively

adjoining one point f r, at a time. At no stage of this process is the upper

sum ever increased. Thus the final upper sum tri this procesi U(r ) cannot be
,

greater than the initial one, Utr2). That is,"
0

U(r3) f,U(r2).

In this way we see that

MA) of course, obvious Utat
,

L(r
3) 5- u(r3)

- since the teYmtrn the sum 1,(r,) are term by term less-than or equal to those
0 3

in U(r
3

) In conclusion, we have

4. ' L(ri) < L(i-3*) )4,u(r2).

The tesult we have just obtained-can be formulated as follows'. Stippose that

we have a function ,f, defined on (a,b). Suppose we let represent the set

Of all lower sums and represent the set of all upper su s. Then,every member

of is -less.than or equal to every member off/

'When this result ts formulated in this way, we see that we can assert, from

Pr6Perty'8 of the real numbers, that there is at least one number A separating



t

the two tets0( an ca. That is, for any mextlers

we will have
Art

L(r1) < A. < L(r2)'.

If we were able to show
i

that there is just one such number S which sepa-
,

rates oe and IL then we mould have'just what we want. Under the basic-assumpr

tions, Properti4'1-3.therWit just one value which ltie area.under a non-negative
A

and U(r2

.

.
4f on the interval [4,b1- could-possibly have. Referrinf Again to ChaPter 21 we

, . .
. .

see that in order to demonstrate the uniqueness of the number S separating
. . f

. .

and ,, we have only to show that forevery posiltivirnuMber -e' ,thiere exist mem-,
,

bers L(r ) of and U(r1 of #14, su.ch that. .

. L.,

p"--- ..

U(r) - L(1) <A..
..

*

It is inttresting to note that, when fais monotone, a considtrably stronger

result bai already beep demonstrated: if f is monotone in (alb), then for any

subdivision r of fa,b], we baVe

U(r) L(r) < If(b) 1(a)1 gr).

Since 11(b) f(a)] is fixed, we see th&t by making 't(r) sufficiently small

we can-force U(r) - L(r) to-be as Alan, as we wish. A similar result'holds for-

piecewise monotone functions in view of ihe inequality

U(r) - L(r) <p(Nt - m) gr)
. 1

, .

where p is the number Of intervals into which (a,b) must be subdivided in
,

, t
,order that f should be monotone On the subintervals, and where M and m are

i

the overall maximum and minimum of f(x) on (alb]. : Again M, m, and p are
, -

fixed, so that by choosing gr) sufficiently small we may. make,y(r) L(r) as

small as we like.

The situation is quite different if we knbw only that the function f is

continuous. In the above discussibn w4 found far every'flection which is mono-
,

tone or piecewise monotont on an interval [a,b] that we can find a number k

so that

Zt is not always,true for continuous functions, however, that such a k can be- .

found. Nevertheless, It is true that for any fucntion continuous on (a,b1- we

can make L(r) U(r) as small as we like by choosing gr) sufficiently smala:

Theorem 1. If f is continuous qn [ajblthen foT every" e > 0, there is a

5 > 0 such that U(r) - L(r) < e Whenever (r) <



*.,
v'a

We will not prove this theorem'In this text, fer there are additional technical

difficufties in our way. Zhe student should recognize that-we 1/aye:proved 'the

theorem for continUous functions which are piecewise monotone. We-shall4 however;

continuous functions. Frani thAS assuMption

continuous functitm there itTa unique numbe/

assume the theOrem to be true for all

ve see that it foillOws that'for every

S which separates the sets', and
.

.1a.

Definition 1. If f is continuous on
0 .

Thus we lake the foliowiagrdefinitton:

(alb), we define \

'Peeled the inte'gral over the interval alb

U(r
1 < A <--

such that

whenever r
1

and -r are,subdivisions of (a,b).

to be the unique' number, A

Letting E > 0 and choosing 6 > 0 such that U(r) 1,(r) < e whenever

L(r) < 6, and recalling that L(r) <flpf(x) dx < U(r) we see that both the uPper
a

sum and, the lower sum Will differ from the integral by less than E. Thus if the

subdivision is sufficiently fine, the upider and lower sums will be close approxi-

mations of the integral. 'notice, incidentally, that kle definition of-integral
is completely numerical. In,Tarticular, the definitiondoesn't exclude the pos-

. sibility that f(x) may have negative values. The concept of integral'is, there-

fore, not identical with that of area unless f is a non-negative function.

We re-emphasize th0 In order for this definition to mak% sense it is neces

sary to have Theorem 1 at our disposal to ensure the uniqueness of the nuMber A.

We should not forget that this theorem has not been proved in this'book under the

hypothesis that f iscontinuous. On the other hand, we re-emphasize that we

haVe proved the theorem under the additional hypothesis that f is piecewise

monotone. All the functions that we will encounter Di this course (except for a

small number of horrible examples) will be piecewise monotone. Thus, for the

functions we will actually use, the theorem on whiech this definition rests has .

been pAkved. We dte:te the definition for continuous functions 6nly to bow to,
4-

tradition.

A remark on the notation Involed in

rf(x) dx

is in order. It should be clear that,the value of this integral is synonymous

with the area under the function f over the interval (a,b) andttlepends only

on the funciiion f and the interval (a,b). In particular, x has nothing to



)

.2 doowith it *whatsoever. Thue
4

pb
jaf(P dx

.all ktave exactly the same ineanirie
11:'

dy'Y tf(t) dt

Iror that reason some iuthors Instead yrite

tr.
WO Will, however, adhere to theemgre standarallotgtiolt

,a
)

Ib

'wrack, In fact., has a number aoVadvantages which 'will becomb apparent shortly.

Cm thes tdvarits,grts4<s.thpt--this notation..termits us to 'write 4t'

instead of

(1, !"44.), 2 ax"

where II is- defined as
DO'

#

a

2 "f(x) = .

-wit .4
tt.

11,

a

*

s.

sa.
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: STUDENT TEXT-

thapter,6

AREA AND INTEORkL
(first.draft),

NowVe'are ready to study the second fundamental problem of calculus dis-

cussed in the,introduction of this book, that of finding areas of regions with

CUi.ved boundaries. Actually the paoblam.is not really to find the.areas,Of suph

regions but rather to give a definition of aieasof.such sets'. So far\a7a has-
A -

;>

only te6n defined for polygonal regions. However, me are not entirely.free to

define .4he areas of such regions in any way we please. Iile must maike the defini-.

.tion .in such a way that area will behaxe in accordance vith our 'preconceived no-

tions.' We will discoverluin fact, that ifwe adopt az assumptions a-smali nuMber

of these intuitive ideas;:tHen the possible vAlues we could adopt as the area of

Amy particular region is narrawed down.to a single value.

These intuitive ideas,are exemplified in the '1'0110-wing ol2 exercises.

Figure la. Figure lb.

Oral Ekercises

w,

Figure'lc.

In'Figure la, if the area of the doubly shaded region B is 2, then what-

can you say about the entire shaded.regioni

In Figure lbl.if the areas of regions 12, R3 are respectively 4, 3 II
and 21 then what is the.area of their union . 141

3, 'In Figure lc,,if h = 5 and w = 3, then what is the area of the rectangle

-RI ,

..What is the smallest area thatfany region could have2

If'you have answered these questions az we believe you havel'then you are

probably willing to accept as true the 'following intuitive ideas concerning area.

227-,
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r_ozs.j.vt 1. If A and ,E are two regions with- 'AC E, then

aAa of A < area of 13.

Property 2. If-,a R is the unic,n of several non-overlapping regions

R1/
2/

.' .. R then area of R = area of R# + area of R2 +
1

+' area of R.
.n

Property-2. The area ok a rectangle is the pi-odu'bt of the lenigth -and' the width

Propert7 4.. The area of any region is greater than or equal to zero.- v

We will assume t.6Wproperties to bg true from this time on. In order'to

see *ere these asiumptions lead., we turn to the example in th'e introduction.

,Example 1. .Here we are attempting to find some information concerning the area

oQ the, region R under the curve

between x = 0 and x = 11 the shaded region in'Figure 2a.,

Figure 2a e2b Figure 2c
I.

In Figure ,2b a region S haS been' da4awn with S C R. * Figure 2c another reC

gion T has Veen drawn with R C T. *Since

S R C T

we see frpm Prperty 1 that (if R 'does indeed haven aijaa)

area of S < area of R < aiea of T. (1)

The region T is seen to be the union of five* non-overlapping rectangles,

T-
/
T
3

T T Hence by Property ,21
2 4'

area of T = area of T1 + area' of T2

1
Each of these rectangles has width equal to --1 and their heights are, respec-

5
t

+ area of T5. (2)

tivelyi

28



that 'is, a

Thus by Property

Therefore, by (2),

25' 25/ 254 25/ 25*

4
the areas of these rectanges are,

1.1.. 1. 4 1 a 1..la
5 25', 5 r51 5.W 5 25'

a*Xea- of. T

respective,ly,

5 25 5 Z. 5 25 5 25 5 25

= 1 (1 4 + 9 + 16 + 25).
125

(3)

lhis disCussion 144 seem a little drawn'out, but our p1.4pose ha's been to show

exactly' where the'Properties 11,2, 3 ver'e used.,

In the-same way S is seen to be the.union of five non-over1apping rec-

.s.ngles' (we have included,the "degenerate" rec'tang1e consisting of the segment

from (0)0) to ql ,vhich has height equal to zero). The area Of- S is
,,.thus seen to-be given by

area.of S =,.05
(0

lbw, (1), (3), Und (4) yield

or'

or

+ 9 + 16).

1
(0 + 1 + 4 + 9 + 16) < area of R + 4. + 9 + 16 + 25)

125 1:25

1-29-< area of R <

6 ' 11z .5 area of

(4)

Taking the average of the upper and lower estimates, me find that .34 is an

approximation of the area'of R with error less than,..11 that is,

1,(area of R) - .341 < .1.

Taking a look at what me have done, we finZthat accepting th ,Properties
6

a.-4 has forced vs to the conclusion that the.axea of R must be betweent F5- and

11
--- It is reasonable to expect that, if the interval (0,1] were divided into a

25'
larger nuoiber of pdeces, then a better approximation,for the area of R would

result. ,This is not only reasonable to expect,-but it is very easy to shot-7 by

means of the following pictures.
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1

lrigure 3d.
,

In Figure 3a and Figuil'3b we have' constructed.regions T and S
n x4spective3Y1,A

containing and contained in R. Hence.

and

Sn < R < T
n

area of S < ar6a of R < area of T n

The region U
n Ahaded in Figure 3c is what is left of T after

Thus

S
n deleted.'

area of Un = (area of Tin) (area of Sn).

Figure 3d dhows that U
n has area equal to that of-a rectangle with heigit I

1
and 'width so thatn

Sizitce

we see now
/ I

by It

mate as we

area of U =
n n

area of, S
n < area of R < area. of T

n

thaewe have the'area7of R bracketed between two numbers which differ

is clear that by.choosing n large enough we can get as close an esti-

like for the value of the area of R. Furthermore, if we can Comlute.

230 2.9
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the area of Tn, then.tl?.e 'area of Sn may be obtained by 'subtracting

Instead of choosing a particular value of n and evalnating the area of Tn

for this n, we should 'like to, find. a \formula yielding the lralue of the area of

T for all n. To.this end we observe that
. n

,
area of'

= 111f12 4.11?..12
l

4.'11/12 4.' .-.,,, 4,1J1li)a
, -n Ul n kn) n til

-. ,
.,

In the ensuing pages, sums similar-to,the'above will occur over and overl

sfe..in. Because ai.tch sums have a 'way of stretching all the way across the page

and being most difficult to read, we digress to introduce a .notation to.. simplify

*the writing of such sums.

6.2 SiFyrna Notation

,Nee../- the end of the weceding section we encountered 'the formula'

areei of Tn = 11; + + 1(131-)+ +

In the sum on tile right, ail the terms have the same form, 'that is they ct.n all

be expressed in the form

.xl; fail for k

'Now we introduce the notation

to stand 'f*or the sum

f(21) 1- E(-1 4.1 /421+
in/ n n

= 11.2

2, 3, ..., n..

+ + 72.+ 82 + 92
271

In general, if in and n are integers with m' < n, we -define

E
k=m

as follows,: -we evaluate ilk l'or each integer k from m to. n inclusive)

and add up all tt results. Thus

E k = 5 + 6
k=-5

9E 3 = + 3

k=1

S.

+ 7 + 8 + 9 + 0 + 11 56

+ 3 3 + 3 + 3 4 3 + 3 + 3 ,.-.

231



%.1

Oleaily this nOtation has-nothing to do with the letter' k that is,
v.

k=16' j=1 4

It is o necessary to see how"variou.s basic propertes of addilion look in tbis.
u

notation.in order-to late the notation. properly. The distributiVe law, for exampa6:

becomes:

4

This holds true so long as* c

..n
cak7 c ak.

k=1 k=1

does not.depend on k. If c depends on ..n the

formulais still true since n, is fixed; it'ts only k which assumes different

valUes.,The add,tion property of inequalities e;.ssumes the'fOrm,

The commutative

That

are

if for all integers k . fram 1 to n
. n

then E ak E b.
'it=1

and associative. properties yield

(ak bk) akk=1 k=1

is to say, the.sum of )414umber of terms

rearranged or grouped.

One la* Observation which.

ating sums is that

This is easily seen as follows

k=1

ak-'5-bk

is independent of the way the erms

s usefUl,over and over again.in actually evalu.
* ,

n

E (ak
k=1

k=1

ak-4) an a0.

= -a + a0 n

because all the intermediate terms cancel

Now let us evaluat'e'a few sums. For

sum
.

is-expressed in oursnotation as E k. 'Now the summand, k, can be exPressed
k=1

ak with c.;= ipt +

out.

example: 2 + 3 + + n. This

in the form sine

ak 732:;(k.

= 24k2 + k ipt2

= k.

A

- k +



'with defined by

Similarly,

t n'
k = <,ki k=1

-14ak k2

E e.

k=1 11

k.1.

can 'be evaluated by-first '011serVing that

(k +VT (k r i;)3 + ?5-)

2

Bow we can ev4alUate the sum

somewhat ind1rec tly by first evaluett
n

To this end. we ,note that

where ak,. k + so that,

Thus

E (3k-f
k:=1.

k=1

3k
a

+ 4,

4

n
k2

k=1

E (ak ak_i) = an - ao
k=1

n3 1,2
2

+ 1)3 ( 1)3
.2 2

On the other hanc

k=1. k=1. k=1

CoMbining the two expressionp fOr

= 3 E k
k=1

2 1/ 1

13 (3k 4-1-.

.k=1



kat'n
Sol Avg E we 'have'

k=1
n'

3 E .n3 --1n2 +an.. 2 2k=1

E k' n3 n2n 0
=

. 3 2k=1
3. 4-3n

2
+,n

6 -'
n(n + 1)..

,

The bisic idea here was to get some Auadratic'expression in k (in this asse
3k + 1) expressed in the form ak The, res-k*of the gomputation was Su-
tiray straightforward. As anoth4r exampl try

3'k

Note 'that

t),4

IF11

1k2 + 1-k
2 2

E (40 + k )=E c(k +
k=1 k=1.

On the other hand
n n

1: (4k3 + ) =
k=1 k=1 k=1

,

Evating the two expressions for

we 'have

Now,

k=1

n,
E (4k k)
k=1

[n2

a

(r1

1) (n +.1A4
2' `2/

t2

"7: [n2 ll(n(n .1- 1)).
2

+.11 + (n + 1 )) -gt (n.+ 1))

nj(n(n + 1)1 (n(n + 1)?,

-



Thus'

k=3.

Nere is a trigonometr c example:.
TI

kl
-We recall that

cos 2kA.

n +
2 )

sin (2k + 1)A. -. sin (a
= sin 2kA cos A + cos 2kA. in A - (sin 2kik 6os A - cos' 2kA sin A)

= 2 cos aA sin A.
S.' ,

Therefore

1 /

cos 2kA 2 sin A ks 2k 1)A - sin 2k

Thus
n

E cos 2k2A E
2 sin A

(sin 2k + I A - sin 2k ';- 1)A)

k=1 k=1

1

2 sin A
Isin (2k +1.)A- sin (2k - 1)A)

;tt:.:1 %

n

-'2
s
i
n
A E (81 5k-1

k91 *'

where ak = ain 2k + 1)A. Therefore .1

E cos aA 12 i A (an 0a. ) -sn 2 sin A
k=1

'An especially simple example Is

.1 1 1 -1

1. 2 2 3 774. n(n+ 1)

n

k=1

or,

Now

.Thus

where

(.2n 1)A - sin A).

o
1 1

k(k + 1 k k +

1
k(k 1) (k 1' -1) ak-1)

k=1 lv=1 k=1

1. Thus

n .1 ( 1 1 n
k(k + 1 -In + 1

=
+

kr41

235
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VS can sin the familiar geometric progressiM

- r +, r2 + i3 + ... 4 ril

4y the same method.. Consider
.

k n+
J = -r

1
, - r

1
.

k=1 .

,,.

t

Thus

so that

. n
(k+1 .E - 1)-

E r - r -
k=1 k=1

4

n
k +1,1) E r = rt r,

k=1

n
k1) E r

k=1

p.

You should not get the idea thatwe will always be successful in finding ,
. t

simple expressions for sump of thp fdrm ak. jio amount of work will suffice

to produce,such formulas for the sums

.... # . ,

,
.

.
.

Pomputation, Of, Areas

4 n

r
n+1

r
r - 1

2:1,1- o
V 1

r
Ar..d

k=I k=1 'no

gter the digression of Se6tion 6.2 in order to intrOduCe.a convenient nota-

tion, we,return to the area problem of Sect;on 6.1. We, ware in tha procets

finding an estimate for the area 6f the region R under the parabola f(x)'=

between x = p and x = 1.

f(x)=x2 f(

(1,Q) 0 1
n n

Figure'lm. Figure 4b.

0 2 )'.-1

236
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Figure 4e.

The above.Tictures should remind you that we had shown that

that

and thal

area' of S < 4e. of R '< area of Tn,
n

1
.area of' U n = area of T - area of S =--

area of T = 1. f(-) + 4-9.+ 141)1-nnnnnnn l+ da.
n ni

In-our new notation this foriula me/ be expressed
n'

The sum
4'

146w the sum'

area of Tn =
n In/

1 k 2
- (-n ) may be evaludted in the followiAg manner:
n ,

*2 n '

2.. th12 N-N ls....,!= '..." k2..

n A ni Zai, 3 3 fa
k.1 n n =1

k
2 'was shown in the preceding section to be equal, to

I.

? n2

3 2

So we find that

and 1

3 2
1 nl

.area of T
n

=
tn_

2
n
3

area Of S
n

= (area of T )

1= +

3

1,

-6n2

1 1

2n 2 '6n

Therefore for any'poOtive integer n we must have

1 1 1 1
Tc:t + -1 7H<'area of R <u-,

1
---

6n 3 2n 6 2 4n

It is clear that we can make the upper and lower estimates for the area of R as

close to as we wish by choosing n large enough. It is-therefore cle that
3

237 2 ? 9
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the aXia of R Tmust be if'it is- to'satisfy this inequality for all posittve

integers ,n.

If we'step,:back and take a look at what.we have done, we find that the Ac-.

ceptance-of the properties of area at ihe beginning of this chapter have led us
1*

to the conclusion that the-area of k can.only be 3,

We can apply the above technique to-other regions, of course. Aere follows

a particularly interesting example.

Let us attempt to find the area under the curve

f(x) cos x.

between x = 0 and x = a where a may be any nuMber between

4

a

Figure 5.

0 and,
2 6

We divide the interval (0,a) into n sdbintervale pf equal.length and constrict

the "coitaining"-and "contained" rectangles.

4

-

et

0
1a )1 a 2a n-1)a

7 1. 0 n n n 2

*Figure 6a. Figure 6b,

1-cos a

. I

=,

immennnewanweragaHenum. am,

4.4.4 ...... =4144.44.44.4....41=24=41414"4414.4.

lbalmoMbilMAMINVIIIM,= IIMilIMOM4.1.101111 101.1411M=111.41.1.10

mielommamdmoienvomim...444.4.4444.1.4444440444444.44444.444

a 2a
n n

Figure 6c.

23a
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As in the pre-ceding example we have

so that

<,Tn

area Of Sn, <tares& of < area of T.
n

a

as Illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b. in n.gure 6c we see the set Tin wkisla___
.

,

. .

results when 3 is taken away from T We see that
n n. .

or

a,
area of* -nt1 - 99s a)

(araa of T ) (area of S )= -4'-(1 '-: cos- a. .n ; n n
- . .

.This formula ShowS that the area of Sn and the area of T can be made as close
.

n
.

togpther a's:we wish by taking. n 'sufficiently large. It also shows that ,once the
. 1 .

area Of Sn has 13een compuised; the area 61 Tn. IL obtaine'd by addirig

. L(1 - ',cos a) The Arsa of Sn i.s giveii by

area of S

n
CAI= 41E: 2,1-lacoS

n n
k.1

Now, in the -preceding section we found that

sin A)t cos 2kA -
2 sin A(sint'(2n +

1 ..

n

The sum E COS er has exactly this form with A A -L. Thu,p,ka
n 2n

1-E. cos A,.. sin (2n .-/-
.

a
k=l 2.sin

2n

*J44t.

COS
ka
n

1
sin A *si'-n kaa

Thus

n (aa si 2n2 sin 2n

... a
- n
a

area of 3 = cos = ----i-- sin a +
n n n a 2n 2n 4
.. si,n 2n.

Nov we should like to see what can be said about the itrea S as n becomes

very large. Itte express

.fin 1-
. l

+44-ete form
sin -L -isin -.. 2n , 2n,

4 7 A.
2n

We recall that lim = 1. Therefore as n sgets large without bound,
a x-p0 x

sin -27 approaches 1. Also, since the sin function* is pontinuous, we see that
a s.

2n
asin (a + 2n approaches sin a as n gets large without bound. Now we see

239
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that as becomes large witholit bound
a -
2n a asin (a + ) -2n 2a

sin a

Therefore, as, n., gets large";withoUt bound,

area of S -+ 1. sin a

A

sin a.

areia of . area of S + 1(1 cos a).n n n
-s.

approaches,. sin'.a. also. Since

area of ,S < area of R ,sarea ofn ,

we see that we have the area of R squealed hetweentwo numbers which can be4,

macre as close to sin' a as.miy be desired. If follows' that, the.area of' R can.'
only be sin- a..

Again we have found that the assumptions about area made at the beginning of
this Chapter have forced us to the concluttion thatt,the area of the region R in
'this' problem must be PAM a.

t.

We may 'nOt always wish to subdivide'.our interval into Aubintervals of equal
,length..1For example, in appr9ximating .the area under tbe -curve*

,

t f(x) i.--- -iii . ..
,.

between x = 0 and x = 1 it 'will be convenient *to use suc4 a partition as

since the value of Cc at these tertitiori points is so easy to compute.

0

For this partition the upper sum ip
1 + 6 + 3.1 +

25 125 25 25 25 25 25

4
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\ 44": -I'

.and the lower sum is The area uncle; this 'curve satisfies.29. 1.2
3. 25'1' . .

3. 0- < area of R <
e)

We can do better using the partition

CO, (les (D2.1' (n) jp

f the' 'It.th ,stibinterval is .
' k 112 2k - 1

n2

so that the upper sum corr,esponding to this partition is
TI

g
Ire-the preceding itection we found ti?.at

2k - k

k2 n(ns 1)2n + and .

refore the upper sum is seen to be

, 3
3. -12 h(n + 1)2n + 1) n(n + 1)]

2n

By .a. similar

,

computation the' lower sum:is seen to b,e
e - Ti

r

n3

21 1 ((k - 1) ) - -14(k 1)2 n2

-Thus for'-bhis zegion' we fin4
-8.- 3n - 1 < area of R
.6n2

or

V- 3 2n 6n2

n2 ,

sit-n2 +

6n

- 1 .

1 1
< area of < - +

3 2n 2*
6n

We. Can see that by taking n sufficiently large- the upper and lower sums ctin
2

'both be made .as Close as we wish to. 3. The area o'f R must therefore :be

.
Let us now review and, collect our information relating to the Problem of

finding o approximpting the area under a curve.* Suppose we have 4 function f

-Contiltuous on the.interval [alb), and,suilpose that f(x) > 0 for a < x < b.
-To -obtain-upper 'and 14)Wer estimates for the area under-the-curve-, we---fis

-Lien the interval (alb] by means of nbmbers, (not neqessarily equally spaced)

*.satisfiing.
ata0 < < x2 < < = .b.

In each of the subinterVals x.k) we find the maximums value

4



minimum value mk assumed by f(X), that is,

max ,f(x) for xk...3. < x' < xk

mk = DLtTi f(x) for x < x < xk.

Wow the suin

Mijx'

r

Ls seen to be th sum of areas of non-over*pping rectangles contained in the'

region under consideration.'

a

The sum

12 xnml

Figure 7a. ,

a = xct x3. x2

'Figure 7, b.

-is the sum of the areas of non-overlapping rectangles whose =fon contains the

region under consideration. The values of these sums are dftermined by the func-

tion f and th partition A where-
.

txv, xi, xv, x4).

. We will use Ihe notation and S to genote these sums., Thus

mk(xk-xk_l)

mk(xk
---------------

46

It is true that S(f) and* S (f) 'might be better notations as they,indicate
-A

the dependence.On f. ,In our discussions, holiever the intendedSunction- f will

be clear,And've vill stick-to the-simpler notation. 'Et, is.calIed the upper sum

-associat-edvith the partition 4, and the lover sum associated with the

paxtition

242



Our methods 14111 not always succeed in 'producing an exact answer to the area

problem. For example, in the problem of finding-the area under

f(x) t

between x =L and x 2, no Such answer Is available to yOu at thls2point.

(This matter-will be Cleared up in the next chapter.) We can still, in such

cases, find close approxlmations to the area.-

Suppose'that we are given,a function f which is monOtonely ipereasing on

the interval [alb]. And suppose that we are required to'approximate the area-

under this' curve.with an error no Morethan

a

. Figure 9.

Our method will be te, try fo find a',partition A- for which b and .p.4, differ

by .no more than .1. If we try to find such a .0. b'y hit or miss methods, ve

might be a long time finding it. .We.shotIld like to have some way of telling'in
Ja

aqvanch Whether a partition would do the trick. Thia turns out to'be mit at all

difficult Alen the fUnction f is monotone. .

ti)

.t

A

=
x0

Figure 10.

2432'35

x
n

b



Figure 10 shows the fUnction of ligure 9 With a partition An

The shaded region represents the differenCe
4,

sLh (mit mk)(xi't

A

*.

X0.0 X1, Xn)111

eadh of the shaded rectangles beinge4ual in area to a term of this sum, In the

picture kgure 10 We see that the subin:terval' [x21x3] is the widest ofall the

subinterViils formed by this partition. Therefore'each of the rectangleS of

ligure 10 may be 4,S1id over" horizontally (see ngure 11) to'fit without overlap!.

lane inside the rectangle bounded by the vertical lines x = x2 and x =.x3 and

the-horizontal lines y = f(a4 and y

f(

f(b)
.<4;-:;;;;0:

1.110.=

x
2 x'

-1
x = b

n n
gurq U.

Thus for the,fUnction and tlie partition of 'these /dctures wb have

gb ) f(a)1(x3 - x2).

A simple c'alculation shows that a similar result holds for any mOnotonely

increasing function f and any partition. 'Let.us first introduce the notation

HAI I called the "norm of 6," to denote the length of the longest subinterval

formed by L. That is,

'11611 = -el: maximum of (x x - 'goo) Xn X
1 0 n-

NoW we see'that

E (tik mk)(xk
k=l

(Mk,- Ini4 11611

I .61 I ( mk

'7?
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Next,we'are ready:O. use *the montoneity of f.. Since,f is increasing, we see
, .

that the.maximum2functional, value on amy'interval occurs atthe.right bend end-
.

point and the-minimum at the'left. Thusj

Now .

) = f(xk..1).

11.41 I

k=1

n

SA
(Mk mk

k=

This last sum :E2 [f(xk) f(xx..1))

k=1
in which almost.everything cancels out. Thus

s seen to be one of those delightful sums
. ,

[ (2k) f(2k-'1)]
k=1 .

We ail. last we see that

- f(x ) f(b) -

I II If (1?) flan'

(This was illustrated in Figure 11 where j IA41 was x3 x ) The arguMent

goes the same may for monotonely decreasing-function where we would obtain the

result
iP

< I [r(b)-- ±"(a)).A

The two results can be collected in the single statement. ,

If f ,ig monotone on [E4b), then '

*6- s 1141 f(b) f(a)1A A
e usefulness of this finding is exhibited bY.sueh,problems as the following.

. .

FrOblem. Find

;

per and lower estimates differing by less than .1 for the area

4111 ,under the'c u 13x) = o4er the-interval [1,2).

Solution. First, how to choose L2 Well, we seeEthat' f(a) = I and

so that If(b) f(a)r=1. Thus for any partition A 0Whatsoever

1F s
A.

< If(b) f(4] . MI.A - 2

In order to guarantee that.% - .§.6... .1 'Cie need only be sure that

chosen that' 1 Illi
I < 71: ;h5

_ere are many such partitions., of

natural to select being A = (ll §-1 5,1 ,13-

,
2 2). The upper

., 5, 55
-g, 1627

this partition are and S -
1879

, ndA 2520 7b, 25.2o

23
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and lower sums for

1.



A resultsimilar to

AA-
is easily obtained for "Piepewtse monatone' functions. A function f is. "piece-

.

wise monotone" on [s.,b) iirthere existe a partitiot.of [a sudh that f is

monptone on'each of the sublU'ervals of the partition.

Now suppose that f Is pieCewise monotone on [alb) and suppose thàt.5 p is

the number of "pieces" into which [alb] may be partitioned so that f' i ono-
,

tone on the pieces. Let the maximum and minimum Values of f()a on the interval

[alb) be denoted by NH and m, respec'tively. 'Then for any rftition b, of

(alb) we have

P1 1.61 1 TO.

This statement'becames obvious on considering the following pictures.

Figure 12a.

Figure I2a shows a function f.,-; Figure 12h shows how the interval.,

partitioned into three pieces on each of which f is monotone.

Figure 12b.

Figure 13a.

246
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0

In Figure 13p: me have added a.partition A and shaded the area corresponding ta,

If S in Figure 13b we-see how to split the rectankles of Figure 13a into 11,6 -de

groups (that is, 3 groups) io that it is obvious that the total area of the

rectangles in each group is less than (m m) Ilt41. The reasoitthat this is so
1

.obvious is that for each group the projections of the rectangles on the y-axis do

not ?verlapi Thus, since tliere axe p such groups in all,

ii I 04

In speaking of continuous functions, a typical example of which is illu-

strated below,..ve.are likely to be wary of trusting our intuition.

F gure 14.

Fbr 'example, it seems intuitively reasonable that for any two partitions
41

*/of, [alb] me ought tobe able to conclude that

since

-6-61

,

area of R and A..ea of R < -ax .

2 '1

However, can we be sure that for sUch complicated functions the region R actu- 1

ally has'an area? It can be shown independently without Nsorting to the use of

4.**

and

- area that

Suppose that 4 is a functio on [alb] and that 6 is a, partition of this

interval. -Let us see what happens o the upper and lower sums when one additional

point x' is adjoined to this partitipn between x
j-1

and x
j

thub forming a

new partition CO.

lbw me see that all the,terms of

%
M;(xk xk_i)

,except one also appear in the sui St:.



Figure 15a.

One temot '36

is replaced. by
.

where

Figure .15b

mi(xi
J-1

M
j

J.

(See /Ign. 15a and 15b.)

max f(x) for x <x<x

max f(x) for x' x

It is clear that the maximum value of a tunctiOn on a subinterval cannot be larger

than the maximum on the whole interval. Thus

so. that

M (x

M < M and M " < M

x M
J
"(x

J
x') <

J-1 . J

This Inequality

Obtaining ;s'

Mi(xj ) m ( x ).
j-1

Shows us.that the sum of-the termq rePlacing: M:(x -.x ) in
Jr1

from 3 cannot be larger than tke term they replaced. 'Therefore

7 <

In Just the same way it can be shown that m

Now we are ready to

we must have

and mj" >m So that

ee-whyl,for any two:partitions ti and A.2- of ta,b

461. :5.79

Fbr; let b be the partition consisting of all the-Partition points of both

Snd,' A2. .Now-

siveiy adjoining one'point of

can be obtained from A2 by starting with 42 and succes-

at a time. At no stage of this proceed is the
'61

-A24')248



upPbr sum ever increased. Tbus.the final,uner sum in this process

'te greater than the initial one '§ ,. That is,
6.2

In the same 'way we see that

. -

It ial of course, obvibus that

S < S
-181.

3 3
since thie terms in. the sum- .S axe term by term less-than or equal to those In

.1 63
At last we have

3

canna

The result we have just obtained can be formulatedas follow*. : Stippose that

we have a function. f continuous on ialb). Suppose.we let /-rePreSent the

set of all lower sums and g represent the set pf 4l upper sums. Then every
,

member ofd is leas than or eqt;a1 to every merraaer oflt.
At

When this result ia formulated in this way, we see that we can assert, from

Pt-operty 8 of the real numbers, that there

the two seta And V. That is, for.any

VB will have

is at least one,tumber S. aeparating
N -Ime0Ors !I, of er, eal4 36,

2 ,

< S <
-61 - A2.

If we mere able to show that there is just one-such nuMber S which aepa-

rates, and A then we. would llave just what we want. That is to say that under

the assumptiong at the beginning of this Chapter, there is just one possible value

which the area under f over, the interval (alb] could possibly have. Referring ,

again to Chapter 2I'we see that in order to demonstrate,the uniqueness of the

number S separating/ and iicye have only to show that for every fositive

.number there exist meMbers S of'44 and t"
io,2

of V, such that
1 .

c..

2 1

interesting to note that, in the case that 'f 'is monotone a considerably

stronger result has alady been demonstrated, to wit: if f- is monotone-in
,

.1.8.11)), then-for any partition of bl,b] we have

< 114j1 If(t) fSad

2



Since ,If(b) f(a) I is fixed, we see that bynaling .114 I sufficiently small,

we.can force fffA-Att, :to be as small as we wish. A similar result holds for

.piecewise monotone functions in view of the inequality

S f(b) f(a)

-Bare- 'p ie the,nuMber of subintervals into Which [alb]. mmat be portitioned in

order that f_should besmonotone on
/

,the subintervals Again If(b)'- f(a)I and

p are'fixed so that by choosing 1141 sufficiently, Small, we may make

S as small as 1,:lelike.
7-6
The Situation is slightly different if, we know only' that the funetion f is

continuous. -In the above discussion we found that for every fUnction which is

monotone or piecewise monotone on an inteeval [alb] we can find-,a number k so,

that'

S S <A --A
a

There do; however, exigt continuous functions for Which no such k can be found:

Bevertheless'l it is true'that for any function continuous on [a,b1- we can make

-s.S16, if small as we like by choosing 1m 'sufficiently small. That is,

Theorem 1. If ,f is .contibU'ouS on (a,b), then.for every e > 0 'there-is a
4

6 > 0 such that -6- - S' < e whenever II I < o. .

We wfil not prove this theorem in this text; for there are unpleasant teChnical

difficulties in our way. The student should recognize thUi we have proved the

theorem'for continuous fUnctions which are'piecewise' monotone. We shall, however,

assume the theorem to be true for all continuous functions. From this assumption

we see that it follows that for every continuous function there is a unique num-

ber S which separates the sets and V. Thus male the following

definition.

Definition 1. If'f is continuous on [alb], we define

jfbaf(x) dx

(called the integral of f over the interval ja,b)) to be the unique nuMber

such thai

4
L-13- 7 2

-,

whenever LI and "a2 aee partitions of [s.,b].

We re-emphasize that, order for this definition to make sense, it is
. .

. .

, *
necessary to have Theorem 1 t our

.

disposal to ensure the uniqueness of the num4-

,ber S. We remind the stud t thai tfais theorem has not been proved in this botils,

250.? 1



under the hypothesis that f is continuous. But onthe other hand, we fUrther

re-emphasize that the theorem has been proved under the additional hypothesis

that f is piecevise,monotone. Now, ail Vie hinctions that we will encounter in

this course (except for a small number of horrible examples) will be piecewise

monotone; 'Thus, far the functions,we will actually encounter, the theoremon,

which this definition rests has been proved. Nevertheless, we will bow to tradi-
4

tion and state the definition for continuous functions.

A remark an the notation involved in-

Jr:f(x) dx

is in order. It should be clear that the value of this integral is synonymous

with the area under the function f over, the interval [alb) and depends only

on the function f and the interval [a,,b]. In particular x has nothing to do

with it whatsoever. Thus,

.41.?f(x) dx if(y) (ky Lilt) dt

all have exactly the sathe meaning. Fbr that reason same authors instead write

f

We will, however, adhere to the more standard notation

. rb
jat f(x) dx

which has, in fact, a nuMber of advantages which will become apparent shortly.

One of these advantages is that this notation permits us to write

Instead of

where f is defined by

"fb 2
x dx"

a

f(x) = x2."

7letting e o abrZECcis-ing -<-0--stre L L
< fo..bd recalling that S <fbf(x) dx < ?7 we see that both the upper

a jn

sum and, the lower sum will differ from the integral by less than c. Thus, if

'the norm of the partition is sufficiently small, the upper andlower sums will be

close approximations of the integral.



6.6 Riemann-Sums'

Again let f be a.ftinction cciintinuolis on [a,b], and let
4

(x0,xij xn)

be Et partition of alb). In the kth subintertal of thi
number Now we halfe

and

.

x0 <x <.x2 x3 <4,0i.k
xn-1 < xn b

partition cbodse a

<
*p.

-Newt consider thes-sum

t3 40x3 ' < Xt.

/9

This sum is equal to the area of the Imion of rectangles depicied'below.

Such, a stun is called a "Riema

x2 xn n
1.= b

Figtire 1.

11 Although i,t is clear that the'value of the
sum depends on the choice, of the numbers ti, ,t2 9919, n we.will nevertheless

the symbol SA to denote such a sum.
For each .k we have

that.

It now follows that

Theorem 2. for every e > 0 -there sexists a 6 > 0 so that, if

(-tk)(xX xit-a) fabf(x) dxl <
,

< 61 then



2

or
rbIAS - f(x) dxl < i

A 4

h.

(regardless Ofilow tk ma& be chosen in the 1t subin;terval oi a.u.

This is rflde clear by receiling that for everSre >.0 14.can find 6 > 0:

so that ;if 41141 < 6 -then E, 2 §41 < . Since i f(x) dx'` and SA' both:1.1e'-

betweeri ..S.6 and Se it.is cleat that SA and ff(;) dx must diffel,.by less

than E.
We summarize the state of affairs described in Theorem 2 by saying thitt

urn SA = fbf(x) dx.
a

IlL11-40

We see that' we have a different kind of Limit here hut one which bears a strong

similarity to that 'encountered 'in urn f(x).

'Interpreting the integral as the area -under the curve, we ca n see froM

Figure 2 that thetrelation

lef(x) dx fbf(x) dx +f Cf(x) dx
a a a

ought to hold true when a < b < c. This follows fran one of our basic assump-
..

tions about area at the beginning 'of this chapter that

area of. (111 112) = area of 113. + area Of R2

7

Figuie 2.

l

V

We should like to be able to establish this relation directly 1 Npm our ana-
:, . . i

lytical d.efinition of the integral more or less as a check on whether this defini-
.

tion truly corresponds to our intuitive concept of area. It turns out that this
. .6

is quite eaqy tti do, and the method employed is, 'in fayt, rather interesting.

We asSume that f is continuous and non-megative on [a,c]. we knew that

there is only one number .K satlsfying.

dS < <
""1-1

4. .
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f(Srevery partit'ion A of (a,c), and this numl;er is ilicf(x) dx. Consequently
if we can establish that.

b
dx +.0(x) dx

for every .partition A of [a4c), th'en it must follow that-

ti(x) dx4'%(:f(x) ax ijef(x) dx.
a

lr It only remains to establish this ieequality. Let 6 -be any partition of ajc).Lp

Let Lsi. 'be the partition obtained by adjoining the additional partgi-on point b'

which falls saY, between Xkl and xleAslow we know'that

S < S and' EA
1

The partitions'

S
2
= (X

0 1' "" x11.71i b.)

S3 7 -b, xe

are partitions of a.,b) and [bpäil respectively. 1texIMs.111the_sum S
-61

consist of just those terms in -ale two sums SA 81111,,AL so that
. 3

S S +
-62 -631

This ié illuStrated in the following figure.
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'404 4 ,

0

-1#4**1-31.Evro
pairs tlist4guished iri t114 Nuitner.6

,s

atd 13

upier sums ,

2A13

-
aVzYitc <16,2

Adding these inpqualitiei* in columns illelde

+ <lf(x). d;k4+ ri;*(x) dx < + .
.7613 A2' A3

0 -
. .collecting all we have said. yields 'the string bf inequalities

. .,.. .
. .

76 Li "6 ."166... 62 6
. .

414

4

Thus ye ;have succeeded in shoving that
b

a

tor allpartitions 6 of (a.,'c), 'and' as
. . b

a

in consequence. 4.

f(x) dx

we haVe.alre..ady observed

dx =Pi) dxa

. .
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STUDENT TEXT

Chapier 8

,THM LOGARITAMIC .ANIZ EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

'in the. lasLtchaptef2e-sfoUnd anticierivatiqes,

* ,

th. the single exception of
: f';-.) 4 n41. .f

x
xn,

ux -= --- +- C -
n + 1

--for'arl integers, n

Thii,formula not only fall to hold when' -11'=

e Doei.ihe fliption f de

0 .

have an antidfriva ve?

fijActimi L defin d by
-3:

°It
",-. x

ned by

. 1

x

is questioni is most easily answered.

N
(indefiniteintegrals)' for x

-1.- The formula 6btained 'was

1 .

t doesn t 'even -make sense!

x)

Consider the

Since x. 0, th.e*Integral 1.6 continu4" d-the4nter'iral between 1 and x.

TherOore the integral eXist's, and the FUndamen41:Theorem. of Calculus 'applies

yield

. L'(x) =
x

t o

1
The question of the existence or an ñIderi'vatj.ve .of has been answered, _

.

.

but the. answerfaturhs out not to be a poxer14 x; ?le behpvior of the function is:
.

. -- _...

niA obvious. 14e will 'devote, same .time to -0*- study of this function. First. wre

1
1411 look at the graph of y =

,

.7c

1
Aaded in Figure lb; while

,

4.

x
J'

Figure la.
3.

The value of L(x) =fic dt
t

1

Figure lb.

is, for x > 1

\it
-

Figure lc

3.

the area under the graph of

for 0 < x< 11,s L(x) . i§ the 'negt.tive of the



,0

'area, under thi

-that = -cdt = 0, and since.tbe integrand is positive, 17., iS an increaa,
1

ing function. .

oe
U

curve between .x and 1 as shaded in Figure lc: It.is obvioup,

,

,The*ost important Property of the function

...J...t....TMLILEL'0,11,L.141PLar_P-der14*04,4,..is that

L(ab) = L(a) help)

This can be ahown'in several ways

the chain rdleye haVe

Li from'which,all'tlie aulne-

a,b > 0.-

for example: Computingt DlIcL

D'L(a.T) = L'(ax).D (ax) = a =x x
piX X

,Since itfis also true that. px1.,(x) we-know that L(ax)

fer by a constant, thus

L(ax) = L(x) + C.

by means 6f,

and L(x)

'We.evaluate th conttan't by settIng x . 1. Then '1(a) =
4

Therfirfore

I

This resu

10aw
,-

fhtegra1

L(ax) L(x) +

or ,L(a) C,

s.sufficiently inte*esting that lie give an addltional ,proof Of it.

,L(ab) ..rb, dt =f13-1 dt +r, cit.
,

. i t i t a t
*

the intpgral ,-. dt isr of courael equal4Ao L(a); to the second
-, t a ,

we apply't]Ne substitution theorem; adbstituting t = as. Now we have

.Dst = = a, aild for. = al s'.= 1; and for t = ab, = b: %us

b
= = j13 2-- ds Mb).

t as s -

Therefore L(air) = IA( a)4,=

We can also see. that '

*
L(abc) = L(a)'-f- L = L(a) + L(b ) + L(c ), etc.

Therefore
- .

for

Matz) =1,(a) + L(a) +b...

n a posfilve integer. Nbreover
0

*

L(a) 7
,

o that L(al/n) . I L(a),
n

. ,

,

, It therefore follows, for n a positive rational number, that we may express

in the form 2e with p° and q positive integers so that'

+ L(a) = n L(a)

for n 'a positive integer

L((k/n)n)
=

v
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I(e) se IkaPh) w.i4P)?-1C1 L(a) 611 pga) = L(41) f1441)

ilar results had fOr negative exponenti

Theiefore

14-0, Is(1) = L(a i) = L(1) = 0.
a

,L(a) 1,(a) or L(e.-1) = -1* ga).

ThUs, &f r is a negative rational nutber4so that -r is aPositive rational

nuniber), we have

t(ar) = )71)

We-have Shown for all rational

this formula also holds for'' T

L(

YUrthatmore

= 4 L(a) = (-1)(-r),L(a).=.r L(a).

numbers r except zero tOt War) = r 14).

= O. since

) = L(l) . 0 . 0 L(a).

14(a) L(t)'= L(a)7 1.4b

.Two final properties of the function L follow. N

Since 1(211) = n U2) and L(2) is a fixed positive nuMber, we see that as

n becomes large -without bound, so does L(211). Therefoe L(x) 400 as x-4.0o.

Similarly, L(2-n) = -n.1( 2) so that 'LW co as x--+ O.

We are ready tocollect our results' about the functibn L and finally to
,

"sketch its graph.

Properties of the function L:

(1) 14(x),=rfdt, k > 0;

(2) L is an increasing function;

(3) L(1) = 0;

( 4 ) Is(x.) -- 4/111IPIX -+ co, and 1.1(x) -4. co sa x 0;

(5) L(x) x >-0; .

(6) L(60 = L(a) + alb > 0;

(7) = L(a) a,b > 0;

(8) L(ar)= r L(a), a > 0, r rational.

We would now:,be Able to draWite an acpurate graPh of the function 14 if

we knew the ofunctional value (or a close 'approximation of it) at one nuMber.olther

than the number 1. Such an approximation can be C)btained 4s follows: First
,

note that 1+X
L(1 X) =

7Z7 B 0 A
.=f 1

4
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flt"

'by the substitution theorem:for integrals where wetsubstituted' 1 foi 's.

Now, for t > 0 we have

11.*".
1 t <1 < 1, + 4

Elviding'this inequality by 1 t ,(which is positive), we have
- - - - -

2 3 2 3 * 4-t <<1.t+t -'t +t.
'Therefore ,for 'x >

t3 )at fx 47 at < - t + t
t 0

3 4Nt + t

Performing the-integrations on, left and right .p.nd noting that we-have already

shoWn that :the middle integral-iic 14 4, we have

2 3
X X x x X

2 _4
X

a?
X + - <

2 3

for all x > 0;

In pariicular setting. x = A 3delds

111 2) < 1

so that

.11.4 2) (1 1 '1 I L.
<

We thus see that L( 2) is, within 1-1). of

Another more na:tUrai and,quite different way of_computing, L(2), :would be to

1'

approximate the integral

ft.dt

-by computing upper and loweilsums. We use\he.partition

5 g 7
1 T.
Figure 2.
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Since

#1:hus

-or

ls.aecreasing we have-

ri 1 3. 1
r 142 + )113-

1 4 4 .1 4iT+u.5-s.r+t. r+yr
1 .1 1.

1 1 1 , 1,

'al r 42 - m3 -s.r
4 4 1 4 1 A 1

.T7'6.V+T.T7ErV
1
z

1
TT

+ < 2)

IL(2)

Hence L(2) is within -1. of or approximatleiy
lo*' 1550

Here is the griph of L.

'Figure 3.

In sketching this graph, ve have used the following data:

L(1) =-0 L'(l) = 1, L inereasing;

4
L(2) 1.3i so that .L(4) = .2 ±.(2) i - L(8) = 3 L(2) 2;

3
4

-1 L(2) Rs 1() =2 L(2)

o
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